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PREFACE 

.-\s ?~-!l"t ot its i.·ork ou re>gio11.:1l pol ic_\· issut.•s. c he Regiou.:i.l .:i.ud Country 
Studic!s 3ranch ~-.f L"SllXJ C.:llTies our pol ic\·-0rie11ted studies .:J11d pro\· ides .:Jd\·isory 
sen·ices ~n ke\· issues of industrial polic\· ch:::.t affect groups of de\·eloping 
counrrie>s. This includt.•s issue>s of e1.·on:~·Jic integration. issues in the 
lt.'l;.:iiouship beti•ec.'ll technological change·"!:..: industrial organisation and policy. 
and issues in inten1at io11.:Il co-operation tor industrial de\"""lopaent. One such 
issue is that of industz·ial product standards. 

Standards are needed for IZl3n\· reasons. Health and safen· standards. for 
instance. may aean that a product oust 11ot be dangerous to the user. and qualit_\· 
or perforoance requireoents aay specif\· the dt:·gree to 1o·hich a product oeets tl.e 
user'~ needs in teros of some ph_\·sical qual icy. The potential purchaser. if the 
product aeets a standard knoi.·n to hio or her. 1o·ill be core encouragerf to bu_\· it . 
.'\ational and local authorities 11,;ill. in the case of health and safet\" s1.andards. 
often allo1o· certain products to be sold cnl\" if these oeet the established 
standards. 

Standards raise iaportant issues for de\·eloping countries. amcious to 
iapro\·e the quality of their r.ianufactures . . 'fam· de\·eloping countries ha\·! their 
01.-u uat ional staudards bureaux. 1o·ho oa_\· prooulgate national standards for 
products. Ho1o·e\·er. there are other standard setting procedures in 1o·hicl1 
den.>loping countries are not im·ol\·ed, although the decisions taken may directly 
affect their ability to raaintain or expand their exports of manufactures to other 
oarkets. International trade in oan_\· aa1mfactures are often subject to the 
influence of standards regulations adopted in de\·eloped countries. especialh· 
the best k1101o·n standards such as those of Germany (Dl."ij. the United Kingdom (BS!) 
the L"nited States (:\NSI) and France ( . .\FNCR). ,'foreo\·er. there has recently been an 
acceleration in the regional standar1 setting process in Europe. as a consequence 
of the iopetus pro\·ided b\· the establ ishoent of the Single European ffarket in 
H92. 

Som.> de\·eloping countries han~ entered acti\·ely into the international 
standards de\·elopcent process through participation in the acti\·icies of the 
International Standards Organisation (IBO). Some ha\·e also been acti\·ely engaged 
in regional standards bodies. such as the . ..\frican Regional Standards Organisation 
( . .\RSO). Howe\·er there is scope for considerable increase in such participation . 
. 'fore generall_v. de\·eloping countries /Ja\·e to explore the 1o·ider implications for 
thee of the trends and forces at work in the determination of industrial product 
st'2ndards. in order co ensure that decisi.:>n affecting their industrial prospects 
can at least be full\" kno1o·n to thee and com·e\·ed to their 01o·n manufacturers. 

The present stud\· focuses on some of these quest ions. in an at c empt co 
ide1!t if_r the oajor issues as far as de\·elopi11g countries are concerned. It begins 
with definitions (section 1) and an analysis of the costs and benefits of 
sta11dards(sect ion 2). This is fol lowed in sect ion 3 bv a re\·iew of the 
standardisation process in de\·eloped cou11tries. and trends in international 
s~ 3ndard i sat ion ( ~ect ion 4). An examin.1t ion of how qual icy st a11dards inf 1 uence 
1:1arkets is the11 folloi.·ecf b;· a re\"iew of activities in connexion with regional 
standards fl>r de•·elopi:ig countries (st>ctions ~and 6). The .study concludes with 
a discussion of tile main issut'S identified in the st"Jndards determination process. 

Tht> studr was prepared bv che Regional and Country Studies Branch, with 
.Jacques Pf.'lkma11:; and Decla11 Costello of Euroscope. !1aastricl1t. Netherlands. as 
co•irractors to l!NJDO. 
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JNTRODUCT!ON 

1:-t the last ten years or so there h.1s hec:·n increasinb intft"est in 
international standardization. The C.-\TT Code on Technical B.'.irrfrrs to Tr.itk. 
negot iatcd during the Tokyo Round. came into fot·ce in 1980. The· Codt: 
encourages the reference to or adoption of intet·national standards. ~•s ....-.:li 
as non-discriminatory access to local conformity assessment in signatory 
countries. It led to numerous ;narginal impro\"ements in signatory countries 
while prompting a reform of the Japanese standards system in 1983. The Code's 
three-yearly re\"ie•s. the current negotiations on further impro\"cment of the 
Code in the Uruguay Round and the gradual increase in the number of 
signatories (and countries •i th obsen·er statu~) al 1 point in the di rcct ion 
of a sustained trend of increasing attention for international 
standardization. Hoae\"er. on its oi..-n the impact oi. the Code on remo\·ing 
technical barriers or on the effecti\.·e promotion of quality and technological 
competiti\.·eness through "'orld standards .-ould still be small. in \"iei..: of its 
serious shortcomings . 

Three other developments greatly bolster the trend to..-ards global 
standardization and magnify its economic eff~cts. The first one i.s the ...-ay 
the [nited States and the EC. each in bEateral negotiations 1o;ith Japan. ha\"e 
gradually succeeded in reducing the excessive restrictiveness (and 
discriminatory pro\.·isions) of Jap;rnese conformity assessment . ..-hilc impro\·ing 
the acceptance and increasing the a"'areness of international standardization 
in Japan. Sjnce. clearly. neither the United States nor the EC could credibly 
argue for their oi..'Tl standards. the upshot "'as the recurring reference to i..:orld 
standards where possible. 

The second. probably C\.·en more important development is the place c:nd 
nature of the remov.11 of te~hnical barriers in the EC-1992 programme. 
Technical barriers are prominent. if not dominant. in th~ \,;hi te Paper on 
'1992' (over 160 out of 290 proposals). not to mention the so-called 'nei..: 
approach' to technical harmonizatio~. "'hich has greatly facilitated progress. 
The ne"' approach refers to European standards .-hich. in turn. ha\.·e to be based 
on "'orld standards where available and usable. There is no other big market 
in the 10orld economy 10hich has so manifestly obliged itself to adopt 1.:orld 
standards. Already today, national standards in EC (and EFTA) countries are 
translations or adapted versions of world standards in around one-quarter to 
one-third of cases. 

Furthermore·. the strong EuY'."opean influence in ISO and IEC (the t"'o 
general world standards bodies) ensures sustained dynamism in ..:orld standards 
writing. 

The third development is ~hat could almost be described as a crisis in 
the American standards :;ystem. Al though it 10as ;:irompted by the cha! 1 engf· of 
EC-1992, the debate in the United Statc:s turned out to have much wider 
ramifications. The neglect of certification and quality control has b~en scLn 
by some experts as one of the reasons for dccl ining competitiveness of United 
States industry in tl·ird rr.arkers. In the l980s. as a consequen~c,. the Cnitl'd 
States has rediscovered internaticrnal standardization and is attcmptinf, to 
restruct~re its standards system so as to better cope with the com~ercial and 
legal requirements of worid mark~ts. 
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T!1 e present pilot .stud\· de SLT i bte s intern.It i ona l s tanda r j i ::.:it ion ag;i in.st 
this d~-.1amic backgi-ound. :\fter careful!\· defining terminology. it first 
analyzes the (pri\·ate and social) costs and benefits of standards and 
technical regulations. before describing in some detail the pre\·ailing 
standards systems in the most important markets of the high-income den:loped 
world. In the definitions chapter the emphasis is on the relations between 
standards (which are. by definition. \·oluntary) and technical regulations. 
If regulation is reduced tv its basic purpose. the role of standards can be 
greatly increased. thereby bringing do•"Tl the costs of the former while greatly 
raising the potenti.Il benefits of the latter. In the absence of regulation 
srandards form an essential technical and economic i1,_gredient in a firm's (and 
country's) compet1t1 \·eness. assisting efficiency in production and 
distribution. information flows and technology transfer. Conformity 
assessment (testing. certification) freqt.:.ently applies to Lvth regulations and 
standards. with de-facto compliance to standards also occurring for commercial 
reasons. Standardization invol \"es costs (development expenses. adaption of 
current product and process specifications. potentially r~tluced competition 
and innovation). the burden of i.-hich is unevenly spread over time and among 
the respective market players. 

Thi.s explains why standardization activities frequently encounter 
difficulties (if not failures) in one product market. whereas they are easily 
accepted as useful or ine,·itable for the pr.0per fur.ctioning of the market in 
other cases. Realizing, in addition. the different levels of development in 
the w·orld and the wide variations in preferences and engineering traditions. 
the conclusion is that global standards are not always optimal. 

Or. alternati\·ely, if global consensus is to be achieved. the sta'ldards 
i.-ill often compri~e several 'options'. will be incomplete or insufficiently 
precise, all properties which degrade the qualir: of the standard. When 
standards are 'non-co-operative' hence, kept o~tside the constnsual 
standards bodies the 'sponsoring' and market-led adoption of standards 
amount to strategic industrial games with winners and temporary losers. 

In the case 
technical barriers 
de facto import 
specifications and 

of product markets subject to technical regulations. 
to trade may range from being (merely) ~Ost-increasing to 
bans. Such barriers may com~?'"ise both technical 
the conformity assessment required. 

Vast complex standardizc>tion structures exist in industrialized 
countries which differ substantially in organization, scope. financing, legal 
framework and pervasiveness. The United States with a fre~ market philosophy, 
is characterized by limited federal and governmental involvement, and reliance 
on a plethora of voluntary standardization bodies, none wit'i formal federal 
governmLnt recognition. Co-ordinated action and the pursuance of long-term 
strategic objectives is already viewed (by some) as involving "government" too 
much. This attitude has also led to low participation in international 
standa".'"dization. Japan, in contrast, operdtes a centralized, strategically 
motivated system, as part of its long-term economic and industrial policy. 
Combined with high stand<>rds awarene:ss and strict conformity assessment, 
eff~ctiv~ trade barriers were first erected. 

Opening up this system is possible but will take time. Western Europe's 
National Standards Bodies (NSBs) opl,rate between these regulr.tory extremes. 
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~:e\·ei·theless. considerahle differences remain. perpetuating substantial 
technical barriers to trade (TBTs). The study describes three prominent 
bodies in r,.'estern Europe: AFNOR (France). DIN (Cerman~") and BSI (United 
Kingdom). For completeness one should also present the domestic technical 
refulation in these countries. but this was considered unnecessary in the 
light of the increasing importance of EC regulation precisely in these fields. 
Creation of the EC internal market is based on the harmonization of essential 
technical requirements only. the mutual recognition of non-essential 
regulation. the promotion of European standardization. and the de\·elopme:nt of 
pan-European conformity assessment. backed up b~- the legal obligations of the 
EEC Treaty and the integrative rulings of the Court of Justice of the EC. 

As a means for liberalizing trade. international standardization faces 
serious drawbacks. i.e. difficulties in consensus achievement and enforcement. 
It operates at the lowest common denominator level. usually limited to those 
standards which are the minimum needed for trade. e.g. definitions. test 
methods. These standards are of the devoid of detailed production 
specifications. and may require interpretation and refinement by NSBs. 
permitting '1BT to arise and reducing technology transfer to developing 
countries. As such they provide only the base or foundation for national 
standards. rather than acting as an ir.depenJent corpus of standards typically 
~emanded by producers. This problem is greater for the non-electri..; standards 
in ISO than for electro-technical !:tandards in IEC where a much longer 
tradition and severe compatibility and safety requirements ha\·e served to 
facilitate consensus in many cases_ In broadcasting and telecom markets 
ingenious compromises next to sharp disagreements arfd up to a \'ery uneven 
picture which is difficult to assess in a pilot study. 

The recent stimuli for international standardization (see before) are._ 
upon reflection. derived from more fundamental determinants. The study 
briefly analyzes these determinants. Greater demand for standards per sc. 
generated oy technological advances and consumer pressure. has spilled over 
into the international standards world, which is also affected by growing 
international trade and regional integration. International standardization 
bodies have witnessed increased activity, although, unfortunately, the slow 
development of standards persists (except in special cases such as information 
technology). Regional standardization (often operating in the framework of 
regional economic integration) provides timely and relevant interpretations 
of international standards, bypassing their (international standards') more 
serious limitations. Ground rules for the role of standardization systems. 
and their role in overcoming TB7 are enshrined in the CATT Code on Technical 
Barriers to Trade. The Code is surely useful in combatt ing the worst 
technical barriers to trade. It has also stimulated international 
standardization. But, there are still shortcomings in respect to the actual 
removal of TBTs. Deficiencies in the Code include the failure to harmonize 
both technical regulations and standards. Also the direct obligati 0 ns of the 
Code fall only on the national governments. A weak 'second level' obligation 
for national governments concerns the activities of other bodies (e.g. local 
government, voluntary standards organizations). 

Attaining products of adequate and consistent quality would permit 
better access to developed countriPs' markets. Standardization is one means 
to promote quality. More ambitiously, buyers' confidence in the level and 
consistency of quality c~n be won by adhering to standardized quality 
assurance within industry. Increasingly NSBs are instrumental in spreading 
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quality awareness and promoting qu'ility assurance. For ue\·eloping countries. 
however, skill shortages and the lack of an industrial base shortages result 
in \·ery limited use of standards in industry. Many poor countries lack a 
basic standardization infrast1ucture including NSB~. A top doloon approach ""ith 
go\"el'.'nment assistance encompassing all aspe.::ts of standardization 
(certification, metrology, etc.) is often desirable to instill standardization 
principles at the industry level. Regional co-cperation may prove useful. in 
economizing on scarce resources. and in developing standards which ret~ect 
co1111Don abilities and needs. Initial attention, howev~r. needs to focus OP 

standardization infrastructure at the national level. Careful attention 
should be paid to the development of long-term standardization objectives as 
part of a national economic development plan. 

The present study concludes with the identif .L<'.ation of a number of 
policy issues and issues which would seem to require further study. The need 
for the latter is not surprising because technical standards have seldom been 
analyzed from an economic policy perspective, even though their primary 
function is to make markets function better. 

The most important policy conclusir.1 to emerge from this paper is that 
~nternational standards, while having great potential to improve ma>:ket access 
to developed countries, suffer from serious drawbacks such as .:he lack of 
product specifications. non-enforcement in numerous countries and excessively 
long periods to write them. Nevertheless, their role in industrial 
development should be boosted. There is a trend to refer more and more to 
world standards, a trend bolstered by important developments in the framework 
of EC-1992 (the 'new approach') and the negotiations on further impro\·ing the 
GATT Code. Bilateral assistance needs to be more in tune with the neec~ and 
abilities of developing countries. In addition to the possible mismatch of 
supply and need of technical assistance, there is a potential danger of 
competing, but partly incompatible, technical aid, linked to specific 
standards traditions of donor countries. 

Finally, it is acknowledged that some scope exists for regionai co
operation among developing countries subject to the condition of effective 
standardization structures at the national level, and close co-operation with 
regional integration bodies. 



1. TECHNICAL STANDARDS: DEFINITION~ AND NATIJRE 

In a report on standardi=ation. it is crucial to reduce terminological 
contusion. and to clarify the nature of the relationship between key concepts 
used. At the risk of o~erburdening the unintroduced reader. this chapter will 
set out the modern perspective as rigorously as possible. 

There are four essential concepts. based on technical specifications as 
employed ~n market transactions. Exhib!.t 1 pro\·ides a stylize:! summ.:ry. 

Technical standards are voluntarily agreed codifications of form. 
functioning. quality. compatibility and/or exchangeability of methods. 
products. processes and sen·ices. The features distinguishing them from 
technical regulations consist of their non-co ... itting character (in terms of 
public law) and the self-interest of all participants. 

This definition is refined in the 1979 GATT Code (Agreement) on 
Technical Barriers to Trade. as 'a technical spec if icat ion approi·ed b\- .:1 

recognized standardizing body fer repeated or continuous application. with 
which compliance is not oandator_v'. The recognition of the standards body 
provides guarantees against market power. or undesirable biases in the 
standard; in other words. the self-interest of all participants will 0nly be 
acceptable if there is consensus on the social gain by all participants. This 
point is stressed in the wider definitions employed by ISO. the world 
standards organization, and the UN Economic Commission for Europe: 

'a technical specification or other document a\·ailabl e to the 
public. drawn rip rd th the co-operation and consensus or general 
approi·al of all interests affect2d b•· it based on the 
consolidated results of science. technolog_\· and experience. aimed 
c..t the promotior~ ot optimum communitv benefits and approi·ed b_\· a 
bodv recognized on the national. regional or international 
level'. 

Technical regulations c.::-e specifications as to form. construction. 
performance (etc.) of products. services and sometimes even of processes and 
methods. included or referred to in public law. with the purpose of serving 
the public interest. in particular objectives of health, safety. environmental 
and consumer protection. The legal basis and the public interest constitute 
the properties thaL distinguish technical regulations from standards. 

Iechnical conformity assessment comprises an array of arrangements such 
as technical inspection. testing. approval systems and certification, for the 
purpose of ensuring conformity to given standards or regular ions. The 
evidence is usually found in testing rcporLs. The quality of the assessment 
may itself be protected by accreditation of testing laboratories and 
certification bodies. For simplicity. products may carry and arketing may 
employ approval signr. and conformity or certification marks. 

Technical barri~rs to trade arise from the fact that technical 
standards. technical regulations. and/or technical conformity assessment may 
differ betwN·n two or morf' co1mtrif,s. The most important problems consist in 
purely technical aspects. raising costs for foreign suppliers (or importers), 
but. in thf' cases of standards and conformity assr:ssmE'nt. there is al!;o th<' 
iss!le of having 'acc£>ss' to standard writing technical committpc·s and to 
certifical ion (e.h. lo bf' ;1ccrf·dited or to hf, rf'cop,nized as 'equival£>nt '). 
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EXHIBIT l 

DEFINITlONS OF AGREED TECHNICAL SPECIFlCATIONS 

TECHNICAL 

o Standards 

- voluntary 
- consensual 

o ilegulations 

- mandatory 
- via legislation 
- public interest 

o Conformity assessment ---- testing 

/ 
compliance with 

/~ 
standard ('quality', compatibility) regul~tion (law) 

l 1 
certification; 
marks, signs, logo's, 
or manufacturer's 
declaration 

o Barriers to trade 

- cost raising divergences 
- between two/more countries 
- among standards, regulations, 

conform. assessments 

approval, license, 
certifkate 
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~!.itH.L1r.·ds ,·.tt1 th. ,~h~11-~1ctt:·ri::~·-d_ .tnd hf·n.:t t...."l .. 1.ssitit.d i:l .st..· ... -... r .. il ~· .. 1\·s_ 

. .:.11 ,,ft,·n llStd distirh"tiun is th;;t b.:·t1."l·tll dtsi~n .rnJ [<rtorm.i!:~·<" SLi'.1,L.r:t°'. 

t.he former being precise, detailed <md id.:;d tor int L1-:.:0rnp;1n·: api:;l ic.:it ion 
·~·h.:r«;;s th.:· latter is turn:uLitt·d i.·ith d \"if;..: t,, sp.:,·itic:..lh· desired results. 
such .is s;;fety. dur.:ibilin.· <-tc. 1.:ir!wut pt-L'\·idini; th,• full (l.:t ;iiont•, 
unique) t < clmi.c.il sol ut i m. Uf cou1·st• _ comp<.in\· st <.!nd.1n1s <il"E not \·oi unLi!-i L ••· 
,idoptt·d b\- od1<·1·s ;tt1d do not qu;il ih· <"iS 'st<.rnd,n·ds' for st:..nd.it"ds bodies. 
Thus. to .:1dopt dt'sip1 stanJ;H·ds for st.:mdards bodi.:;:: i.:ill norm<ilh· n.:c.:,! 
ext.:nsi\·.::· consultation and r.ci..-riting bE'forc consEnsus can bt• .::~:p.:cct,•d. This 
ma\· fmp;_;n som_ .. rigidin· ••r·d rr.ig,ht discourage inno·;ati\·.:c solutions. ·,:hen 
dEsi~~n stand.:irds .:ire used b\· authoriti<"S in tht- lai.:. the likt:·lihocd of 
cr-t.'.:it in>; uc!mical b.:itTiers to tradt' incrc-ases ~1-eath:. For all thes.: 
reasoPs. pn.0 it'rences in the dE\'Elopl•d ccuntrit:·s shift to p.:-rfo1·mance 
st.:rnct ;rds. 

Furthermore. standards <XE' ~requt'ntly named after their technical 
function. HErt' terminolog~- is not ah.:a\·s applied in a fulh· 'standardi::ed' 
•.:a~-_ .:ilthough most of the terms arE straightfori.-ard: basic standards (e.g. 
a mea.st!!·ement standard). terminology standar .. s. but also product, servicf,, 
testing, safety, health standards or even engineering standards (for turnke,_
projectsl. 

Finallv. and at a slightl_:.· more abstract lencl. 
distinguish fo11r C.'itq;ot·ic·s of standarcls dcpendt.,nt on thE'ir 
(see also Exhibit 2): 

it is useful to 
economi: function 

information standards are a prerequisite for technical communicat~on 

.:md consistenC\· in that they c.iirefully describe dim ... nsions. 
terminology. criteria. measurement units (under given toleran~es) and 
ot h,,r functional and conversion svstems: 

\·ariE'tv rt'duction standat·ds ai1n to reduce the (unnecessary) numoe:· .:ind 
\·a1·iE-t v 0f components. parts. processes or services: 

compatibility standards art' concerned with the compatibilirv of 
compon~nts. complementary products, processes. protocols or services or 
tl1e interchangeability among (competitive) parts or produrts: 

ciuality stand;irds ddirw minimum rcquirc:ml·nts for ndiabilin·. 
ctu~ability. etc .. of materials, proct'sses. products or services. 
including ilspects of saff't_:.·. health <ind c·nvironment·;il protl·cticn. 

The four catego1·if's of standards mav hf· opc·r<1tional, in prinr:iple. at 
four lc·\·cls: thf: industn·. the countrv. ii rq>,ion of sc:\'(•r<1l countries ilnC. the 
world. 

It is common practice· to employ thf' worrl 'st<1ndard' ,1lso at thl: firm 
!f·w·l altho11gh clc-<1rlv the·:£· is nn vol11ntarv agrf·f'mf'nt <1mong various 
participants. Stand<1rds of an individual firm can achievf' de tacto adoption 
by 11~;f'rs in the· markc·t as the· 'dominant' st<1ndard (whf'n compatibility 
rf'quirc·m<·nts arc ovc·rrictinp,). Thesc· c;isc:; ar« n·lativf'ly rarf' ,:espitc· the· 
fact that thc·v p,c·t mr>n· :;cholarlv ;ittf'nt ion from c·c0110mists (<-.g. Cab£>]. ed .. 
198/). In iltlV f'Vf·nt. tlwv <"rnf'rP,P from non-co-opPrilt ivr· company stra!C'gics in 
rtu· mark~·! ;md not from consc·ns11;il pfforts in standards bodif·s; tlwrr·forf', 
thf'v fall rJ11tsidc· th<· scope· of this pilot st11<iv. Thf' adhf'r<•ncf' to ;i standard 
mav hav<· difff·rl"nt lq;.il and <·ronomic pff,·cts. df·pf'ndc·nt on wllf'tlwr 
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EXHIBIT 2 

TYPE OF STANDARDS, ACCORDING TO THEIR ECONOMIC FUNQJON * 

o Information Standards 

- exact communication,among engineers 
- examples: 

dimensions, terminology, measurement 
units, specifications of drawings, 
abbreviations, etc. 

o Variety Reduction Standards 

- reduce the unnecessary number/variety 
- examples: 

sizes of beds/matrasses; car wheels/tires; 
units of lumber; screws; etc. 

o Compatibility Standards 

- interchangeability, interoperability, 
complementarity of (competitive) parts or 
products 

- examples: 
films and camera's; sockets & plugs; 
railway gauge; etc. 

o Quality standards 

- minimum of reliability, durability, performance 
- health, safety, non-polluting 

* a standard may fulfil two or three funcrions 
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'compliance' follows from mere tradition (in the ~nited States. the metric 
system ,,;as 'adopted' in 1988. but ne"·er accepted). informal sectoral 
arrangements. decisions by standards institutes. the attraction of specific 
certification marks. market dominance of a firm's standard. dominance cf 
export markets' standards. specialization agreements. joint ventures. the 
(international) hierarchical reach within a firm. references to standards in 
the law. technical regulations or approval systems imposing ~vmpulsory 

certification. 

The relation between technical standards and technical regulation may 
varv as is shown in Exhibit 3. First, for numerous products countries or 
subcentral governments see no valid reason for regulation because no healr:h. 
safetv or en'-·ironmental risk is in"·olved and no objective of consumer 
protection is affected (e.g. pencils). 

In such case~ there may or may not be standards but there is no 
regulation. Second. when there is regulation, three alternative approaches 
present themsel··es with different implications for the role of technical 
standards: 

(a) Exhausth·e regulation; the law may set both the objectives of health, 
safety. etc. as well as the full set of technical specifications, 
including the technical requirements for conformity assessment and the 
administrative ones for approval. This form of heavy-handed regulation 
is only justified when risks are very great. The approach obviates the 
writing of standards as defined above. 

Frequently, one encounters this approach in sectors where health 
objectives are paramount such as agro-food and medicines. IL explains 
why many national standards bodies have worked almost exclusively on 
safety rather than heal th issues: heal th related standards were 
obviated by regulatory activity. 

(b) Optional re~ulation; the law may set both the objectives of 
health, safety, etc. as well as technical specifications, but may 
allow different 'options', declared to ~e instrumental to the 
objectives. This regulatory flexibility is especially important 
within federal systems having different local traditions as ,,.~11 

as internationally where preferences or technical traditions may 
vary even more over a wider spectrum. 

If the options are exhaustively specified in the law, however, 
there is still no role for standards. If specifications remain 
incomple~e. this approach may incorporate features of the 
'reference to standards' methods, explained below, so that 
standards have an important role to play. 

(c) Purpose-oriented le~islation; the law sets the objectives of 
health, safety, etc. but refrains from listing the technical 
specification~. Instead, the law refers to existin~ standards as 
being compatible with these objectives. In an even more flexible 
form. the equivalence principle is introduced: reference is made 
to technical standards written by designated standards bodies but 
any other technical specifications from a firm (say, because of 
innovation) or technical standards set by other bodies (say, from 
other countries) may be considered 'equivalent'. Such products 
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EXHIBIT 3 

RELATIONS BElVlEEN STANDARDS ANO REGULATIONS 

1 
Nature of Characteristics in role of standards I re~uaalv&f regime the law ' ; 

I ! 
I 

exhaustive - objectives I 
regulation - full technical I 

specifications of none i 

singular soludon I 

- designated or public 
certification 

optional - objectives 
regulation - specifications 

optional 
- designated or public 

certification 
f-+ rigid 

0 options none 
exhaustively 
specified 

1....+ flexible 0 options include 
reference to some strict 
enumerated mandates 
standards 

purpose-oriented - objectives 
legislation - reference to 

standards 
- designated 

certification 

f-+. flexible 0 existing standards significant 
I : 

0 designatior. specified 

'-+open 
i 

0 any complying standard; 
crucial also company standards 

I 0 certification designated 
I or accredited 

no regulation I 
----·---- ---- varying from important 

I 
I to none 
------·---------------------·--~- -------- -------------

(c) 1990, Euroscope 
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10ould be: subject to conformity assessment by designated bcdics 
.-t:ercb..- the decisi'l.·e aspect is no longer the technical 
specifi,·ation but the accordancE' with the health or safet..
objecti..-,·~ in the la10. 

This more sophisticated perspective on regulatic • not only provides 
greater flexibility for market participants but also shapes a desirable 
division of la~our between the essence of the regulatory tasks of government. 
and the technical capabilities of standards bodies. As will be shown belo-. 
this is one of the more important routes to reduce the costs of technical 
regulation (without compromising health and safety objectives) in any national 
ciarket. It applies with even greater force to the reduction of the costs of 
techn~cal barriers to trade or thei'r" removal. 

The relation between technical standards and conformity assessment is 
normally straightforward: as a rule. technical product standards will include 
a careful specification of conformity assessment tests (including sampling 
methods). This is done because users or consumers (or. in certain cases. the 
authorities) must be able to let laboratories verify whether oi: not a product 
confirms to a given standard. In the world cf standardizers an ever wider 
acceptance of the strict test of the International Standards Organization 
(ISO). to which descriptions of conformity assessment should be subjected when 
writing them into a standard. can be observed. The ISO (1989, p. 13) writes: 

'The accuracy of the chosen test method shall be such as to allow 
unambi ,Jous determination of whether the value of the 
ci1ara.:terist ic to be 3.ssessed 1 ies within the specified 
tolerance'. 

The !nclusion of conformity assessment specifications into a standard 
does not imply any obligation to carry out any kind of test. This depends on 
the relation between technical standards and technical regulation (if any: see 
above) or on the wish of users to verify conformity. Confcrmity assessment 
should leave no doubt about the (proper) use of a standard in cases of 
contractual obligations or a supplier's claim in advertizing. offers or 
tenders. 

Conformity assessment with re&pect to specific health and safety 
objectives in the law presents greater problems. The flexibility of the 
'reference-to-standards' method derives precisely from the not-too-detailed 
specification of the objectives in the law. Designated certification bodies 
themselves will have to specify exactly a respectable test method - with 
degrees of tolerance indicated. By definition, this cannot be a general 
conformity assessment of products DQt using a referred standard, because ~uch 
products may be different in every case. (In practice the options offered for 
key characteristics related to health or safety are very limited). 
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2. BENEFITS AND COSTS OF STANDARDS 

2.1. Benefits of S:an<iards 

Almost al! t'le private benefits of standards to producers and consumers. 
respectively. amourat to social benefits as well. The fact :h.i'- standards are 
frequently difficult to formulate, that consensus cannot be achieved or that 
standard proposals aren't even submitted is explained bv the unequal 
distribution of benefits (which may influence competitive po'. 1tions). or the 
i&. 'ossib.;.t ity for those incurring the costs of writing the standards to recoup 
the costs or appropriate the benefits. Therefore. the very considerable list 
of benefits which follows below does not in and by itself indicate the 
liJ-elihood of standards being adopted (tht following is adapted and extended 
from Pelkmans. 1987-b). 

The benefits of standardization for the producer include cost savings, 
such as 

(1) Reduction of average costs, through better exploitation of scale 
economies. This applies especially to variety reduction and 
compatibility standards, subject to the condition of effectivP 
adherence; 

(2) Cost reduction through the use of int.crchangeable parts. This m.ay be 
influenced by all four categories of standards but particularly by the 
combination of quality and compatibility standards; 

(3) Cost reduction through Si11J>lification of production and construction 
processes. 1nis is the result of variety reduction standards, enabling 
large scale production of more complex but multifunctional (and/or 
compatible) components, reducing the number <Jf components in the 
production process, etc.; 

(4) Reduction of storage and of logistics costs in interfir. trade, 
(5) Reduction of liability insurance costs (in case of potential~y 

danLerous products or processes); 
(6) Facilitating corporate strategies emphasizing quality control on a 

permanent basis. This would require quality standards and quality 
assurance systems (of the firm. or via third party quality 
certification). 

Firms may of course also benefit as users of economic goods subject to 
standards. The consumer of products and services may likewise benefit. Such 
econ~mic advantages may include: 

(7) Reduction in the costs of information (with respect to the performance, 
quality, complementarity or compatibility of products or components). 
Uncertainty or misinformation will increase search costs. may hamper 
consumer or user acceptance, and occasionally be extremely costly. The 
costs of information can be further reduced by simple signs or marks 
conveying the quality of the product or its conformity to (particular) 
standards; 

(8) Reduction in the cost of 'learning' how to use a good (if certain 1- 'Y 
items of handling are standardized, goods become substitutable at lower 
cost levels of learning, e.g. changing films in cameras, typewriter key 
boards, changing tyres, using different programming languages); 

(9) Network externalities, as a result of compatibility standards. Network 
externalities, which can be important and even decisive for the 
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emeq;cnce of large neu.-orks. arc pos1t1ve external consumption 
benefits. in the sense that the utilitv deri\·ed bv a consumer fron. the 
use of a product increases with the number of othe~ consumer~ 

purchasing compatible products. Examples includt: the tel..!phor,c 
nct•ork. ••.llue-added services and the tele\·ision system; 

(10) The capturing of some of the •rent•. other9ise accruing to pr-:xiucers. 
•hen the introduction of standards shifts the emphasis towards price 
coapetition. 

Eight out of these ten benefits usually translate iHto social benefits 
as •ell. No. 6 depends on a separate cost/benefit analysis and the nature of 
user preferences. No. 10 reshuffles a rent and does not necessarily raise a 
societv' s •el fare. Nonetheless. the o\·erall benefits of standards can be 
impressi\·e. 

2.2 Costs of stan<fards 

The costs of standardization depend on the level of operation chosen 
(i.e. industry. national. regional and world) and the method employed (i.e. 
truly voluntary. hierarchy. market dominance. refere"'.lce to standards. detailed 
regulations. etc.). Ihe private costs of standardization will largely fa~l 
on industry. 

First of all. they ca.prise the resources spent on the standardization 
process inside the fira, among firas and ::>ther interested parties (where 
relevant. in co-operation ti."ith public agents). 

Second. and frequently more important, firas may expect to lose 
(teaporarily?) market share in 'protected' markets and may incur adjustment 
costs with respect to production processes. Third. firas may hesitate to 
convey their unique technical lcnovledge. necessary before standardization 
would become feasible. The latter two expected private costs may well prevent 
a standard fr0m coming into being. In addition to these general categories 
of private costs. both the existing level of operation and existing methods 
may militate against additional standards. Historical reasons or an 
'installed base' (e.g. lifts; sockets and plugs in a given electricity 
network) may act as powerful obstacles to wider standardization. So may 
inconsistencies among standardization methods or adherence practices and. 
above all, conflicts b~tween (national) jurisdictions and wider 
standardization processes. 

The social costs of standardization may .:onsist of a reduction of 
product var.iety. and reduced possibilities or incentives for product 
innovation or new types of services. This may also imply a reduction of 
compet1t1on. Variety reduction is likely to go against consumer preferences 
as preference variety spectrums are usually very broad. In principle they are 
even unlimited. Therefore it should be up to the consumer whether he or she 
positively assesses the trade-off between cost reduction and variety-loss 
(example: most countries have only a few standard sizes of beds and 
mattrc·sscs). Standardization traditions strongly emphasize the avoidance of 
unnecessary duplication or variety. Such judgements may be influenced -
implicitly or consciously - by national market positions. cultural preferences 
or engineering traditions. Thus, variety reduction which creates no problem 
within a given country may act as a technical barrier to trade 
internationally. It may also explain why international prodyct standards are 
difficult to achieve. and onre adopted, may not acquire market acceptance. 
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Standard spel-'ifications as at:ll as rt:gular r<'\"it:as should b.: such tkit 
incenti'l.·es for innovation are not throttlt:d. This applit:s as adl to 
procedures of trade associations acting as standards bodie-s .. :it least if thcv 
allo• discretion for restrictive business practices under the guise of 
sLandardization. 

In certain markets standards of individual companies may be accepted by 
suppliers and users. e\.·en though standards bodies han' not been im·ol \.·ed. One 
obser\.·es in such cases that indiYidual company standards assume strategic. 
competitive importance as so cal~ed 'de facto standards'. Examples include 
IBM standards for certain comput~rs or LOTt:S soft•are for spreadsheets. Their 
strategic ad\.·antage is derived fron -~mpatibility requir~ments. In such an 
economic configuration. it is most ... i. ikel ..- that consensus standards can be 
aritten by recognized bodies. 

2.3 Costs and Benefits of Technical Re&»lation 

Technical regulations aim to pn>mote the public interest by fostering 
product and process safety. human. animal and plant health. other forms of 
environmental protection and C'"~'"tller protection. (In the case of information 
standards one shoultf add minimal le'l.·els of legal security. accuracy and the 
quality of information in contracting r1eeded for thE: t--roper functioning of 
markets). Accomplishing these objecth·es in the public interest points to the 
benefits. It is important to realize that the subjective len:l of 1-"£:lfare. 
pursued with these regulations. depends on deep-rooted preferences. coloured 
by local circumstances and history. on the state of technology and the level 
of development. In the long run these three determinants are not independent. 
~t is considered a 'beneficial' move in OECD countries might be a regulator)· 
burden in developing countries. 

The ~ of technical regulations and their harmonization. though 
elusive. may be high and at times prohibitive. There are at least four 
problems that easily lead costs to rise very quickly. 

First. although in general terms the public goals are uncontroversial. 
they tend to be too ill-defined for purposes of an operational cost-benefit 
analysis. 'Safety levels' can never be high enough. if politicians do not 
bear the costs themselves. 

Second. once the political level insists on regulation for the public 
interest, asymmetrical information problems (i.e. the regulators. let alone 
the legislators. are not as well informed about costs and options as the local 
industry. which as~rmmetry induces strategic behaviour) may cause the local 
industry to insert its interests, couched in technical specifications. A 
joint cost of the first two problems together is that access to that national 
market may become difficult. If compulsory conformity assessment is added, 
costs of irnports may be further augmented. If certification is somcho\O 
influenced by local industry. markets might become fully insulated. 

Third, one may ask serious questions about the harmonization of 
different national regulations. Of course, what sh0uld be decisive is 
agreement about the objectives of health and saf~ty. However. the objectives 
being ill-defined, one tends to revert to the technical specifications (or to 
the standards referred to) in the regulations. This tends to lead to a shift 
in negotiations towards the technical experts. themselves usually responsible 
for the relevant national pieces of legislation. These experts in turn arc 
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hea,:il:- dependent on local industry poss£:ssing mor£: .rnd better information_ 
Industry h~n-ing adjusted to local lt?gislation and possibh- enjoying the rents 
o~ de facto protection against imports. aill percei\·e harmoni;:ation as a 
threat. Failing political pressure. technical harmonization of this kind aill 
not ,..ork or be com£: s \-er\- cost 1 \-. 

Fourth. technical regulation is so detailed at times that its 
accumulation gtnerates negati\·e side effects. Fitting a windo,.- in a high-rise 
construction in <.;erm<:ny requires compliance •ith 39 DIN standards (by 
reference in la,.-) and ,.-ith another 31 rules and prescriptions about usage (for 
,.-orkc·rs). originating from labour uni ens. sectoral bodies. the regional and 
federal go\-ernment(s) _ The hidden costs of such cumulative regulation may 
,.-ell be much greater than society would be ,.-illing to pay for that level of 
safety. should it be properly informed. Moreo\·er. the benefits of 
standardization (especially lo•er information costs) tend to get lost and 
import competition becomes \"ery difficult. 

2.4 Removing Technical 3arriers to Trade 

The economic case for removing technical barriers should PXtend this 
c0st/benefit analysis to larger markets. taking into account differential 
preferences of thf' countries involved and retaining flexibility for 
innovation. 

In the first place harmonization of technical regulations is frequently 
necessary for international trade in all products subjected to restrictive 
regulation for the public interest. Harmonization does not have to lead to 
t:omplete agreeraent in all detai 1: this is only necessary in some cases. 
However. if national laws are so restrictive as to allow only one technical 
specification. one has either to obtain sp~cific agreement on a bilateral or 
regional basis or to adopt procedures for (mutual) recognition. In case the 
law employs reference to standards, and if these standards are different from 
or more precise than ISO-standards. the same applies. In addition, conformity 
assessment methods may have r-o be tackled as well which is bound to become 
~xtrcmely technical. Without harmonization of some kind, de facto import 
prohibitions may arise. or costly adaptations may be needed reducing the gains 
from trade. The costs of these adaptati' :ls not only consist of extra machines 
and performance tests. but also the reduction of economies of scale due to the 
interruption or multiplication of series production. It should be observed 
that. as trade based on economies of scale may well increase absolutely and 
relatively with the level of economic development, the costs of technical 
barriers may augment with secular economic growth. Conversely. for open 
economies the removal of technical barriers becomes a more and more pertinent 
condition ~or economic growth. 

Second, and more generally, many of the benefits of standardization may 
be reduced by technical barriers of one kind or another. This is obvious for 
technical regulations as different technical regulations will raise costs and 
go against the cost-reducing impact of standards. It is also true for the 
voluntary standards, except that one has to be prudent not to confuse 
standards with aspects of commercial strategy of firms. Standards in country 
A may be based on different product development5 than in country B, or on 
different engineering traditions. In such circumstances, components trade may 
be hampered but this need not bE' tantamount to a legal access barrier; rather 
it constitutes a (local) entry barrier to the market that may be overcome via 
a voluntary standardi~ation proces5, via private specialization agreements, 
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long run private suppl\· contracts or pri\"at~· direct i:l\:estments. ISO or 
regional standards can reduce or remove such barriers. It is clear that in 
n 11Derous cases a number of: aspects of product and process technology can be: 
standardized in such a way that international trade both inside and among 
firms is greatly f~cilitated. If components or final products are subject to 
vary large scale economies, standardization mav even be vital for the 
development of a sufficiently by lar-ge export base in order to achie"·e and 
maintain competitiveness. 

Third. corporate strategies may be profitably linked to standardization 
in se"·eral ways. Exama>les include the elimination of incompatibilities as 
early as possible in the product 1 ife cycle and the emphasis on quality 
standards recognizably u.>ed for products of the firm. This mav pre"·cnt 
barriers from arising also among countries. 

2. 5 Are World Standards Optimal'? 

Does the ~conomic case for the removal of technical barriers to trade 
amount to a case for common world standaro3? No. it does not; global standards 
for all categories (e.g. information. compatibility. etc.) are not always 
justified. It does es ta bl ish the case for world information standards firmly. 
and for simplicity of conversion systems as long as different information 
standards continue to coexist for reasons of adjustment costs. But variety 
reduction standards, compatibility standards and quality standards may first 
of all differ among firms to an appreciable degree. for reasons of corporate 
strategies, uniqueness of technology or marketing. These forms of non-price 
competition should not be reduced unless there a".'e good reasons. If such 
standards do exist but differ amongst countries. market access can be achieved 
by means other than world standards (see further). It is far from cert.air. 
that the alternative means of market access are inferior to world standards 
for economic welfare. Moreover. quality standards will tend to be linked to 
the level of development of a country or region (and its preferences!) as well 
as to comparative advantages worldwide; hence. there may be good economic 
reasons for the• to differ rather widely. 

Variety reduction and compatibility standards may be, and are in fact 
narrowed down at ISO level, IEC level. CC1TT level, CCIR level, etc .. but this 
does not mean that market entry within a region may not be greatly facilitated 
by a further specification or narrowing down. In the case of compatibility 
standards. very precise protocols have to be es ta bl ished before bcnuine 
compatibility or inter-operabil i t.y is accompl: :>hed (for example. commum.cation 
at distance among diff~rent types of computers). Furthermore, it should not 
be forgotten that IEC and ISO standards are not uniformly adopted in ISO/IEC 
rJember countries, or that national bodies accept them formally without. 
however. adapting the certification or marks system (see chapter 4). 

The reasoning in the case of technical regulations overlaps. but is not 
identical with that about standards. The public interest will be defined at 
national or federal level. The qurstion therefore is whether objective and 
subjective levels of satety, health, environmental protection and consumer 
protection can be 'harmonized' in certain regions; or perhaps in some cases 
even at world level. It is obvious that such levels can differ greatly among 
the world's 150 odd countries and that global harmonization thcrcfort: is 
venally excluded on subjective grounds. Indeed, the CATT Code on Technical 
Barriers does not even strive for any harmonization. Given the diff£:rPnt 
societal preferences, it might not even be socially dc>sirablc. Moreover, 
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object i \"e reasons ;nav cause 1·cbul at ton to differ due tc cl !.mate and usage 
practices. 

ln regions of neighbouring or "similar• cotmt:ries ahere objective 
reasons and subject:ive preferences for certain specifications of the 
objecti\·es of public interest may be similar. it nu: be vort:hvhile t:rying t:o 
haraonize. This is e\·en more desirable wh.:n such a region or group is engaged 
in regional trade liberalization. In the long run mutual penetration. 
marketing and the demonstration effect may gradually bring about a broad 
com:crgence of tastes and a greater mutual confidence in one another• s 
industrial performance and safety le\·els. 

Therefore, in the limited range of tradeable 
technical regulation. the case for re&ional 
recognition may be quite forceful. 

products being subject to 
harmonization or mutual 

The question then becomes whether independent jurisa1ctions and the 
'sheltered' industries in them can agree on least-cost processes of 
harmonization. and accept broad principles of unhindered market access for 
products from that region (as long as the pu!:>lic interest objectives are 
demonstrably similar). 
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3. STANDARDIZATION PROCESSES IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

3.1 The United States of AJ!!erica 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Based on a free market philosophy. with little regulatory influence o\·er 
industrial development. the United States has c~eated a highly decentralized 
standardization and certification syste•. \'oluntary standards bodies. of 
which there are approximately 6')0, are the core of the system. .:\s a result 
no single set of official national standards exists. This reliance on 
voluntary standards has meant that government regulation and certification is 
infrequent and confined to certain specific areas. such as food and defence. 

There is a lack of a co-ordinated approach ~o standardization. meaning 
that overall economic objectives (such as export promotion) have not been 
systematically pursued. With imports and e:-:ports forll'ing a relatively low 
percentage of the United States' output until a few y ... drs ago, United States 
standardization bodies have developed uniquely American standards. with little 
reference or compatibility to international standards and those of other 
developed countries. Following the end of World War II, many United States 
standards were the de-facto global standards (e.g. in pressure \'essels). 
Times h:ive changed. and United States products no longer dominate world 
markets. Many r.ountries nave developed extensive standardization structures 
that have successfully challenged the prevalence of United States standards. 
In a world of growing international and regional economic integration. the 
United States is finding its traditional policy of isolation from 
international standardization costly as it leads to its exclusion from certain 
markets. Since 1987 the United States is attempting to improve its presence 
in the international standardization bodies, partly as a response to EC-1992 
and the negotiations on the GAIT Code (see e.g. Kruger. 1989). Currently. the 
United States "sy~::em" is under review to analyze hO\r best it can adapt to the 
new realities of international trade. Hearings have been held by NIST and the 
Department of Commerce in April and by Congre~s in June 1990. 

3.1.2 The Role of the Government 

Government regulation is divided between federal and state legislation, 
al though the propensity to regulate has been lcw for both. No cle:- r 
delineation of responsibilities exists, although federal law preempts state 
law in most cases of conflict, be it implicit or explicit. Congress can if 
it desires, explicitly forbid states to adopt parallel regulation. Federal 
law also operates through the 'dormant commerce clause'. which ensures ti1at 
in the absence of federal regulation, states may not adapt regulations that 
unduly burden interstate trade, in order to prevent technical barriers ~o 

trade from arising. In practice however, the division between federal and 
state responsibilities is not clear. Congress prefers to leave some 
regulation to the state level for political reasons. States arc fully 
entitled to regulate if a valid reason exists for a derogation, and if it 
adopts the least burdensome means of achieving the required objective. Some 
of the delineation is due to hi.>torical factors. Buildinr, codes and the 
regulation of banking and insurance are at tbe start· l'~vel (and major 
Technical Barriers to Trade arise). Although many argue the b~nefits of 
unified regulations, local interests, which benefit from this situation, often 
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pre\·t-nt ch.:inf,E i.:hi ch \.:ouid d..imaf.e their ~ nterest s. l for a sur\·e\· ot the 
remain in~ t ra~menta ti on ot the internal l"ni ted State.:;; market. see Pd kmans & 
\.:-> .1heukel .-::n. l ~11:\8) . 

In regulation both Federal and State ~o\·errunents rely heavily on 
voluntary standards bodies. Reterence to standards and codes is otten made. 
\'arious go\·ernment departments are members of \·oluntarv standards bodies. and 
participate with large delegations ot technical experts. Some federal 
agencies do hoi..-e\·er ha\·e .:onsiderable standards CJj>Clbilities (see Table 1) 
particularly the Department of Defence (DoD) and the General Services 
Administration (GSA) which deals i..-ith public procurement. The DoD is less 
i.-illing to c~-operate with voluntarv bodies than the ~SA. Several agencies 
assigned "-'ith health and satecy concerns (e.g. the Food and Drug 
Adainistration) set regulations in various products. Certification in such 
cases is mandatory. often however through the use of third partv independent 
testing and certification bodies. Occa~Lonally a single testing institution 
is designated for certain tests. e.g. l.Jnden:riters Laboratories (= l'L) are the 
sole testers for electrical safety equipment. An example of the o\·erall 
reluctance to regu!.ate on the part of goverrunent is seen in the Consu:ner 
Product Safetv Act adopted only in 1972. It established the Consumer Product 
~afetv Commission (CPSC). to enforce l'nited States product safety laws. To 
do so. the CPSC has the po...,er to issue rules. and impose fines for 
non-compliance. The act is weak and ineffective with little success in 
enforcement. Consumers often rely on the risk of legal liability for ensuring 
that products are safe. rather than on government regulation. 

A final area of government invol \·ement with standardization lies in the 
approach to international standards. Trade policy is under federal control. 
but it is only recentlv that standards ha\·e been recognized as a trade issue. 
The United States Government has little control over the standardization 
bodies. There is a small National Institute of Standards and Technology. 
(NIST) under th~ aegis of the Comme~ce Department. Even within the 
Government. there is no central organ. Four bodies oversee the GATT Standards 
Code: the office of United States Trade Representative (Trade Policy). the 
Department of Commerce (domestic policy. inquirv point and technical office 
for non-agricultural goods); the Department of State (foreign policy) and 
Department of Agricul cure (Technical Off ice for Agricul t1..1.ral products). This 
lack of cohesion hinders a co-ordinated response to important events such as 
European standardization. the growth of standardization activities in 
developing countries. and the increased importance of international 
standardization. 

J.l.J Voluntary Standardization 

Approximately 600 voluntary organizations are engaged in standards wr1:1ng. 
although most standardization is concentrated in the largest organizatLms. 
Nevertheless a great deal at overlap in standards writing does occur. ~nd 

being imiependent voluntary organizations. a great deal of competition also 
occurs between these bodies. The institutions vary in type: with their 
mernbn ... s drawn from a wide section of interested groups, from producers. 
consumers to experts. Considering the public good element of l'any standards. 
it has often been argued th~t reliance on voluntary standard1za.ion bodies is 
heavily biased against con1•1mers and small enterprises, due to the costs ot 
participation and the lack of information available to non-technie-:.1 experts. 
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Tabi.e 1 - Standards Development In the U.S. 

Defense 
Federal (GSA) 
Other 

(57 percent) 

PriV<lk &ctor 

Scientific & Professional 
Trade Association 
Standards Writing 

( 43 percent) 

Total 

Number of SfAJl<lsmh 

37,000 
5,300 
8,000 

50,300 

rn,100 
13,850 
9,750 

38,7:JO 

89,000 

Source: Robert Tot~ R.B. Toth Associates, March 1989 

Tab.Le 2 - Developers of Indm;trial Standards 

--------------------------------------------------~ No. of St.'lnd:m~~ 

American Society for Testing and Materials 8,400 
Society of Automotive Engineers 5,000 
Aerospace Industries Assn. 3,000 
Americtan National Standards Institute 1,510 
Association of American Railways 1,350 
American Petroleum Institute 880 
American Society of Mechanical Enginer:rs 745 
Underwriters Labs 600 
Electronic lndl'stries Assn. 580 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 530 
American Railway Engineers Assn. 300 
Technical Assn. of the Pulp & Paper Industry 290 
National Fire Protection Assn. 275 
Factory Mutual 110 

Source: Robert Toth, R.8. Toth A~wcintes, Mnrch J 9R9 
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Several anti-trust cases ho~ever have led to increasin~ vi~ilance on the part 
ot standards bodies to E-'.1Sure all parties ha\·e a tair sav. it is usetul to 
distin~uish the ditterent tvpes ot organi=ations involved. 

la) General Standards ~ri tin& Bodies 

American ~ational Standards Institute (A~Sl). see section J.1- 11. 

The American Societv tor Testin& and Materials - ASTM 
.:\ST~·! de\·elops standards on the characteristics and performance ot 
material products. sen·ices and systems. l t has a large number 
of institutional members (~)00) and o\·er 23.0iJO indi\·idual 
members. Committees and subcommittees are 'balanced' to ensure 
all groups have a fair sav. 

Of all the pri\·ate standards bodies the ASTM is the largest and the most 
internationally recognized. This may change over time as ANSI's membership 
of ISO becomes ~idelv recognized in the United States tor general aspects of 
internationalization. ~STM standards on petroleum and plastics enjoy ~orld 
wide recognition. 

(b) Professio~al and Scientific Societies 

These are groups of experts and specialists. usuallv engineers. The 
principal engineering societies are: 

Societv ot Automobile Engineers (SAE) 
American Societv of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 

~embership is dependent on profes!::f.onal experience and educational 
qualifications. Their involvement in standards activities \"aries. and often 
their role lies in providing expertise and participation on standardization 
boards of other standards bodies. although some do engage in standards writing 
( e . g. IEEE) . 

(c) Trade ~ssociations 

These are bodies representing sectoral industrial interests. e.g. 
American Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM). Electronics Industry Association 
(EIA). Otten these bodies serve as clearinghouses tor information about the 
industry and its products. It is clear. that particularly trade associations 
r:.~k to write standards t rom a producers' point of view. Some of the 
anti-trust cases dealt with these types ot bodies. 

(d) Listin& Bodies and Safety Code ur~anizations 

These usually deal with safetv and tests standards. Safetv bodies 
inclJde the National fire ProtectiJn Association (NfPA). American lr1surance 
Association (AlnA). and Building Officials and Code Acirr.11ist.ratc.rs 
International (BOCAJ. The NF!'A has o\•er 2'JO stand;,:rfs. and rlr· .. ;; its members 
from government. i ndust rv and experts. 
NfPA standards enjoy considerable recognition and greatly influence building 
<:odes and certain materials standards. 
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Definitional. measurement and tests standards are den:loped b\· the· IEE~ 
(e.g. test method tor the m~asurement of the noise level ot rotating 
electrical machinery). which are technical and scientific problems. Standards 
of a more commercial nature are left to trade associations. 

Testing bodies also write standards. normallv in the lield ot tests. 
Two national testing bodie; doing this are Underwrit· Ls Laboratories (UL) and 
Factory Mutual Engineering Standards (FM). In pardcular UL standards are 
important: given the high consumer awareness of UL testing and certification. 
compliance is often vital for ensuring access to the United States market. 

3.1.li American National Standards Institute - ANSI 

ANSI represents the umbrella organization of United States 
standardization bodies, being the main co-ordinator of activ1t1es among its 
members. ANSI is the official United States representati \'e in ISO since l 98 /. 
Approximately 3) per cent of the 600 standardization bodies are members. as 
well as companies, government bodies. experts. universities and individuals. 
By co-ordinating work among its members. valuable resources in standard 
development are saved and (internal) TBTs are prevented f~om arising. 

ANSI also identifies standards that need to be developed. and delegates 
responsibility to competent organization(s). It also provides technical and 
management assistance to relevant bodies. and operates guidelines for 
procedural aspects of efficient standards development. 

ANSI develops American National Standards. Currently there are 8'.>00 
American National Standards. ANSI itself can decide to initiate the process 
on the suggestion of one of its members. by delegating responsibility to one 
of its members on the condition that certain procedures are followed. More 
often, it will adopt the standards developed by some of its members provided 
ANSI is satisfied that all relevant parties have been consulted and that 
consideration has been taken of t!ieir proposals. Standards developPd by these 
accredited organizations are reviewed by ANSI's standards committee. before 
being accepted as American National Standard.:;. Organizations generally 
develop staudards on the basis of two procedures. 

(a) Committee Procedures - standards committees made up of interested 
parties vote (majority or qualified) on draft standards and ANSI reviews 
membership of committees. Consideration is also given to requirements tor "due 
process". appeals procedures. mandatory consideration of negative votes or 
comments, and for committee balance, before deciding whether a standard is fit 
to become an American National Standard. 

(b) Canvass Procedures - in order to gain more global recogn1t1on for 
a standard developed by its internal procedure. a standards body may canvass 
interested parties. 

Consideration is given to the weight attached to negative votes and 
comments, and over the inclusion of ~xactly who is on the canvass lists. ANSI 
has guideliues which set out its rules, should an organization wish their 
standards to become American National Standards. 

ANSI has two other functions of note. It represents United States 
interests in international standards bodies, and acts as a source ot 
information on standards of United States organizations and of ISO members. 
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.L 1-) Cf:rtit icat ion and Laborator•: :\ccredi tat ion 

Certitication is as tra~mented as standards writin~. with o\·er 100 
\·oluntarY organizations and bU federal programmes operating. This does not 
include State and local cert it icat ion programmes. Most Federal programmes 
deal with h·::alth and satet\· (e.g. FDA) or aim to a\·01d retesting in the case 
ot local public proct'.rement. States often administer testing and 
certification programme_ tor the I'ederal agencies. (e.g. meat for the Dept. 
ot Agriculture). but they also test for their oi.'Tl regulations (e.g. auto 
emissions in California)_ Most certification is either \·ia self certification 
on the part ot manufacturers. or through third party certification. These 
third party programmes are run by a \·ariety of organizations including 
prctessional and technical societies. trade associations. consumer bodies. and 
principall~· independent testing and inspection bodies. We ha\·e already 
mentioned UL and Facton· Mutual. UL has a distinctive mark. with very high 
consumer recognition. making it often a de-facto requirement tor market 
access. 

J. l.6 U.S. Participation in ISO and IEC 

United States' participation in ISO and !EC has traditionallv been 
modest although it is increasing somewhat. In 1966 the United States held 
9 per cent of ISO secretariats. while in 1980 it held 12.) per cent. This. 
hoi.."e\·er. places the United States fourth in ISO, behind France. the United 
Kingdom and west Germany while ranking second in the IEC with 16 per cent ot 
technical and subcommittee secretariats. One should distinguish between the 
qu.mtity and quality of secretariats. ANSI. which is the United States 
representative. holds the secretariat in the information technology committee 
(JTCl) and other important high tech areas such as aerospace. This contrasts 
with the German dominance in the traditional industrial sector. Within ISO 
and IEC voting procedures. there is a heavy bias (18:1) in favour of Western 
Europe against the United States and naturally this is a contentious issue. 

Aside from lack of participation there is also a lack of interest in the 
use of ISO and !EC standards. Of the 89,00U standards used in the United 
States only l / are directlv adopted ISO standards, and none are directly 
adopted !EC standards (Kruger. 1989). By contrast. td per cent of Danish 
national standards are ISO and IEC standards. with 3/ per cent in France. 22 
per cent in the Netherlands. 16 per cent British. and) per cent in t-1-ie 
federal Republic of Germany. 

The situation varies between industries and between the interest 
expressed by ANS I's canst i tuent members e.g. the American Petroleum 1 nsti tute 
participates heavily in the ISO. Given the expense of participation. many 
companies prefer to rely on standards of the United States bodies. ANSI 
receives no stipend trom the United States Government for participation. and 
this sets it alone with Switzerland in this regard. Individual government 
agencies do participate in United States delegations. and agencies have 
awarded grants to other bodies for their ISO participation. 

A final aspect of United States' involvement or rather the lack of it. 
concerns its frovision of aid to developing countr 1 es. United States aid is 
ad hoc and underfunded in comparison to the highly sophisticated translation, 
tratr1ing and assistance programmes run by DIN. AFNOR and Japan (e.g. DIN has 
translated '.:>000 of its standards into Chinese. it provides technical 
assistance to engineers and helps implement standardization; it also receives 
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trainees regularly). United States assistance otten amounts to sh~rt 

infrequent training courses and complete sets of AST!'l standards. Part ot the 
problem stems from the need developing countries ha\·e to adopt international 
standards. rather than just United States standards. Some attempts to re\·ie• 
the United States position are currently underway as part of an o\·erall re\·iew 
of the entire system. 

3.1./ Reform of the United States Standardization System 

The United States fears of the emerging European standardization system. 
and r1s1ng concern over the cost of fragmentation of the domestic 
standardization structure. has led the National Institute for Standards and 
Technology (NIST) to propose a new structure. entitled. the Standards Council 
of the USA (SCC'::-A). It is proposed that this government bodv would take over 
several of the activities of ANSI's members. and extend into accrediting 
standards writing. testing and certification bodies. Its role would therefore 
be the co-ordination of public and private interests. and the development of 
national standards writing and conformity assessment programmes. It also aims 
to enhance United States' interests in international and regional standards 
bodies. and to co-ordinate and manage assistance to developing countries. This 
would mark a major shift in United States policy and is being strongly opposed 
by ANSI. based on arguments of free market forces. 

3.2 Japan 

3.2.1 The Nature of the Javanese Standardization System 

Technical barriers to trade became increasingly recognized as the major 
impediment in world trade. following the reduction of tariff levels in the 
1960s. The Japanese, with a different standardization system from most other 
OECD countries, were often viewed as the chief culprit in this respect. An 
examination of the Japanese Standardization System (JSS) will highlight the 
difficulties non-Japanese traders face in attempting to enter the Japanese 
market (see e.g. Lecraw, 1987). Some differences relate to language and 
cultural diffi~ulties. Others, however, are more directly concerned with (1) 
the organiza~ion and execution of standardization activities, and (2) the 
properties of a system which originally assisted in developing the quality of 
Japanese products, while. at the same time, isolating the Japanese market from 
competing imports. 

Centralization is the key characteristic of the JSS. The Government is 
involved at almost every level. Regulations concerning health. safety. and 
the environment are far more prevalent than in other developed economies. 
Reference within regulations is made to Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) 
and these are developed within the Japanese Industrial Standards Committee 
(JISC). established by the Government. and falling under the direct 
responsibility of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MIT!). 
Even though JIS are 'national' standards, they require the approval of 
relevant Ministries b~tore being formally adopted as JIS. (This is not in 
keeping with the ISO definition of a standard). Such a centralized structure 
and control has permitted the development of long run strategic objectives and 
plans for standardization, generally adopted over a five year period. By 
focussing on key objectives, resources have been concentrated on important 
areas necessary for industrial development. further~ore, these objectives 
take account of tne national economic interest, and are not solelv concerned 
with the commercial interests of individual private enterprises. 
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Se\·eral teatures ot Japanese societ\· and culture h.3xe reintorced thi:; 
central i::at ion tendenc\·. Japanese society is founded on the principle of 
consensus. This has led to close co-operation between the go\·ernment and 
industrv. Hence industn· as a ,..hole has been able to secure a standardization 
s~·stem that suits its 01.m requirements and traditions. It initiallv tended 
to exclude foreign interests from the standardization and especially the 
testing and cert it icat ion process. in\·tt1ng numerous claims of unfair 
practices (e.i. Lecralo.'. 198/). ~ith (internal) consensus being the guiding 
factor. distrust has de\·eloped to..-ards outsiders lo.'ho suggest reforming the JSS 
or ,..ho request ':he recognition of technically equi\0alent but diffe!"ent 
standards. :\ net1o.-ork of contacts and liaisons has arisen between government. 
i:ldustry. and trade association rep1·esentati\·es who deal with standardization. 
and the,· often reach consensus o\·er technical issues in advance of the formal 
procedures. Consumer a\o.'areness of standards and certification marks is high. 
and this is also the case for industry purchasers and distributors. Market 
access is virtually excluded in many areas without complia~ce to appropriate 
JIS or other ,-oluntary standards. Quality control awareness is extremely 
high. \o.'ith managers and workers implementing detailed and complete quality 
assurance schemes. relying hea\·ily on JIS to achieve the desired quality. 

Following the rapid expansion of J.::>anese products into global markets. 
and the persistent trade balance surpluses. there has been bilateral pressure 
on Japan to open up its standardization system. to make it more transparent. 
to rely more on international standards. to allow foreign products to be 
tested for JIS. and to accept the results of laboratories outside Ja;>an. 
Until the earlv 1980s there was no doubt that the JSS caused numerous TBTs. 
considering that ISO and !EC standards were rarely adopted. making many 
products incompatible with requirements on the Japanese market. and 
necessitating costly adaptations in product specif 1 cations. Testing and 
certification was difficult and costly to obtain. Testing requirements were 
often excessi\•e. sho\o.'ing no proportionality to the safety/health factor 
involved. In 1980 Japan became a signatory to the GAIT Code on Technical 
Bar~iers to Trade. As a consequence. a major reform programme for improving 
market access to Japan was undertaken in 1983. 

3.2.2 The Japanese Standardization System 

(a) Regulations / Legal Provisions 

Technical regulations (which set mandatory specifications in health. 
safety and environment requirements) numbered 2) in 198/. Most of these laws 
cover a range of products. e.g. 63 products are covered in the Consumer 
Product Safety Law. Prod1Jcts covered include pressure cookers. roller skates 
and mountain climbing equipment. 

Other examples of laws include the 
Electrical Appliance and Materials Control Law 
Pharmaceuticals Affairs Law 
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Table 3 

LlST flt" COf9ION PKODUCT ltARKS IN JAPAN 

llarlt 

J. LS. Mark 

\"oluntarv 

J.A.S. Mark 

volunta>:y 

"T" Mark 
compulsory 

w 

Product 

Majority ot product 
machinery and equip
ment (except food) 

Food products 

Electrical products 

Category "A" 

Category "B" 

"S" Mark Certain automobile 

...... 
compulsory equipment 

"S.G." Mark Products for babies 
voluntary 

"S.T." Mark Toys 
voluntary 

"G" Mark 
voluntary 

The majority of 
consumer products 

© 
"Q" Mark 
voluntary 

Textile quality 

Meaning of purpose 

Japan Industrial 
Standard. to~ pro
ducts meeting re
quired standards 

Japan Agricultural 
Standards. t;i ven to 
food products meeting 
standards required 

Respx&Si ble 
body 

M.l.T.I. 
J.l.S.(. 

M.:\.LL 

These marks indicate M.l.T.l. 
the power and quality 
of electrical equipment 
in accordence with la~s 
controllung such equipment 

Safety Mark. Shows 
that safety standards 
from consumer laws 
have been observed 

Good Design Mark. 
Label indicating 
quality and good 
design 

Quality Mark 

M.l.T.l. 
Product 
Safetv 
Association 

M. i. T. l. 
Design In
spect ion 
Section 

M.l.T.I. 
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Table 3 (cont•d) 

LIST 01-· COMltON PRODUCT MR1CS IN JAPAN (continued) 

voluntary 

@ 
voluntary 

Special Nutri
tious Food 

compulsory 

Consumer products 

Drinks 

Dietary products 

Label guarantees 
that the product has 
been correctly de
scribed 

This label guarantees 
contents 

~uarantees dietarv 
products 

Fair Trade 
Coao.i.ssion 
f.T.C. 

I...ccal tml.th 
authority. 
Hinistrv of 
Health 

Source: (1980) Derived from NOREX-AFNOR ~Normes. reglements et 
procedures d'homologation Japan~ 
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Safetv regulations require testing and certitication. 
usuall v di ... -ided into two classes: 

l'roduc ts a re 

Class A: products likely to cause danger with po..>r qualit...- or 
malfunction 

Class B: goods other than Class A. 

Class A goods require government cert it icat ion whereas Class B goods 
require only notification ot compliance with the regulation. Class A goods. 
on receipt of government appro.,.·al. are awarded an 'S • Mark tor- non-electrical 
goods and a 'T' Hark for electrical goods. Class B goods are also allowed to 
affix these marks (see Table 3 for list of certification mar~s) _ In relation 
to market access the division between what is Class A and B is crucial gi.,.·en 
the difficulties non-Japanese companies face(d) in receiving appro.,.·al. 

The second major piece of legislat::ion related to standards is tht: 
Industrial Standard Law, which a) requires all go ... ·ernment departments and 
agencies. both state and local, to purchase products to JIS specifications it 
those specifications exist; and b) requires that technical requirements in 
regulations must refer to JIS when they are established. Until 1980 only 
goods produced wirhin Japan were eligible for certification to conformity with 
JIS. A further Act, the Export Inspecli.Qn.....".ct of 19'.>/ initiated go ... ·ernment 
testing of export~ to ensure exports were of adequate quality. The goal was 
to prevent unneces.,ary price and quality c;ebasement wars between Japanese 
exporters. and to create a positive image abroad of Japanese products. 
Standards were one means to ensure this quality. 

(b) Japanese Industrial Standards - JIS 

The Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) directly 
controls the Japanese Industrial Standards Committee (JISC) whose role is to 
develop Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS). MITI is a large and complex 
organization. responsible for a range of activities covering international 
trade policy. industrial development, science, technology and R&D rolicy. and 
standards development. It is able to develop standards in such a way as to 
fit broad economic objectives. and to use JlS as part of industrial and trade 
policies. HITI has extensive connections with industry particularly the 
KEIDANREN (the Chamber of Commerce, the umbrella organization of Japanese 
industry). allowing industry to influence standardization policy. 

JISC falls under HIT! control although it has representatives from 
industrial. professional and consumer interests. Consumer interests have 
traditionally played a minimal role in Japan. Every five years a Long Range 
Plan of Industrial Standardization is developed by J ISC which sets priorities 
in the following period. 

Table 4 provides a schema of the jevelopment of a JIS. Mandates ~nd 
proposals for JIS along with studies and technical reports are submitted via 
the relevant Ministry to JISC, which via internal procedures of Standards 
Coratrols and Technical Committees prepares a draft JIS. The Minister 
publishes the draft JIS to allow for co1D111ents, and JISC will modify it if 
necessary. The relevant Minister only accepts a JIS when he feels that the 
interests of all parties are adequately reflected. JIS are then promoted by 
the Japanese Standards Association (JSA). Table '.> indicates the steady growth 
in JIS since 19)2. Note that JIS arc revised every 3 years to ensure they 
reflect technological advances. 
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Table 4 

Flow Chart of Establishment end Revision oi JIS 

JIS dr•ltl prep.,ed 
Dy retew•nt lnclu1trlel 
HIO<l•tlon. technleal 
woctet.,. etc. 
(Volunt•rlly or 
llfttru1ted by ,,,. 
to~•nm.,,tl 

(1 · SuDmlnlon of 
JIS dr•ll 

JSA 
(J•oen•w 
Standards 
AllOclallOn) 

(!) Publlcallon 

JIS 

I '!_! OlltrlbuUon 

l 
Ael•••nl 
lndu1trl•I 
HIOCl•tlon. 
m•nufac
lurer, •tc. 

Ae1e.,•nt Minister 
(St•nd•rd1 O•P'

AISTI 

~:Inquiry 

1~1 Nottflutlon to CATT 

JIS 

(~• E1UDllstoment or 
re.,f110n 

@ Public nollc• 

Sour.:e: ( 11J89) Japanese Industrial Standards Committee 
"Industrial Standards in Japan" 

I 

D•llb.,•llon 
Dy. JISC 

S!•nd••d 
councll 

I 
~lslon•I 

uncll 

I 
I TtthnlUI 

Committee 

I 
I 
I 

secret•rlat of JISC 
ISUndarcU O•p•rt
ment. MITI) 



Number 
of JI S 

1.000 

7,000 

&.000 

s.aoo 

•.000 

J.000 

2.000 

1.000 
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Table ~ 

Growth of JIS .Standards 

HS2 ltS7 ltU IH7 1172 1977 1971 1979 1910 IHI 1912 IHJ 1914 1915 19•~ 1917 1••• 

Source·: 

Year (fi:c.al) 

( I 'J8'J) Ja parw sc· l 11c111s t 1· i al S t.1nda rcls Commit t (·(· 

" I 11d 11 ~ t r i a I S t a 11d a nl s i 11 . J;i p .111" 
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Ont' t.:ictor in this sYstem that distin~uishes it trom the 't:uropean' 
mode 1. is that JJS standards are ,-en: pragmatic: the\" are often developed by 
the aarket leader. and usuallv tollc,... the principle that a product is first 
developed and then it is standardized. In Europe a more general approach is 
tol lm•ed. a-here the product is st.:indardiz:ed at a more abstract le,·el. 
Although one can'1ot generalize too much about "the" European and Japanese 
approaches. the L .. t ter is 1 ikelv to induce a more industrial -strategic or e\·en 
business - strategic perspect i\·e. 

(c) Contormit,· Assessment 

Conformity assessment plavs an important role in access to the Japanese 
markets. Compliance pro,·ed to be ditticult or at times impossible in the past 
tor several reasons: 

manv of the tests tor regulations on imports were be,·ond lo'hat 
i.;a.s reasonabl~- required to ensure that safety and health 
requirements were met (e.g.: bulbs from Holland were cut open to 
ensure they carried no plant diseases!) 

an iaport agent vas required when attempting to acquire the 
'S' and 'T' mark. to bear the legal responsibility for compliance 
,...ith r~gulations. 

until the 1983 reforms, all testing had to be undertaken in 
Japan. The fact that standards were in Japanese and that there 
i..-as lack of transparency in the entire system before the reforms 
led to difficulty in understanding exactly which standards were 
applicable. 

'type• and 'model• approval is not c~nly used in Japan. 
Instead certification is based on characteristics (say size. 
capacity. ,-oltage, cord length) that must fall within certain 
parameters. Therefore a ~roduct can substantially change 
provided the characteristics fall within the prescribed ranges. 
However. with model production. various models are o~ten produced 
...-i th numerous \·ariations e.g. colour. cord length. and each model 
may require retesting. Lot testing was often imposed where each 
batch of imports had to be tested individually on arrival into 
Japan. Some attempts at overcoming these obstacles have been 
made in the 1983 refor•s. namely the acceptance of foreign test 
data, and some type/model approvals. 

t;iven the high consumer awareness of JIS. it is vital that products are 
able to obtain the appropriate conformity assessment, and to affix the JIS 
mark 'Where appropriaLe. JIS marks can be affixed with the approval of the 
appropriate Mimstrv (usually MIT!) and cover testing of the entire quality 
assuran~e system in addition to product performance. This requires detailed 
submissions of proctdures and operations. as well as factory assessment. JIS 
marks can be obtained tor foreign produced goods and foreign factories via 

inspection undertaken bv Japanese government officials 
a recogni7.ed bodv or 
through a recognized specific foreign inspection body 
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A recognized body is entitled to test tor contormitv to certain JlS. or 
to award approval to factories regarding JIS production proce.;;ses. Of the 
16459 products designated for JIS Marking only 11/ aere not Japanese as of 
March 31st 1983. 

Other voluntary certification marks of interest can be seen in Table J. 
and these include: 

'SG' mark issued by the Consumer Product Safet\• Association 
which is a voluntary scheme cov~ring ~S products. 

The 'G' mark is awarded bv the industrial Design Promotion 
Association, for products deemed to be of higher quali tv i·1 
production. function and design. 

3.2.3 The Current State of the JSS 

With the signing of the GA'IT Code on Technical Barriers to Trade, Japan 
committed itself to basing the requirements of technical regulations on 
international standards where appropriate. to ensuring equal treatment in 
testing and certification between domestic and foreign producers. to following 
transparent procedures throughout the whole standardization process, and to 
providing information and assistance regarding standards to all signatory 
parties. As a result reforms were introduced revising technical regulations. 
and altering the standardization system. The key changes were: 

(1) self certification vas expanded, to cover goods previously 
requiring government certification. This was achieved for 
example in the Consumer Product Safety Law by reclassifying go0ns 
from Glass A to Glass B. 

( 2) Test data fr<>11 a foreign test institution is acceptable. pro\•ided 
the institute involved received a desig"lation from the 
appropriate Ministry. 

(3) Improved conformity to and usage of international standards. 

(I~) Greater clarity, simplicity and transparency in the standardization 
syste• and certification procedures, with improved information scurces 
and the translation of JIS into English. 

Still the question is raised by Japan's trading partners if these 
reforms have gone far enough to remove most TBTs. t;iven the centralized 
structure of the JSS, implementation of GATT Code could be achieved relativeh· 
straightforwardly. Currently the problem relates not to the organization at 
the JSS, but rather to its actual implementation and operation. Foreign 
producers still face problems. for example 'type' and model' approval 
requires six months production data which may not exist given the different 
specifications required for the Japanese market. Many of the complaints mav 
well be the fault of the foreign producers. many of whom are unfamiliar i.:ith 
Japanese marke!:s, e.g. they cannot speak Japanese o .. they an· un11scd to 
Japanese customs and traditions. 

A number of the differences in technical regulations are explai m·d by 
special conditions: e.g. washing 1ncichines in Japan are often placed outsidc
on balconies due to lack of space. This requires that the machines bf' mor<' 
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compact. be capable ot resisting outside ae3thcr conditions and hence require 
more stringent . .ar1ng and insulation. Nevertheless the tear (by toreign 
competitors) persists that Japan continues to use standards to insulate the 
Japanese market and as a strategic industrial pol icy. Changes in the JSS have 
emerged to some extent follo•ing pressure from the EC and ~nited States. and 
after Japan had become a world leader in manv industrial products. 
Furthermore. close linkages bet•een industry. government. trade association 
and certification & testing bodies still persist and have led to suggestions 
of unfair practices in fields •here strong commercial interests in Japan 
exist_ 

High Definition Tele\·ision (HDTV) illustrates the interplay of national 
and international standards and strategic considerations . 

. .\dvances in micro-chip technology have resulted in great impro\·ements 
in qualitv le\·els in the audio-\·isual field_ To facilitate the de\·elopment 
of ne• and improved products ,.,.hi ch embody these technological advances. 
standards have had to be re\·ised. and in certain cases new standards have had 
to be created_ Japan has developed a "MUSE" star•dard ( 1125 line/60 Hz) which 
is incompatible with the existing production. broadcasting and receiving 
equipment (TVs and \'ideas)_ Japan has proposed this as a world standard at 
the CCIR (part of ITU) which started its consultation in May 1990. Japan is 
ahead of the rest of the world in three ways: 

it is the world leader in microchip technology 
it has an alre;idy accepted Japanese standard 
it has industrial sectors capable of producing all the 
products required from cameras. to broadcasting equipment to 
TVs and video. and is so in a position to capture markets 
along the whole product range. 

Were the Japanese proposal to be adopted as a world standard. American 
and European competitors fear that it could capture a very large share of the 
global market. given its lead in these above areas_ A possible European 
standard ("MAC") is seen as allowing viewers and broadcasters to move 
graduallv to the new technology. (It is also. however. seen as creating a 
barrier to Japanese competition in Europe's most important ccnsumer
electronics markets). 1 

lnitiallv. Japanese plans were backed by the United States. However, 
the United States has lost almost all innovative cai:;acity in consumer 
electronics to Japan (and Europe) and bases its preference en television 
programmes-production and its interest as a user. Accordingly. like Europe. 
the United States now prefer a system that enables conventional transmission 
and a gradual shift to HDTV. America's Federal Communications Commission 
(.FCC) will decide on its own standards for the broadcast of HDTV signals by 
1991. This system is. however, likely to differ from both Europe's and 
Japan's unless a single world standard acceptable to all parties involved can 
be found. 

Europe is unhappy with the standard proposed by Japan for several 
reasons. When it was first confronted with HDTV studio standards proposals 
in 1986. it still lagged behind in technology. Meanwhile, the Europeans have 

1 
See !he Economu..!.. M.w l !l, I~%. 
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cau£,ht up in the frame•ork ct the !:TREK.A prohr..unme. St'condl \" the Jap-inesc 
standard has only two audio channels. and this reduces the scope tor the use 
of different languages. E:.irope has a multitude ot lanbuages to cope with. 
which require trar>slation/dubb'..ng/or subtitles. Most important ot all - as 
was pointed out before is the fact that the Japanese standard is 
incompatible with the existing broadcasting net..-orks and the TVs and \·ideos 
that people already own (see PeB·mans & Beuter. l Y'd I). De\·eloping countries 
are also affected since the proposed new European HDTV standard (12:JU lines/ 
50 HZ) being developed by the Europeans is compatible with the cheaper 
technology products (black & white) of de\·eloping countries. The final 
outcome of the ITU conference will have vast s~rategic implications in a multi 
billion dollar market. However. recent chc ices ot technology b"· satellite n· 
companies in Europe are regarded as a setback for the ~ -\C stdndard. 

3.3 Western Europe - the principal standards bodies 

Standardization in Western Europe i5 n~t only complex because it is a 
mixture of the predominantly prh·ate l'ni ted States system and the 
predominantly publicly controlled Japanese regime. it is also taking place at 
two levels of decision-making (EC/EFTA and national). The mo:>t intricate. yet 
important and innovative reason for complexity. howe\·er. is that the entire 
'system' is in a state of flux as the emphasis shifts from national to 
regional standards. with a si...Utaneous reduction in regulation to so-called 
'essential requirements', delegating the technical specifications to the 
regional standards bodies. which are private and write voluntary standards. 

In section 3.3. the three principal national standards bodies in Western 
Europe will be briefly discussed: AFNOR. BSI and DIN. Together they held -
in 1989 - the secretarial positions ot 130 technical committees of the 
European (non-electrical) standards body GEN. composed of all l8 EC and EFT.:\ 
countries. out of a total of 17.2 TCs. In section 3.4. regional Western 
European standardization i.-ill b~ surveyed, with the focus on the general 
standards bodies CEN and CENELEC ( ;_. e. specialized European bodies such as 
ETSI for telecom will not be described in any detail). 

3.3.l L'Association Frans;aise de Normalisation - AFNOR 

Standardization in France dates back to the French Revolution; metric 
measurement was established in France during this period. AFNOR 
(L'Association fran~aise de Normalisation) an organization under private law 
but with a public function, is a large organization concerned with most 
aspects of standardization activity. It has established a considerable bodv 
ot standards (14000 by end 1988) which are relatively prevalent throughout 
industrv. Regulation falls under the auspices of relevant ministries. but 
reference to AFNOR' s standards are made. Insurance companies generally 
require independent testing and product cert if ica· ' .. m due to the legal 
liability which requires products to have satisfactory performance. 

The French Government has over time increasingly recogniz~d the 
importance of standardization, and h~s accordingly increased its legal ;rnd 
financial support, beginning in 19/8 with the "Loi Scrivener". Subs1.·qm·nt 
legislation (especially in 1984) has enhanced the use ot standards in France, 
through greater reliance on conformity asst·ssment and the use of standards in 
public procurement projects. AFNOR acts as th(; co-ordinator of 
standardization activity, although at a nati0nal levd, the Coriseil Sup£·1·iN1r 
de la Normalisation is responsible tor overall general policy. Some twc1ty 
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Bureau de :\onnal isat ion ( B:\) dF\"elop drat t t~'chnical standards. ~ind tht':-~' o:\ 
have links witb protessional associations. 

Ot the 11 J4 French standards published in l 98d. Y>l originated in :\F~.;up_. 
and 18J came tcom B:\. :\F~·oR in co-operation with the '.-tinistn· ot lndustn·. 
pt·epares d &eneral prograrnmE tor standardi::ation annuall:---. In addition th.:
Min~strv of lndustrv and other Ministries dealing i.:ith standards. can request 
standard~ to be developed. 

:\s i.:ith other European ~SBs the rising importance of regional and 
international standa.rdization is atfecting :\F'.'lOR's operations. 41 per cEnr 
and 9 per cent of :\FNOR' s standards i.:ere ot international and European origin 
in 198 /. The incorporation of these standards into French stand.:nds no,..
occupies 10 1) per cent of :\F~UR' s engineers time. tA1 th an annual 
production of o\·er 1000 standards. a \"ast organi:::ation operates. emplo:'-·ing l1i11J 

:\F~OR staff. supporting 214) committees i.;ith the participation of 2::i .000 
experts. In order to cope with greater responsibilities. increased support 
has come from the ~linistn· of Industrv both financiallv and in terms of the . - . 
promoting ot standardization and conformity assessment in industrv. This 
increased a1"areness on the part of the Go\·errunent reflects the importance 
France attaches to the European market. :\F\OR assumes responsibilities tor 
20 per cent of the CEN and CENELEC secretariats. Traditionally France has 
actively partici~ated in international standardization. :\tone point. it held 
2::i per cent of ISO secretariats. although today the figure is 2./1 of 166 
Technical Committees (l::i per cent). 

:\FNOR's acti\·ities extend into the field of testing and certificaticn. 
an area also included in the 1978 Loi Scrivener. Certification to ~F ~ark 
(Norme fran~aise) traditionally concerned conformity to re~1lation. The 1978 
reforms were an attempt to irnpro\·e its application to voluntarv standards. 
This has required close co-operation i.:ith several organizations dealing i.:ith 
testing and inspection notably the CTB:\ (Centre Technique du bois et de 
l 'ameubleme11t) and the LNE ( Laboratoire National d' Essai). Currentlv. the NF 
~ark has 110 applications in the areas of health. agricultural and industrial 
equipment. building materials, and various domestic produc-ts. Ultimately 3000 
organizations are allowed to affix the mark to 130,000 different products. 
Qualitv assurance schemes are not the immediate domain of AFNOR but are rather 
under the auspices of AFAQ (Association Fran~aise pour l 'Asssurance de la 
Qualite). Co-operation between AFNOR and AFAQ exists i.:hich will be in!luenced 
by the incorporation of qualitv assurance in European standarrls via the E~ 

~).000 series (ISO 9000 series). 

AFNOR has four other principal tasks: 

(1) It represents French interests in international standardization 
organizations. e.g. ISO/CEN/CENEU:C. 

(2) It provides information on French standards to industry. and to ISO 
m£·mbers through ISONET. Furthermore it is actively involved in the 
preparation of data 1:-ases of European standarcti.zation activities. For example 
AFNOR is responsible for the Certif icatc programme with CEN/CENELEC. which is 
a data bas£' on certification and testing bodies in Europe. 
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(3) It provides teclmical assistance to exporters through its NOREX 
organizaticn. similar to those services of 'THE' in Britain. 

(4) It provides assistance to developing countries, particularly ex colonies 
e.g. in Africa. 

Further reforms in the French system have recently been announced. In 
January 1990 the French Government published an official policy document 
proposing several measures, following a strengths & weaknesses analysis of 
French standardization. One aim is to promote more rapid and wide-spread 
standards writing, inter alia, by means of an increase in the public budget 
for AFNOR a~~ the introduction of tax credits for the expenses of companies 
en standardization. Another measure is a further shift towards a private 
approach: the Conseil Superieur de la Normalisation will be abolished and its 
tasks shifted to the governing body of AFNOR (however. the quality directorate 
of the Industry Ministry seems to retain a veto in the AFNOR governing body). 
There will also be conditional subsidies for participation in European 
standards activities for at least three years. 

France clearly ieels that the 'new approach', 
generally, imparts a strategic character to regional 
standardization activities. The 'europeanization' and 
companies in high-income countries, such as France, 
crucially on quality. 

3.3.2 Deutsches Institut fuer Normung - DIN 

and EC-1992 more 
anc! international 
'globalization' of 

is seen to depend 

There is no country in the world economy where standardization is so 
prominent as in the Federal Republic of Germany. Besides well-developed 
networks of standardizers in almost every conceivable subsector of industry, 
as well as numerous ones in the services, food, agriculture and forestry/wood 
- this is more or less comparable to BSI and AFNOR, though DIN is perhaps 
somewhat larger-, the German economy is traditionally more 'standards
orientatej'. The awareness of standards is high, widespread and considered 
as an essential ingredient or piece of information for every engineer or 
technician. This creates a high and sustained demand for DIN standards which 
in turn enables a high supply and development potential of the Institute. 
These positive aspects, however, do make it more difficult for foreign 
suppliers to penetrate the German market with products based on non-DIN 
standards. Apart from problems of compatibility - which arise all over the 
world - and mandatory requirements in the law, with a reference to a DIN 
standard, there is the strong inclination of German engineers to base their 
assessment on rather specific standards in a technology tradition they are 
familiar with. Although such standards are voluntary, the relatively great 
attachment to them as well as their relatively high degree of speci~icity 

create invisible access barriers. 

The rapidly increasing European Standardizativn, frequently weakening 
the degree of specificity and heightening the awareness of alternative but 
equally appropriate solutions, will undoubtedly help to facilitate access to 
the German market mainly in the medium run. On the other hand, DIN standards 
- being design standards - tend to qualify better (on average) as product 
standards for countries and suppliers which are technology followers. because 
they are precise and detailed. This property has acquired almost the status 
of an informal export promotion policy, since DIN has always been active in 
diffusing its stock '.)f standards worldwide. In relying on DIN standard:; 
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way. knowing that exports based on DIN standards will assume quality status 
relatively quickly. (This is. however. not to suggest that such would not 
be the case for JISC. AFNOR. BSI. other European or United States standards). 
In practice. even many ~ndustrial export products of EFTA countries. the 
smaller EC countries and, in sGme sectors. even Italy. are frequently based 
on DIN standards or national varidtions of them. 

The nine stated principles governing the work of DIN overlap largely or 
wholly with implicit ot· explicit principles of other national standards bodies 
in GEN: 
(a) voluntarism 
(b) open. public chRracter 
(c) participation by all who wish to contribute. including 

the state: the state has no special status 
(d) uniformity and avoidance of inconsistency 
(e) avoidance of political or other bias; standards are 

mere registrations 
(f) expressing the current state of technology 
(g) economic .1eed; no standardization as an aim in itself 
(h) utility for society: no specific interests ought to be 

served 
(i) internationalization; avoidance of technical barriers. 

DIN is an organization under private law working for the public 
interest. An Agreement between the Federal Republic and DIN in 19 75 has 
confirmed that DIN (and. for electric and electronic standards. DKE) is the 
single. nationally recognized standards writing body in the Federal Republic 
of Germany. This recognition is conditioned on the process of standardization 
being consensual. with the broadest possible representation of various 
interests. including consumers and the state. The method of 'reference to 
standards' in technical legislation of the Federal Republic of Germany will 
be employed where possible and useful. 

At the end of 1988 DIN had developed a stock of 20450 standards, 5900 
of which were translated into English. In the last few years the annual 
supply of new or rewritten standards hovers around 1400 - 1500 a year. i.e. 
more than the entire stock of CEN/CENELEC stanjards at the moment and roughly 
double the annual output of ISO/IEC. The DIN secretariat employs close tv 600 
people but counting all participants in the 3100 working groups. working 
within a total of 110 standard committees, one arrives at nearly 40000 people. 

DIN is prominent inside Germany but also internationally. At the end 
of 1988 DIN/DKE held the secretariat of no fewer than 164 ISO/IEC committees 
(out of a total of 1001) and 12 CEN/CENELEC committees (out of a total of 201. 
i.e. over a third). Access to the complete stock of DIN standards is possible 
in more than lUU cities all over the world. two-third of which are located in 
developing countries. 

The intensity of technical regulatory activity in Germany is high (and 
probablv higher than in manv other countries). DIN standards. as voluntarv 
technical specifications, <.re part of a much larger stock of technical 
specifications combining mandatorv federal and Linder ('state') ones. 
voluntary ones a11d references to (other) standards or parts of standards. It 
is es ti mated th<tt Germany has some 120 regulatory agencies making technical 
specifications (both voluntary and mandatory). adding some 6000 new technical 
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specitications a vear ( ! ) . ...-hilst some JUUU are •ithdra1o.-n or lose their 
\·aliditv annuallv: lHN assumes halt ot the net addition_ lntormation on l>l~ 
standards and num.::rous oti1er specitications is indispensable in Germam-_ The 
DITR (German Information Centre for Technical Specifications). run bv DI~ but 
subsidized by the government. is a well-equipped data-bank tor this purpose_ 
DITR also serves as the infor.ation centre for Ger.any. as prescribed by the 
GATT Code on Technical Barriers. 

Recent DIN activity exhibits two trends: high growth of output and 
internationalization. For output growth one should not mereh· 1o.'atch the 
growth of total stock of standards. as •ithdra1o.·als and emerged standards 
reduce the stock at the same time that new standards are added_ Rather one 
should observe the trend of standards-in-process increasing from 12000 in 1984 
to l/000 in 1988. The internationalization can be read from the astounding 
growth of international standards-in-process acti\•ity. undertaken under DI~ 
auspices. Work on national draft standards decreased from 10 ~00 in 1984 to 
8400 in 1988, whereas international work (ISO/IEC and CEN/CENELEC) exploded 
from almost 1500 in 1984 to 8600 in 1988. Internationalization is no• w.0ce 
important than national standardization: in terms of resources. DIN cl_aims 
that. in 1988, a mere 40 per cent was devoted to national standardization. JU 

per cent to ISO/IEC. 25 per cent to CEN/CENELEC and another ~ per cent to 
bilateral co-operation with other countries. 

It is interesting to study the sectoral breakdown of the gro .... th of 
standards-in-process (including the process of rev1s1on of existing 
standards)_ In 1988 the ratios of the process acti\•ity to the stock ot 
existing DIN standards was 0.82 which shows the high rate of activit'-·
Sectors like electric goods (0.20) as well as trucks and hea\-y vehicles (0. /4) 
remain below tlie average but well -developed stocks for sectors such as 
machines (0.82) and construction (0.98) are now being overhauled, especially 
in tl.e light of the '1992' programme. Very dynamic sectors in DIN are 
aircraft and parts (l.42). food (2.26. probably because food standards ha\·e 
been preempted by regulation and are now "catching up": also the EC 1992 
programme causes ripples here). information technology (2.14) and ergonomics 
(health and safety rules for the 'workplace' - a major plank in the 1992 
programme - is probably the reason here)_ 

Until very recently Germany traditionally aimed for quality via solid 
and respected standards. There are numerous certification marks which play 
an important role inside t!-ie German lll3.rket (in 1988 no less than 360 
certification programmes existed). It is much less clear whether these marks 
are also known outside Germany (this does not mean that their raison-d'etre. 
namely the proot that the product is made according to a DIN standard or 
German technical regulation, is not important abroad). A special ager.cy DGWK 
(German society for certification and marks. controlled 100 per cent by DIN) 
supervises these certification activities; certification based on 
international standards is included. It is only in the last few years that 
Germany has developed an interest in quality assurance systems based on the 
ISO 9000 series standards. The German Society for Certification ot Quality 
Assurance Systems (DQS). with 110 per cent shares participation by DIN. offers 
certification of such systems in companies and factories. However, at the end 
of April 1989 only 11 certificates had been given out and 24 audits 
undertaken. DIN has a half share in the German Society for Product 
Information (DGPI) promoting information about products for consumers. 
including comparative tests of consumer goods. 
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The state's iutlufllCt- in Lll~ is limited but ne\·ertheless maniiold. The 
l tederal I ~iinist n· of Economic Attairs sponsors standards ,..ork in sat et\· 
technolog~·- environment. intormation dittusion and standards document.:ition as 
aell as part ot the CE~/CENELEC aork ol UIS. The (tederal) ~inistrv ot 
Delence sponsors standards tor the na\·y. the air torce and tor electronics. 
The Lander (states) sponsor standards •·hi ch can be used tor regulat io'1 in 
tields aherc- the~· are competent (e.b. construction: •ater supplv and water 
pollution) . 

. L3.J The British Standards Institut2 - BSI 

BSI is an organization under pri\·ate law. that has been gi\·en a public 
sen·ice tunction. It is the single nationally recognized standards writing 
bodv in the Llnited Kingdom. and as such required to develop standards on the 
basis of consensus, taking due regard of public and private interests. 
t;overnment assistance ext Ends bevond t inancial support: it also comes in the 
torm of recognition in la,.. of BSI's role. and in the reference to BSI 
standards in the field ot public procurement. Four discrete areas ot 
acti\·ities dominate BSl's i.-ork: the de\·eiopment of standards. quality 
assurance. testing and inspection. and finally technical help to exporters. 
BSI also represents the United Kingdom in ISO and the IEC. and of course in 
CE~ and CENELEC. 

Following the 1982 White Paper entitled "Standards. Quality and 
International Competiti\·eness" (HMSO London. Julv 1982) a memorandum of 
understanding was reached between the British Government and BSI in ,..hich it 
was recognizEd that standards played an increasingly important role in 
achie\·ing indt.:strial competitiveness. Se\·eral initiatives emerged from this: 

(a) closer co-operation between the government and BSI. with co-ordination 
in the standards writing. co-ordination of their respective roles in 
international standardization activities. and the usage of BSI 
standards by public purchasing bodies. local authorities and 
nationalized industries. 

(b) legal support for standards via reference to standards in regulation. 
and through provisions based on reduced legal liability. where products 
comply with standards that have been "approved" or are deemed "to 
satisf~·". 

(c) Much greater emphasis is being placed on certi.f ication, and 
accreditation of certification and testing bodies. Mote recently BS 
~/~O dealing with quality control has been developed and promoted. 

Representatives from producer. professionals, consumer and trade union 
organizations are on the BSI board. In addition a representative from the 
relevant Ministry responsible for BSI also sits on the Board. As seen on 
Table 6. the board represents the highest executive organization of BSI, and 
is responsible for overall policy co-ordination. What is also visible from 
this schema is the division into four main areas of activities. 
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Table 6 

BSI COMMITTEE STRUCTURE 

Board 

I 
Standards 
Board 

Chairman's 
panels 

Standards 
Policy 
Committees 

Technical Committees 

Subcommittees 

I 

National Accreditation Council for Certification Bodies 

Finance Commiltee 

Consumer Policy Committee 

Local Authorities Polley Commillce 

Board Committee for Quality Policy 

I I l 
Testing Quality Assurance Technical Help 
Board 

Standards 
Councils 

Working 
groJps 

Board 

Certification 
Authorities 

to EJtporteu 
Board 

4 Business Boards 
6 Standards Councils 
60 Standards Policy Committees 
1000 active Technical 

Commillees 

Source: BSI 
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As regards standardt=ation acti\·ities then' ;ire six standards counciis. 
•ho deleE,:ate standards •Tit inf: acti\·ities on a hierarchical basis to standards 
pol iC\· commit tees. technical committees. subcommittees and working groups. 
Dratt standards are prepared •ithin this BSI framework rather than left to 
trade associations. Furthermore. members are not charged for participation 
on the technical committees: rather membership fees finance BSI 's acti ... ·ities. 
rsualh· once a dra!t standat·d has been prepared. BSI is not obliged to take 
tormal submissions trom other interested parties. Therefore BSI does not go 
to the same length to achieve consensus as do other standardization bodies. 
Both the numbers ot standards. and the growth rates in the production of 
standards. ha ... ·e seen a rapid increase in recent years and there are current! v 
approximately 106UO BSI standards. A "·irtuous circle appears to be in 
operation whereby the increase of standards is encouraging increased 
participation on the part of industrv. which in turn leads to more standards 
being de\·eloped. 

BSI standards do not specify details down to the last itea; rather as 
much r0011 is left for product differentiation and iIU10vation as is possible. 
Standards are often published in book form. making available to engineers 
information and specifications covering all standards of rele"·ance to a 
product. and co\.·ering many different performance and conditions scenarios. 
Therefore scope is left to the engine~r to interpret the standards and applv 
them to individual products. Given this flexibility. conformity assessment 
g0es beyond testing of mere product characteristics. 

Two main pillars of conformity assessment exi~t: 

(I) product certification 
(11) quality assurance 

(1) Companies can claim compliance with BSI standards with the only legal 
obligation being not to provide misleading information to consumers. 
Hcwe ... ·er, two certification marks the Kitemark and the Safety Hark 
(which deals with safety aspects of BSI standards) mean that BSI can 
independently verify compliance with BSI standards. BSI has a testing 
inspectorate (wilike its continental European counterparts) which 
acconnts tor approximately '.>O per cent of its staff. Services include 
product certification. import/export testing. and accredited testing 
tor many international and national standards of other countries. In 
order to strengthen the cont idence in certification schemes. and 
cont idence in testing laboratories a National Testing Accreditation 
Scheme operates. Certification schemes and testing laboratories must 
fulfill certain criteria in order to gain accreditation. BSI runs th~ 
National Accreditation Council for Certification Bodies. 

(Ill BSl is the home ot quality assurance standard ISO 9000. Developed as 
BS 'J/'JU the standard covers all aspects of a quality system from 
product design. production installation an<l servicing, detailing the 
requirements of a complete quality management system. it is 
incorporated into many product certification systems, and compliance 
with BS 'J/'JO can lead to certification as a BSI registered firm. 

Flnally. severai other certification schemes exist, namely the BSI 
registered stockist mark. In addition to running several CEN/CENELEC and 
international certification schemes (such as IECQ) two other smaller 
programmes exist, namely: 
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Validation of Manutacturers D.:ita in c.:ises •here dat.:i isst.t:d on 
performance of products is critical tor designers. specitiers or users. 

Call Routing Apparatus ~intertanct.' "'·hich is thert.' to Ensure 
teleco11111Unications equipment is compatible and not harmtul to the 
(national) telephone network. 

The reforms undertaken after the 1982 White Paper arose trom two tactors: 

a recognition of the growing importance of standardization and 
conformity assessment activity 

a realization that standardization had not enough support and 
input from gcvernme11t. industry and consumers. 

Application and usage of BSI standards is not so pre\.·alent as those ot 
DIN in Germany. Similar!::-· consu11er awareness of BSI standards and 
certification 11arks vas •relatively• lov. The promulgation of standards as 
far as industry was concerned lay with the Department of Trade and Industry 
and not solely with BSI itself. Nevertheless BSI forms part of the big three 
European ~tandardizers. and BSI standards form a whole corpus of standards 
equivalent in range and scope to those of their mayor European counterparts. 
BSI has been participating heavily in CEN/CENELEC and ISO/lt:C. Many firms in 
the United Kingdom are less reliant on European markets than those of their 
European counterparts. Given such a large existing base of standards. and a 
wide range of standardization activities. it is not surprising that some 
difficulty arises within the European standardization process: 

In interviews held for the purpose of this pilot study. it was 
underlined that BSI standards tend to be less specific than DIN or M'NOR 
standards; this is the result of the broad treatment of all standards proble~s 
perta1n1ng to a product in bookform with a range of possibilities left open 
for the engineer (see before). Again. safety philosophy differs. in that 
prevention is the favoured course. DIN favours escape routes for fire 
protection. while BSI favours fire prevention. 

However. the fact that the 'new approach' leads to more use of standards 
rather than detailed regulations and the fact that these standards tend to be 
perfol"llance standards in order to accommodate different product specifications 
suits BSI in the sense that: 

(1) BSI favours deregulation. 

(2) it favours rerformance rather than product standards. 

(3) it has a centralized conformity assessment infrastructure which is ~seful 
in conducting international negotiations. and 

(4) with performanc~ standards. guality assurance testin~ and certification. 
is more appropriate than exact type approval tests. and this is an area 
where BSl leads the world. 

3.4 Western Europe: - Removin~ Technical Barriers 
and the Role of European Standards 

3.4.l Conditions for Removal of Technical Barriers 
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Both tnE> European Commur~i t.,,· and EFT:\ h.:n·e launched att.acks at technical 
ba:-riers to intra-~roup trade e\·er since the late 196U's. Thev i.-ere not \·en· 
succ-:sstul aithough some limited results •ere achie'l:eci. The present report 
•ill not elabor.ate the histon· ot intra-HT:\ and :f'tra-EC technical 
harmonization (for intra-EfTA. see Cur::on-Price. 191'• and Ts7haeni. 1':188: tor 
intra-EC. see Pelkmans & \"ollebergh. 1986). The lessons troiJ these attempts 
are m('St instructi\:e for n·gional economic integration in other parts ot the 
•orld (e.g. tor :\SEA~. see Pelkmans. 198/-b). The lessons depend on the 
ambit ion of the regional economic grouping but. for an effecti\·e remo\·al. one 
has to be prepared to 

(l) "hal'90nize• or approximate the aain (national) tedmical 
regulations 

(2) accept aechanisas vhich enable a a1n1mua degree of 
efficiency in decision-making (thus, technical barriers will not 
but exceptionally be removed if one insists on unaniaity forever) 

(3) accept binding effects of such decisions and a neutral Court 
or other regional fora of legal redress vhich is binding 

(4) avoid or even prohibit the reliance on unique technical 
specifications or (national) standards 

(~) boost the replacement of national by international 
standards, and the regional refineaents or COllpleaents of thea. 

All five conditions present serious obstacles to almost any economic 
grouping in the •orld other than EC and EFT:\. Even EFTA. being a mere free 
trade area. did not accept originally the last three conditions: it acted on 
'approximation' in a few cas~s i.-hen it found that decision-making could be 
facilitated bv 'mutual recognition' (e.g. p;:essure \"essels). So. in effect 
EFT:\ did not put in place an adequate mechanism for a systeiratic remo\·al of 
technical barriers. as it found it too ambitious for its aims. 

The EC initiallv emphasized the first condition in an ambitious 
programme launched in 1968: the EEC Treaty prescribes binding effects. subject 
to E~ Court of Justice review (condition 3). However. the execution of the 
programme w,'\s severelv hampered by !..manimit\" (condition 2 proved too much). 
an excessive insistence on uniformitv down to details (condition 4 proved too 
much) and bv the lack of refE>rence to European or international standards. 
Neither was there a desire on the part of CEN and CENELEC to play an active 
rol£,: they regarded it as their major task to co-ordinate European vork at 
world level (ISO/IEC) and to prevent - except if there were incidental and 
compel! ing reasons - the creation of a third standards layer between the 
national and the world level. The 1973 "lov voltage directive• changed this 
for CENELEC. For CF.N the so called •nev approach" to technical harmonization 
of 198~ has finally connected it solidly to the removal of intra-EC technical 
barriers. At prest·nt the Et: ha!i fully accepted all five conditions. whereas 
EFTA accepts the last two ones without reservation. the first two ones wiih 
some resen·ations .and the third one in a weak form (because EFT:\ has no 
Court). In practice. however. EFTA processes are dominated by the EC fer two 
reasons: all EFTA countries trade much more with the EC than with one an0thcr; 
SPcondlv. the great burst in activitv ot joint EC/EFTA standards bodies CEN 
and CENELEC stems from developments within the EC to complete the internal 
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market. despite being joint EC/Hi.:\ bodies. Theretor~. the follo,..in~ seer ion 
•ill focus on the EC. 

3.4.2 The Le,al Foundation 

Before the EEC Treaty was re\·ised by the so called Single Eur-opean Act 
(i.e. until 1 July 1987). collSU8er. workplace and environmental protection as 
well as other health and safety issues were all approached at EC lfl·el as 
giving rise to technical barriers to trade. 

In terms of Coggunity economic law. this means that the free mo\·ement 
of goods within the common market is reduced. There is a general prohibition. 
ex. Art. JO. EEC. for Member States to apply 'measures ha\·ing ec;uit".:?lent 
effect' to quantitative restrictions. In the 197'• Dassonville ruling the 
Court of Justice of the EC defined 'aeasures ha\·ing ec;ui\·alent et feet• to 
quantitative restrictions as •all trading rules enacted b,· .'feaber Scates which 
are capable of hindering. directly or indireccl•;. actualh· or potenti.alh·. 
intra-ColIJllJUnicv trade•. The definition is tantamount to what economists call 
cost-increasing barriers (Pelkmans & Winters. 1988. pp. 18-19). 

This landmark ruling has laid the basis for an impressive body of EC 
case-lav. improving the effective freedom of movements of goods in the 
~ity. However. the general prohibition in Art. JO. EEC does not ha\·e an 
across-the-board deregulatory effect. because Art. 36, EEC, justifies 
derogations. The derogations refer. inter al ia. to • .. the protect ion ot 
l:eal th and 1 if e of humans. animals or pl ants . .. • . Tech.ii cal barriers to trade 
can be justified ex. Art. 36. EEC. if (national) technica~ regulations 

refer to health and safety of consumers 
refer to health and safety of workers 
aim to protect the environment. 

More problematic are other aspects of consumer policy. arts1ng from 
market power or asymmetric information. Art. 36. EEC. speaks about ~erogations 
" .. on grounds of. .public polic_, ... ". It is not possible in the space available 
to provide a treatment doing full justice to the rich and subtle jurisprudence 
of the EC Court. In general. the reduction of asymmetries of information is 
recognized as valid by the Court. but the means e11J>loyed in national consumer 
protection legislation are to be proportional to the objective (in addition, 
of course, they must be non-discri•inatory). A classic way to eliminate 
technical barriers in this respect is to declare import bans (on pasta. beer 
or liqueur of different qualities; on butter packed in non-prescribed ways) 
to be an infringement of Community law - being 'disproponionate' to the 
objective - while labelling requirements are suggested as valid. 

Gase-law on Arts. JO and 36 cannot remove all technical barriers. Art. 
100, EEC, provides the basis for 'approximation• of national regulations for 
the 'proper functioning of the common aarket'. The word approximation does 
not suggest uniformity as the benchmark. Neither does Art. 100, EEC. mention 
or refer to objectives of environmental. consumer or social (health and 
safety) policies. The purpose is clearly to re112vc technical or other 
barriers to intra-EC trade. Therefore the question 'what• should be regulated 
in these areas could not be answered on the basi.s of a common 'doctrine' 
written in the Treaty. Attempts to defi~e a 'Community doctrine' were made 
occasionally · especially in consumer protection - but never got anywhere in 
the Council. Both the traditional 'harmonization' approach (ex. art. 100, 
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EEC) used tor EC legislation to remove technical barriers. and the common 
doctrine approach. ran up a~ainst unanimitv requirements for Council 
decision-making. 

J _ t• _ 3 Tl.e 'New Approach' 

The new approach towards technical barriers consists of three elements: 

{a) preventing new technical barriers from arising. on the basis of 
the so-called 'mutual information directive' 83/189/EEC 

(b) recourse to the principle of 'reference to standards' in 
directives 

{ c) a general prt..m0tion of European (as against national) 
standardization in "·arious wavs. 

In Exhibit 4 the new a~proach (especially b) is schematicallv explai~ed 
against the (essential) bc~kground of EC law_ 

Ad. (a) Preventin~ new :ecbnical barriers 
The 'mutual ioformation directive' presents the retardation of national 
regulation and standardization in order not to impede EC-wide 
harmonization. With respect to national draft regulations. in fact 
three possibilities for EC influence exist. The most far-reaching is 
a standstill of one year. on request of the Commission, in order to 
prepare a proposal for an EC directive so as to preempt any 
trade-impeding effect of the intended national regulation. 

Ad. (b) The 'ntw approach' is based on the method of 'r~ference to 
standards'. In a way. the method is already applied in the 'low 
voltage directive' (for a very large group of electric products). 
The essence of the 'new approach' developed in 1984 and 1985. is that 
the harmonization of technical regulations is being limited to the 
essential requirements of safety and health (for. according to Art. 36. 
EEC .. they oelong to the authority and responsibility of the Member 
States). Furthermore. the technical appenc!ices will be dropped. 
Technical specifications will be made by authorized standardization 
institutes (CEN/CENELEC. perhaps others). Member States' governments 
are gbl i&ed to preswne that the products manufactured in accordance 
with the European standards comply with the 'fundamental requirements' 
stipulated in the directive. 
It is this presU111ption that ~uarantees business free market access. If 
producers choose not to manufacture in accordance with European 
standards say. because of innovations all they need is a 
certificate of conformity (with the essential requirements) from 
designated bodies. Eventually those certificates will have to be 
mutually recognized. 

Ad. (c) Promotion of t:uropean standards 
The third element of the new approach is the general and at times 
specific promotion of European standardization. The specific promotion 
is channeled via the successive mandates of the EC Commission to CEN, 
CENELEC and possibly other sectoral sta~dardizing bodies in order to 
ensure that standardizar ion processes take place in parallel with 
harmonization at Council level and are based on the same 'essential 
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Exhibit 1, 

REMOVING TECHNICAL BARRIERS 
THE NEW EC APPROACH 
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Source : Adapted from AFNOR. 
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t-E-quiremt-nts'. liw incenti\·e tha~ rfl1d.::rs this pt·omotion 
t0 ttecti\·e is at thE same time thl' central objecti\·e 0t the 'ne....-
.:>ppro.:ch'. n~imt:-lY 

standardi=ation is 
Khe re- t hE proc.!nc t 
st .1ndardi::at ion has 

inti-.:;.-E:..: 
promotc-d in 

market access. 
radicallv ne1r: •·a\-s 

Fina.llY . 
in sectors 

markc:-t s cannot red l\· emerge if ex .'.inte 
not bE-en satistactorilv dealt ,..ith. This 

~;pplies to cornp;iti.bili.t\- standat·ds tor communications bet..:een 
computers. ~md for telecom E·quipme:nt standards: possibl~· for 
biott'chnoiog\- _ too. 

In Pelkmans (198/ - a) it is sho•'tl that the new approach tackles no 
fE",.-er than sen:n out of the nine dra,,,-backs of the 'old' approach. Procedures 
are less time-consuming and laborious. uniformity merely relates to the 
'essential requirements', unanimity is replaced by qualified majority voting. 
harmonization of technical regulations (at putlic le\'el) now benefits from -
and is no longer inconsistent ,,,-i th - standardization (at pri \"ate le\'El). 
European standards are currentlv promoted so that reference can actually be 
made to European standards. implementation in the laws ~f the Member States 
is facilitated by the focus on essential requirements. and . finallv. the lack 
of political interest at Ministerial le\'el is o\'ercome by the concentration 
on health and satetv objecti.Yes_ b\- grouping man~· thousands uf similar 
products together in tE·rms of their health/satetv/environmental properties_ 
(e.g. the toys Directi\·e. adopted in 198/. is es::imated to apply to approx. 
ll.OOU Yarieties of tovs!) 

Two dra,,,-backs ot the old approach initially received no attention: the 
testing and certification issues and the so-called third countries problem_ 
(This paragraph dra,,,-s from Pt:lkmans. 1990) _ There is more clarity on the 
latter todav as it has become part of the debate on the "external dimension" 
of 1992. Its generally liberal flaYour is determined by the fact that the 
regime in Exhibit ~also applies to third countries' products. once entered 
into the EC. The EC has also begun to paY serious attention to a general 
quality policy for testing and certification on rhe basis of which specific 
sectoral framework agreements for mutual recognition can be worked out (EC, 
lriS9). The aim is to realize a general legal framework for procedures 
guaranteeing neutrality, and the absence of special interests so as to 
guarantee perfect 'repeatability' (as the basis for mutual confidence). The 
i.ntricacv of the certification approach is the consequence of the great 
varictv in the range of goods to which it applies and the regulatory need tor 
health/safety or mere quality control in each individual case. It should 
neverthc1£:ss be appreciated that the complexities of the current patchwork of 
nation;:il testing. inspection and certitication are much greater and cause high 
and partly avoidable information and transaction costs :md. sometimes, 
anti-competitive effects in local markets. 

The so-called 'global' approach is based on four stages of getting a 
product on to tht ma~: design, production. marketing and sales/services; 
four alternCitive or complementarv means of control: prototype approvals. 
qual i tv assurance. product approvals and market surveil I ance, corresponding 
to the t0ur stages mentioned; and three parties authorized or held to do the 
testing, inspc,ction and/or certification: the manufacturer. third parties 
(such as designated certification institutes) or Member States' authorities. 
Dependent on the nature of the product, ditt~rent 'modules' would apply. Thus 
a partlc11lar product might be sub_jected to prototype approvals at the design 
stage by the Member State:,,' ;iuthorities. whereas quality assurance at thf' 
production stage would be the rc·sponsibilitv of the manuf-'lcturer (however. 
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under some certified qualitv assurance scheme. i.·ith occasional on-site 
inspection). while product appro\·als and market surveillance might be assigned 
to indepPndent third partv laboratories. This tairl v hea\·\· control s\·stem 
would of course only apply to those relati\·elv few products in EEC Directives 
where requirements are strict for public reasons (e.g. gas applian..:es). 
Another product may be in another module and merely subject to product 
approvals by third parties and quality assurance by manufacturers. 

Also. the link with the product lia~i!ity Directive. in force since 
mid-1988. is not yet fully clear although one would expect this Directi\·e to 
exert a positive influence on the propensity of producers to avoid lm.: 
standards and seek respected certification. thereby raising average heal th and 
safety levels in the Community without too much centralization. 

The inevitable emphasis on the remo\·al of formal technic:-.1 barriers to 
intra-EC trade should not lead one to ignore that the 'global approach' to 
conformitv assessment has a non-mandatorv t::ack as well. For \"oluntarv . -
certification neither the EC nor EFTA nor the two jointly had any form of co-
operation or even regular consul tat ion and exchange. Hence the strong 
tendency to resort to national testing and certification causing a tremendous 
proliferation of certification marks. which in and by itself signiticantlv 
reduces the informational value of conformity assessment for exports. Since 
there "'as (and still is) no "'ay to be sure (or even properly and independently 
informed) about the comparability of test methods in the absence of European 
standards. adequate commercial positioning in other parts of the Euromarkets 
frequently 'required' local testing certification. The Community is promoting 
a meeting of minds in this field in a number of 1'.'ays. Two stimuli are 
particularly noteworthy. The first one is the encoura5ement of the adoption 
of the ISO 9000 (standards) series for quality assuran..:e in companies and tor 
recognition or accreditation of certification bodies. The second one is the 
suggested founding of a European Organization fo~ Testing and Certification 
(EOTC). initially sponsored by CEN and CENELEC. When this pilot studv "'as 
finalized. early 1990. the EOTC was ab0ut to be founded. 

3.4.4 How West European Standards Bodies Work 

At present three recognized standards bodies exist at west European 
level: CEN (EuropP.an Standards Committee - the abbre\•iation is in French). 
CENELEC (for electric and electronic products) and ETSI (the European Telecom 
Standards Institute). Recognition is granted by both the EC and EFTA. By 
1990 all EC and Efo'TA members had joined both CEN and CENELEC. ETSI is not 
based on membership by national standards bodies - like CEN and CENELEC - but 
on PTTs as network holders (including switching stations). s;.ippliers of 
telecom hardware and (big) users of terminal equipmf'nt. i t·respectiw, of 
country origin - i.e. American, Canadian and .Japanese firms are in ETSI 
alongside EC - and EFTA - based firms). 

CEN/CENELEC purposes today are twofold: 

draw up European standards to promote tt-.... comrE-t it i vcncss of 
European industry throughout the world 
to hel~ establish the European internal market (see Nicolas & 
Repussard, 1988). 
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Drawing up European standards is done as 111Uch as possible by 
transposition of international lSO/lEC standards to the European level_ 
Frequ£ ntly however. these world standards can onl:· serve as the basis tor 
actual product standards. or more preciselv defined requirements_ 

Since l January 1981 the ne·,; CEN/CENELEC rules - radicallv amended trom 
the previous ones - came into force. Again. the instructive history contains 
food for thought for any regional organization wishing to build a corpus ot 
regional standards. Exhibit S shows the structure of GEN as it is today (for 
CEPT one should now read ETSI)_ A few principal elements of the CEN structure 
are highlighted below; most of them apply mutatis mutandis to CENELEC_ 

(a) GEN has programme and technical cornmi ttees where the real work 
takes place. The Technical Board establishes these committees. but otherwise 
they have a fair amount of autonomy. Their secretariats are held bv 
representatives of national member bodies. and that is whv. until the EC' s ne.,.
approach began, the GEN secretariat was very small indeed. If ISO/IEC and 
CEN/r:ENELEC work overL..ps. and the ISO/IEC committees secretariat is with a 
GEN member body, it will also be assigned with the relevant CE~ committee 
secretariat. 

(b) Until 1985 CEN had no long-run policy programme. Annual programmes 
emerged following a 'bottom-up' approach with little or no attention to 
overaJ.l economic objectives. Since the 'new approach' the role of European 
standards has greatly increased_ In an agreement between CEN;CENELEC and the 
EC Commission, GEN has agreed to produce these standards at EC/EFTA level so 
as to enable the 'new approach' effectively to remove technical barriers. As 
a consequence, programme committees were es ta bl ished ( 2 in CEN and 4 in 
CENELEC). They take the 1992 White Paper and other EC initiatives into 
account and set priorities given the resources. These resources have been 
increased by a partial shift of national bodies' resources to CEN/CENELEC but 
even more so by a special subsidy fer thL Central (data) Unit for CEN/CENELEC 
under a sriecial information directive of the EC as well as by EC "mandates" 
for standards writing, following the adoption of 'new approach' directives or 
for other policy reasons_ The mandates carry a substantial budgetary 
contribution, on the condition that (1) standards conform with the 'essential 
reqtirements' (see Exhibit 4) and (2) mandates are completed within a 
reaEonable deadline. 

(c) CEN/CENELEC apply a 'standstill' agreement on national standards 
"'hen work on European standards is in progress. The standstill does not 
a•1tomatically apply when an ENV (a European pre-standard) is at stake. 

(d) The consensus philosophy, so deeply ingrained in the standardizing 
tradition is still present in CEN/CENELEC but efficiency and effectiveness is 
served by qualified majority voting when necessary. What this means is that 
overruled member bodies nevertheless have to adopt the new European standard 
and remove any ccnflicting national one. 

(Note that this is in sharp contrast with the approach at world level 
- see chapter 4.) 

(e) CEN/CENELEC promulgate three types of standards: 

EN = l::uropean standard; must be implemented by ill member bodif·s at 
national level; conflicting national standards must be withdrawn. If the 
first round ot voting is negative the obli,1;ation to implement no longer holds. 
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Hoi.:ever. 3 second round e~clusivelv among the EC countries will be orfani=ed 
- it this rnu'1d is positi\-e. the obligation applies on1'.· to EC bodies plus 
those EFT.-\ bodies .,.-hi ch \"oted in ta•:our _ 

HD - Harmonization cJcwnent: counts as a european standard and must be 
implemented_ Howe\"er. in three respects HDs are weaker than E~s: 

A member bodv is tree to maintain or issue a national standard (within the 
scope of the HD) pro\-ided it is equi \-alent in technical content. 

A-de\"iations may persist. if a national regulation forces a member bodv to 
disagree on a detail_ Norm.ally A-de\·iations are temporarv - and once the 
national go\·ernment changes the rules. the HD mav become an EN as the 
A-deviation falls awav_ 

B-deviations allow for technica! problems (e.g. with traditions or an 
installed base)_ They too are temporarv_ 

The HDs i.:ere the favoured instrument of CENELEC to generate European 
standards under the loll.' \"oltage directive. bet....-een 1973 and 1985. After 198::> 
manv HDs have been changed into ENs. 

ENV ·~ European drat t standard: in sectors where the rate of innovation 
is high. and heal th or safetv is not or hardly at stake. speed is more 
important than consensus ( 'lS Nicolas & Repussard, op. cit_ put it). ENVs 
exist for three vears onlv. with two years extension possible. Thereafter 
thev must be converted into ENs/HDs in the regular wav. 

3 _ 4 _ ':> Why are European Standards Boosted'? 

At t.he moment there is a good deal of activity in the Eurot-ean 
standardization domain. Although a major boost in European standardization 
de r i \"e !: from the reference - to- standards method in the 'new approach' . it is 
far from being the only reason for the current explosion in activity. The 
following other driving forces play a role as well: 

the European drive to achieve 'open standards' in information 
technology; the OSI (open systems interconnection) system is 
deve 1 oped at world level but there is no doubt that a major force 
behind progress is the strategic significance of open standards 
tor the competitively weaker EC computer firms_ The SPAG 
workshop. later followed by EWOS (European workshop for open 
systems. now co-operating closely with CEN/CENELEC) testify to 
this. The EC Commission has already provided some 80 IT mandates 
to sponsor this work even though this is not directly relatea to 
'new approach' directives. 

the so-called '111Utual information directive' EEC/83/189 not only 
attempts to stop new national regulations from creating new 
barriers, it also introduced an exhaustive standards reporting 
svstem, aimed to prevent new deviating standards from emerging. 
llowevcr. the CEN/CENELEC capacity is not sufficient to respond 
adeq:.rntely to the tremendous flow of information (despite the 
augmented resources)_ Another data base (!CONE) has been set up 
to enable comparisons ot national, European and international 
standards (within limits, of course). What is not yet clear is 

... ------------------------------------------------------------~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~· 
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ho• fullv to exploit this •ealth at data tor market and 
programming purposes. 

Associated standardizing bodies ma\" wish to see their standards 
fed through CEN/CENELEC so ~s to obtain E~ status. The aerospace 
suppliers (AECM."-) have chosen this route. Others. such as the 
steel standards gro;..ip (EC I SS) and the building products union 
(UEATC) have opted for less stringent forms of co-operation with 
CEN/CENELEC. 

ETSI was founded only in 1988. Again. their programme is not 
determined by the new approach but by the ISDN (Integrated System 
Digital Network) decision taken by the EC PTTs several years ago. 
as •ell as by the RACE research programm.: for a broad band 
telecom system in Europe in the second half of the 1990s. A few 
thousands of standards are awaited from ETSI. including crucial 
ones for the emergence of new markets such as the third 
generation of (cellular) mobile communication systems (e.g. car 
telephones) where Europe leads the applications. 

In the framework of '1992' a series of adapted existing. as well 
as new EC directives on public procurement contain explicit 
obligations to employ European standards in public tenders. also 
in sensitive sectors such as suppliers to utilities. public 
transport and telecom network holders. This has produced 
pressures on CEN/GENELEC to develop the relevant standards. a 
very major challenge indeed. 

One could examine the current and future work of GEN/CENELEC by 
stipulating in detail the actual directives already adopted under the 'new 
approach' (toys. simple pressure vessels. machines. electromagnetic 
compatibility and building products) and those expected to be adopted in the 
years 1990/1992. However, it may here be noted that progress is rapid and the 
pace is expected to rem~in high. It is bound to alter the European standards 
landscape. Due to the kind of principles used. the legal background of the 
EEC Treaty and the rulings of the EC Court of Justice as well as the firm 
obligation to use international standards where possible. international 
standardization will also receive a great boost. in the interests of all 
trading nations. 
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4 • INTERNATIONAL STANDARDIZATION 

~-l The nature of international standardization 

During the 1980s international standardization witnessed an increase. 
in terms of interest on the part of major global actors. and in terms of the 
numbers of international standards adopted. Provided international standards 
are adopted by most countries. they offer benefits similar to standardization 
activity taking place at the national le'l.·el. i.e. scale and network economies. 
i•proved information for consumers and producers. improved product quality 
with better safety. health. and environ11ental protection. and technological 
transfer whir.h encourages rational co-operation in new technology . 

International standardization has additional objectives, namely the 
promotion of international trade, promoting economic integration, and 
i•proving global co-operation in research and development particularly in high 
technology areas. 

Howevec, 
standardization, 

several factors 
and make it 

operate 
different 

standardization at the national le'l.·el. 

that 
in 

complicate international 
scope and operation from 

4.1.l Limitations of International Standardization 

One can identify five constraining factors to the development of world 
standards (see also section 2.5): 

(1) Societies differ in the state of their economic development and in their 
cultural values. As countries develop, greater emphasis is placed on safety. 
health and environmental concerns. and hence higher standards are demanded. 
to satisfy the higher quality and performance being demanded from products. 
Therefore standards will become increasingly ambitious to match technological 
advances. Conflicts can therefore arise due to different safety and health 
values of countries, and also over the appropriate technological level for 
international standards. This is compounded by differences in consumer tastes 
between countries as well as climate disparities. Standards embody part of the 
different social/political fabric of a country. Cultural values and various 
philosophies lead to divergent attitudes and expectations concerning products 
and their performance. 

(2) Governments are typically concerned with the welfare of their own 
citiz~ns. and not with global welfare per se. Therefore negotiations occur 
between national delegations and the emerging standards often reflect the 
interests of the dominant national negotiating teams. rather than the optimal 
global standard. Producers in national economies (often with protected 
national markets) will favour or oppose international standarJization, 
depending on their interests, and they may unduly influence the national 
negotiating positions, given that Governments. fearful of industrial decline, 
will overaccount for the wishes of industry. This problem can arise when 
countries have a large capital stock based on already existing standards, it 
being extremely costly to make the adjustment, should an alternative 
international standard be adopted. 

(:5) As previously discussed. it is not always easy to draw a clear 
distinct: ion between mandatory standards (regulations) and voluntary standards. 
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lnten1ational standards lack the otticial reco&nition ot national st:md;il·ds. 
Oftc·n an international standard must be incorporated as .1 national standanl 
to obtain such recognition. and induce lc-gal et tects (in cont c1cts. f'tc.). 
Additionally. interr.ational standards are published in English. Fn·nch. Genn,1n 
and Russian only. and in certain countries. contract la,.- only recognizE>s the 
official national language. Finally international trade lacks the legal 
benefits accorded by national competition and anti-trust la1"' to domestic 
trade. International trade is therefore beset with technical bai·riers to 
trade. and international negotiations and agreements are requirrd to impose 
obligations for removing these TBTs. Enforct..ment ot international standards 
adoption is a vital concern. It is extremely easy tor countries to bvpass the 
use of international standards. e'l.·en •i th d.e obligation in the GATT Standards 
Code to use them in national regulations. Differing technical re&ulations on 
the grounds of health. sate;.,y. defence and the environment are easy to 
construe. and difficult to remove. International agreEments on standards 
rarely extend to the le ... ·el of harmonization of technical regulations. or the 
mutual recognition of them (or of standards). and so are limited in their 
efi:ect. 

(4) Standards represent only part of the standardization infrastructure that 
industry needs to produce quality products. Metrological facilities. testing 
and inspection bodies. certification and accreditation programmes are also 
required. The benefits of international standards depend on the effEcti\·eness 
of their implementation. Conformity assessment at the international level is 
extremely limited, and depends largely on the resources available at the 
national level. as well as g~odwill towards the adaption and assessment of 
international standards. Even if international standards are adopted at the 
national level. TBTs can arise at the conformity assessment lEvel. Therefore 
conformity assessment recognized at the international level is also required. 

( '.:>) A final point is that the infrastructure for the development of 
international standards suffers from procedural and resource constraints. 
Reaching consensus agreement among 100 countries is very costlv in terms of 
travel. time invested by industry participants and experts expenses. ~hilst 
language barriers are a rf'al problem. A telling example is pro\·ided by the 
ISO 9000 series covering quality assessment schemes. The initial translation 
from English into German was undertaken by the Federal Republic of German~·. 

However, the other German speaking countries claimed the transl;,, ion 
represented an interpretation (albeit a mild one) of the standard. Hence four 
different German versions (Federal Republic of Germany. German Democratic 
Republic. Austrian. Swiss) now exist. In small countries there is an 
additional problem of finding appropriate technical experts. who also can 
speak the required language. 

4.1.2 Nature and Scope of International Standards 

The international standards which are actually written at world level 
therefore have special characteristics as their nature and scope is 
constrained by the factors described before. 

(a) The writing of international standards is an extremf'l y slow process 
due to the necessary search for consensus. In the !EC, the time seal£· can hf' 
exemplified as follows: 
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Basic Electrot~chnical Standards - 12 vears 
Consumer Goods/Measurement/Satety - 8 years 
Intormation Technologv (until recently) - ) vc·ars. 

Technological ad\.·ances often render product standards outdated. The 
dela~·s in standards 1o1riting at world level limit international standards 
almost entirely to basic standards definitions. tests and procedures. which 
don't deteriorate in value over time. 

(b) The need to achie\.·e consensus among vastly different countries 
tends to reduce the scope of intc~national standards to those providing the 
\'ery mini- specifications required for conducting international trade. 
These include information standards (terminology. definitiors. measurements 
units) and variety reduction standards (which reduce the number of components. 
parts and process. e.g. container sizes)_ Also test methods and procedures 
are often agreed upon . since these are essential in assessing the above 
listed standards. Agreement is relatively easy here, as economic interests 
aren't so pronounced. However. with respect to compatibility and quality 
standards. a different picture emerges. 

Compatibility standards are much more exact and specific. and directly 
rel;ite to the specifications of products. Hence individual producers are very 
much concerned 11.'i th these types of standards. Indeed. the search for 
compatibility among producers and suppliers can fail, it can be selective or 
it can be industry-wide and international. The choice among these 
alternati\.·es is subject to different cost/benefit ratios or may even be viewed 
as strategic by individual firms. Given the various interests of producers 
spread over many countries and industrial sectors. agreement is very difficult 
to achieve. Compatibility standards are therefore more likely to be found in 
the field of components rather than for complicated and complete products. 

Quality standards also can have a very direct impact on product 
specifications. Quality standards tend to be performance oriented however, 
al:owing flexibility in the product design and specification. The problem of 
achieving consensus means that international standards often embody a wide 
spectrum of specifications to cover most countries needs, abilities and 
preferences. or in the cases where agreement is impossible. a number of 
altc·rnative (sometimes not compatible) options enumerated in the same 
standard. 

Over time, as an international standards base develops, less attention 
will need to be given to basic information and definitional issues. There may 
be a concenteration on compatibility and quality standards but this critically 
depends on the greater role and recognition of international standards in the 
OECD markets. The usefulness of international standards in promoting 
international trade and economic integration, and as a means of improving 
intormation to consumers and producers. is still limited today. International 
standards nN'd to be intf'rpreted either by the £!ngineers at the company level, 
or by the national standardization body if they arc to have a significant 
impact on product specifications and performance. Individual interpretations 
can considerably alter the nature of the standard, leading to the creation of 
technical barriers to tr~dc even where world standards do exist. 

From a ~velopin~ countriC's' perspective the rcstrict·ect nature and scope 
of intc·1·national standards form a key problem, for 1 rE!asons. 
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(A) Adapting to different interpretations ot intc-t"n.1tional standa1-ds is 
more costh· and more difficult for de\-eloping countries. and can le-ad 
to their exclusion from markets of de\·eloped countri:::s. 

(B) The lack of technical expertise in their NSBs. and in companies. makes 
it extremely difficult for them to interpret the international standard 
in a meaningful •ay _ The implicit technology transfer thus reillains 
limited. Producers in developing countries need to be told exartly 
what a product specification should be. in as much detail as possible. 

(C) It is part of the industrial and competiti\·e strategies of companies 
from developed countries to rursue product differentiation in order to 
maintain their competitive advantage. Developing countries should try 
engage more in international product standards writing as a tool to 
help the• gain aarket access in developed countries. Production of 
~ell defined products would facilitate growth in low cost developing 
col!ntries. 

As al ready noted, vast difference exists. 
standardized at the international level from the 
economic welfare and what can be standardized at the 

bet"-'een •hat should be 
point of view of world 
international level. The 

answer to these questions depends upon the costs and benefits in\·ol\•ed with 
international standardization i.e. gains from international trade, cost 
reduction from co-operation versus the loss of product differentiation 
reducing consumers choice, the costs of adapting to international standards. 
and the effects of competition and innovation. The present paper does not 
pretend to provide more than a cursory glance at such cost-benefit analysis. 

The nature and scope of international standards depend on their place 
in the total of standards activity in the world. Exhibit 6 shows a simplified 
hierarchical view of standardization. Different levels have different tasks 
and ambitions. Each tier serves the tier below. i.e. industry standards are 
more specific then national standards, but nevertheless are based upon 
national standards. To achieve the optimal economic return from 
standardization it is essential that 

(a) standardization occurs at the lowest tier possible at 
which it is economically efficient to do so; 

(b) standards at lower tiers ar~ based on standards from 
higher echelons, so that there is no conflict bet•een 
them. 

Generally it is etficient for international standards to cover 
definitions, terms etc. but not many specif i.c product characteristics. As 
noted, however, this is not necessarily appropriate for a world with countries 
in different stages of industrial development. 
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Exhibit 6 

STANDARDIZATION : IAYERS AND SCOPE 
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'•· .' Prt'ssu1·.:·s to incrc1s.: int.: nut ion;;l st.;m!.;rdi::.1t ion 

Behind tht- mo\·c-s to make 90re use of international standards ~ i~'s rh• 
trend of increasing intern..'1.tional trade . ...-hich h:;s ..-ir11t:-ss.--c.i pc-rsisttnt L-: 
high.~r growth rates than those at [,loh;il out rut. St.u1dards ;u·, as 
internation~il as the m.'.lrkE:ts theY sen·.:-. :\s t.Jritt b~;rt"it·rs ti:ll. this b .. -c.1mc· 
incr(:asingl~- .'.lpparent. ?fore open economi<'s (c·.g. Europc:-an t:-conomi1Cs) tc-nd tt> 

fa\·our intern.'.lt iona 1 st.'.lndards. and the gro1o·i ng i ntl•rnat i on.'.l l t radt:- ot or her 
trading blocs (i.e. Japan. United States. and dc-\·eloping countri .. ~s) is le-a.ding 
them into greater participation in international stand:;rdi::ation . .-\side> trom 
this long run trend of economic interdependence. four types of pressures to 
increase international standardization •i 11 be di scuss•-<i -

(a) Technological Change 

'A'ith the advent of large scale allocation ot re-sources to R & D. 
scientific kno...-ledge and technological capabilities no longer dc-\·elop on th£
basis of irregular ad\·ances. but rathc:r increase cont inuousl\·. 

Companies ha\·e de\·oted increasing resourcc-s to product innc\·ation ..;nd 
de\·elopment. and R & D policy has becomc- a \'ital component of the competitiw· 
strategy of firms. 

The impact on standardization is multidimensional: 

products are becoming increasingly complex 1nd contain 11<>rc and 
more siaple components or, alternatively, more complex 
components. This inc r.:-asc· s th.:· nc·c-d f o I" qu.d it ,_.. salt· t •: and 
compat i bi 1 i tv standards. Furthermore as ~reate:r rt·sourcc·s ace 
needed to de\·elop complt-x products. glob;;! marb·ts an- r<•1uirc·d 
to recoup developmf·nt costs. thus incrc·.1sinr, thf· nf·f·d tor 
international standards. 

standards need to be developed more quick) y, .-rnci to be· sub jc·ct to 
periodic rt-\'it:1" to f:nsure no technoloh'-. la!_; occurs. This h:1'.; Jed 
to fast track methods tor st.1ndards df·n·lopm~·nt .st tht· 
international level. Standa1·ds 1"ill also tKul :ob( dc:t!np.-cl at 
a cuch earlier stage of development in .s product's !if<· cn:lP. 
oft.en in the pn--commo-cci:d stap,t:. -~ith conlimir,ush· t·'.·ol\·inr. 
tc·chnol ogv. performance rather than design standards tH·comf· mon· 
dppropriatf·. as thc·v b.-:ttc·t· a\·oid l.1r. and rln not still• 
innovation. Standardization mav L"lcilit.-t!f· c(,mp;1ribilitv nt 
prod1h:ts at a latc·r st.if,£• of pt·oduct ckvt·!c,pm<·nt .. tnci imprnn 
t·f~ iciencv in tht· ;;I location ct H & () rc·sourcf·S. 

Intt·rnational st.1nclardi;-:;,tio11 ..-ii! h.1\·,. to r•·:1:·t '" !h,:;1- pr·· ;·;11!·, • ., 

particlll."lrly in its orr,anization and :;tr•.1:·t111-.. nu cii':tirw!ton h..r .. -•• r. 
elf-ct1·otcdmical and oth<·r imlustri.;'. s!ancl;11,I:; i:; t,..,.,;mir11, !,·s:; ,·: •. 1r 1-" 
instancf._ in infocmation tc·dmolor,\-. beth •,·lc·comm11nic·;.ririr1s ;ind cqmp1ir. 
ind11Stt"if·~ ;u·t· kf·\" actors. ;\:-; ;i c"O!)!;C"(llt•fl("I·. thrtt· irtft·l"11.i( t()f;.1! !1<>,\;. : .. 

n;.mc!y tht· ISO. H:C .1nd 11T tr,1dirior1.ill-_· ch·\·1lr•1· :;t.1ri:l.11·d. i11 rh1i: 
n·spf·r·t ivt· t if·lcls. In rt·sponsc· to th1· hl11rr:1:r. ,,f dt·rn.:?··· :I 1>!!l111t :;. -• ;r.ir:· 

committt"t· c:.::illo·cl .ITC! h.1s bt·<·n t·st;ibli,;h1c!. in ;11. ,.11,:n1>7 t• :;top ,,1.! 
r1rg<tniz,1tion;il :;tnH·t11r<·s from bloc·ldrw. '.;1;,11d.irdi:·.iri1°11 it• tH•: fit Id 
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International standardization will h.:n:e to be speeded up as ,,.-ell. In 
JTCl a fast track method fot· standards adoption exists. Howe\·er. this mostly 
invol\·es co-opting standards with se\·eral specitication options. 
Standardization bodies may also consider closer co-operation with go\·ernment 
bodies. financing R & D prog1·ammes in order to ensure that pub1ic and consumer 
interests are accounted tor. 

(b) Consumer Power 

Consumer representation ,,.-as traditionally lim!.tec! due to lack of 
organizations representing their interests. and the lack of expertise and 
intormation with consumers on technical matters. Over time. consumer groups 
have develor~d. and they now exert some influence on standards particularly 
in the health, safety and environment fields. with increasing demands for 
higher product quality. Governments have increasingly turned to regulation 
to satisfy consumer demands and hence TBT have increased. Consumers are 
i·epresented on most NSBs particularly in Europe. In the United States. 
consumers have successfully pressed for anti-trust cases. whereas in Japan 
consumer groups are not infl:.iential but rely on the government and quality 
assurance schemes to protect their interests. In ISO. a council committee on 
consumer pol icy exists cal led COPOLCO. which provides guide! i nes for consumer 
pol icy at the national level. and represents consumer interests at world 
le\·el. 

Developing countries are affected as the demands for higher quality may 
render some production technologies out-dated. Consumers demand for higher 
quality may require greater use of international standards in order to avoid 
TBTs from arising. This may benefit developing countries in several ways: 

international standards may become more specific. to 
ensure a higher level of safety and health 
the use of one international standard as opposed to 
many national standards and regulations will reduce 
the costs of producing goods to different 
spec:. ficat ions 
conformity assessment particularly through qualicy 
assurance 1o:ill be increased. and perhaps an 
international system will develop. 

At th~ same time there is a danger that consumer demands from OECD 
co11ntri£:s becomf'. a (technological) burden on exporters of developing 
countries. One should not exaggerate such dang£:rs and acknowledge at least 
t1-;o important qualifications: 

Mam· 0f their industrial exports come f1·om M~Cs. 

Many d<·vcl oping countTi f>S ope rat f· (':·:port inspection 
schemes dtwwav (('Sp~ciallv in food and raw 
materials). to f·n~ure th.1t trwir t•xports are of 
adf'qua t (· qu.1 l i t v. 

(cJ Rq~ional St,1nd.1rdiz;it i<JP 

Rq~io11al Standardizatio11 ;ictivi!y, <·specially that in l-:11ropf· has ma_jor 
con~;c,.111!·ncc·~; fo1· inu·rnat ion.-.! st:11HL.rdi;:ar ion. The· kev iss1H, is whc·thc·r it 
promntC's or impf'des thf' d£·\.·elopmf·nt .1nd usap,f· of int<•rnational standards. 
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Experience in Europe shows that the impact is likc-l\· to be positi\"t~ or; :i.ccount 
of sc-\"eral factors. 

regional standardization is de\·eloping standards used by S€\·eral 
countries in areas hitherto onl v undertaken at the nat ion.'.il 
level. If this process is pushed up to the international le\"el. 
then the scope and co\·erage of •international• standards 
increases via a web of regional and bilateral agreements. E\·en 
without ISO/I EC. they will simplify trade gnatly. 

regional sta~dards can be based on international standards as is 
the case with CEN and CENELEC. At least for that region. it 
Lreates an even interpretation of international standards. and 
ensures that markets are effectively opened to international 
trade (to the extent that international standards are sufficient 
to accomplish this). 

if regional standardization organizations are transparent in 
their operations, allowing comments from outside interested 
parties. showing no discrimination in access to conformitv 
assessment. and abiding by the GATT Standards Code. then market 
access to non member producers is not imperled. 

finally regional standardization may prompt third countries to 
reconsider their traditional attitude of ignoring world 
standards. This has, for instance. been a consequence of recent 
European moves. 

Regional st::andardization does, however. present some dangers: 

regional agreeme.1ts on standards can lead to bloc \.'Oting in 
international organizations. CEN members can outvote the United 
States or Japan 18-1. This is sensitive in high tech strategic 
areas. and in areas where new international standards are being 
created. 

resources in terms of finance and expert part1c1pation are 
diverted away from international to regional standardization. 
ISO participation of some CEN delegations (most notably smaller 
European countries e.g. Belgium) have fallen markedly. On the 
other hand this represents somewhat of an opportunity to redress 
the current voting imbal~~-·e in favour of Western Europe. 

(d) Interests of the viobal Tradin~ Powers 

Recently. international standards are being looked at more favourably 
by key economic groupings for both political and economic reasons. The United 
States traditionally had a low export ratio. In ::edressing their import 
surplus they have increasingly found thcmsel ves excluded from certain markets. 
International standards may help overcome this imbalance. A more important 
impetus, however, is the impact of regional standardization in Europe. 

Japan is sensitive to claim& of lack of market access, and the use of 
international standards is a convenient means of highlighting the 'openness' 
of their markets. In part, the increased use of international standards 
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reflec:ts thtC' confidence ot their industn· ,..ith respect to international 
comp(·t it ion. 

;.; .. stern Europe has ah:ays been act in' in the international standards 
field. ~-:owadays the use ot international standards is a useful means to dispel 
tears and criticism concerning their regional standardization activities. 
De\·eloping Countries \·ie1o.· international standards as a means of unlocking 
global markets. For the least developed countries international standards 
represent a corpus of standards required to form the base of a national 
standards system. 

4.3 The Or&anization of International Standardization 

In order to allow for free trade and economic integration in a world of 
nation states with different technical regulations and standards, a variety 
of organizations and structures ha\·e de\·eloped. each •ith its distinct 
approach to these problems. Implementation and assessment of internationally 
agreed standards has proved as difficult if net more so than agreeing on the 
standards. 

Three approaches have been tried to remove TBT: 

International Standardization bodies: ISO/IEC/ITU 
Regional Standardization 
GA1T Code on Technical Barriers to Trade. 

'•. 3. l International Standardization Bodies 

International standardization first began in industries that had global 
or international markets. and where compatibility lo.'as required. The 
International Telecommunication Union dates back to 1865. Other activities 
ot a global nature such as the Codex Alimentarius Committee (established by 
WHO and FAO) began in the first half of this century. 

In 1906 the International Electrotechnical Commission (!EC) lo.'as 
established to deal with issues of measurement, definition and 
interchangeability. However, it was only in 1947 (following an earlier 
attempt in 1926) that the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 
was founded. The ISO and IEC account for approximately 85 per cent of 
published international standards. However. much of the detailed technical 
drafts and studies are undertaken in other specific international 
organizations. These organizations such as the International Organization for 
I~gal Metrology (OIML) have liaison status with the ISO. They participate in 
the presentation and drafting of international standards, or the ISO adopts 
their standards as international standards directly. 

Table I provides a list of the principal international standardization 
bodies, al though in practice over 450 internati.0nal organizations have 1 iaison 
statu~ with ISO technical committees or subcommittees. 

(a} The International Or~anization for Standardization - ISO 

ISO member is, for every country. the body most representative of 
standardization activity in that country. Therefore only one body from each 
country is allowed to participate and they differ in terms ot size, number of 
pcrs.mnel, budget. legal status etc. Memb~rs (of which there were 11 in 
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Table ! 

DOCUMENTS LISTED IN THE ISO K'JIC INDEX OF' INTEEU!ATI0rlt\L STANDARDS 

Q_£ganization~ 

ISO 
IEC 
CAC 
CCI TT 

IDF 
UIC 
OIHL 
CEE 

IAEA 
IHO 
CIE 
ILO 
IJIPO 
ICRU 

I CR PC 
ICAO 
BI SF A 

UNESCO 

CCIR 
CISPR 
IIR 
IFLA 

BIPH 
n10 
IATA 
IOOC 
OIE 
CCC 
IJHO 

International Organization for Standardization 
International Electrotechnical Commission 
Codex Alimentarius Commission 
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee 
International Dairy Federation 
International Union Railvays 
International Organization for Legal Hetrology 
International Commission for Conformity Certification 
and Electrical Equipment 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
International Maritime Organization 
International Commission on Illumination 
International Labour Organization 
Vorld Intellectual Porperty Organization 
International Commission on Radiation Units and 
Heasurements 
International Commission on Radiological Protection 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
International Bureau for the Standardization of 
Han-made fibres 
United Nations Educational, Scientifir and Cultural 
Organization 
International Radio Consultative Committee 
International Special Committee on Radio Interference 
International Institute of Refrigeration 
International Federation of Library Associations and 
Institution~ 
International Bureau of IJeights and Measures 
International Vine anrl Vine Office 
International Air Transport Association 
International Olive Oil Council 
International Office of Epizootics 
Customs Co-operation Council 
IJorld Heal~h Organization 

TOTAL 29 international standardizing bodies. 

Document:: 

56?2 
1571 

275 
224 

114 
110 

81 

SJ 
1,5 
43 
JS 
2? 
28 

.,., 
~I 

.. 
l .. 

l 3 
11 
11 

.. 
7. 
l 
1 
1 
1 

Source: (1989) Lawrence D. Eichnr "Globcll St.i1nclanli:.,1t.i()n, 

World Trade and GATT" 
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Januan· lll8'Jl .:;re t:·ntitlt0 d to C>qu.:il participation on .'.111'-. tcchnic.:it 
committt:·C> . .:ire eligibl.:· tor L'otmcil membc·rship. and ha,:e seats in the ISO 
l:ener·al :\ssc-mbh.-. Additional!\- there are corrc-spondent r·embers (18 bv Janu.:it·y 
i'l8l/). 1-"ho are usuall:· de'>·eloping countries •ith no NSB. Normally the:· ha'>·e 
the right to obsen·e proceedings and to remain tul ly info!·med. As pre\·iouslv 
notld IJ:JU other international bodies ha\·e liaison status •ith ISO: the•: 
include regior-.:il standardi::ation bodies. i...:hile the ISO General Assembl\- is 
the ultimate legislati\·e body ot ISO. it is the Council •hich administers 
operations. It consists 
eighteen elected member 
guaranteed a place). 

The Council 

of the President. Vice President. Treasurer and 
bodies (although normally the laq!~St NSBs are 

decides on the technical structure of ISO 
accepts the publication of international standards 
appoints the chairmen of technical committees 
appoints members of the executive and technical boards 

The Executi \•e Board ad\·ises the Council on matters of pol icy, structure. 
administration and finance. The Technical Board advises the Council on all 
matters pertaining to the organization, planning. development of technical 
work. It re\·ie.,..s and monitors the activities ot TCs (technical committees) 
and influences the allocation of secretariats and chairmen. The technical 
committee is advised by ll technical advisory groups (TAGs) on matters of 
basic. sectcral and cross sectoral co-ordination, and coherent planning. Some 
examples of TAGs <'re: chemical and physical test methods and methods of 
analysis. metals. metrology. safety. 

Several committees (open to all members) exist concerning basic issues 
relating,, all standardization activity. (See Tables 8 and 8A). 

It has been noted that many of the standards developed relate to 
definitions. basic metrologicaJ standards and tests procedures. Detailed 
product specification are relatively few in ISO and, if present, normally in 
the form of performance cri::eria. In IEC. as noted before, se.-ere 
compatibility and safety requirements are stronger incentives to obtain 
consensus on product standards. While these are to some extent initial 
generalizations and would need a detailed survey of ISO standards to 
substantiate ·chem, an example taken from an ISO handbook may illustrate this 
point. 

The actual number of ISO standards has accumulated slowly over the 
years.and they currently number /10/ (ISO Momento 1989). Growth in the number 
of international standards (ISO and !EC) can be seen on Table 10 with 
approximately hOO international standard~ heing published ~nnually. At this 
moment then•fore the number of internai ion.Ji standards is approaching the 
volume of (national) standards observed in many countries. although it lags 
somewhat behind the numbers in France and Germany. 
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Table 8. ISO Secretariats held by developing countries 

TC 

Brazil ) 

India 

China 

Columbia 

Papua-New Guinea 

Malaysia 

Tanzania 

Turkey 

Total 5 
As a % of total for 
all ISO 3.01 % 

Source; ISO Momenta 1989 

SC WG 

2 2 

16 4 

l 

l 

l 

2 

l 

3 

24 11 

3.81 % 0.69 % 

TC = Technical Cormnttee 
SC = Sub-Co<rmittee 
lo.ti = Working Group 

Total 

4 

h 

3 

l 

l 

2 

l 

3 

40 

l. 68 

Table 8A. ISO Secretariats held by the major developed countries 

TC SC WG Total 

AFNOR 21. 101 226 351 

ANSI 17 64 210 291 

BSI 23 88 789 400 

DIN 21 113 29/ 1~31 

JISC 3 10 21 1,0 

Total 91, 3/6 l0li9 1519 

Total (ISO) 166 619 1588 2313 

Soi.m;;e: ISO Momenta 1989 
Tr Tedu11c.al C'."°JITITIJ.ltee 

SC Sub Corm11 t tf.?e 
1-K; w0rk1ng Guiup 

% 
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Table '.I Paper, board and pulp: indications of ISO standards 

~o. of standards 

Part 1 Terminology 

Part 2 Testing dnd Dctcr~ination of properties 

2.1. Sampling and preparation of specimens tor 
tests 

2.2. Determination of Mass 
2.3. Physical Properties. general 
/.4. Optical properties 
J.'.>. Composition 

Part J Paper and Board including corrugated fibre
board: properties and test 

3.1. Sampling and conditioning of samples 
3.2. Physical properties. general 
3.3. Strength Properties 
3.4. Folding and bending 
3.). Surface properties 
3.6. Perf0:mance and Absorption 
3.1. Optical Properties 
3.8. Composition 

Part 4 Paper products - Specifications 

3 

1 
2 
1 
2 

12 

6 
8 
1 
'.> 

4 
9 
2 
4 

16 

Source: ISO Handbook No. 23, Paper. board and pulp. 1984 

Table 10. The Nwaber of ISO and IEC Standards 

19811 71'J1 

198'.> 821'.> 

1986 8126 

198/ 9219 

1988 9'.>()ll 

~ource BS! Annual Report l 'J89. 150 Momenta 1989. 

ISO is also active in providing information. Producers wishing to 
export need appropriate and timely information on foreign requirements 
relevant to their product: technical regulations, standards, certification, 
testing. packaging and label! ing requirements. Information is normally 
available from NSBs, trade associations, G!\TT enquiry points and via the 
ISONET system. For developing countries, problPms include the lack of 
knowledge of foreign markets, the cost of information searches, and the lack 
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of telecommuni-.:ations equipment. l.SO~ET •as c-stabl ishc·d b\· the i~Fl:u 

Committee of ISO in recognition of the problems exportc·rs face. ".ii th 
increasing use ot standards. and growing economic inte&rat ion combirtt."d 1.·i th 
technological advances. the traditional com:entration on national markets and 
standards could no longer be maintained. 

ISONET is a decentralized information system where ISO members agree to 
supply any other ISONET member with information on standards. technical 
regulations. certification systems and any other related information. In 
:>rder to account for different capabilities of members three classes ot 
membership exist: 

(1) Minimum Services can handle enqu1r1es on standards and 
regulations and has a 1 ist of standards published in the countrv 
('.>4 members) 

(2) and (3) require the ability to produce bibliographic descriptions of all 
standards in accordance with the ISONET Mam1al and Thesaurus ( 8 
members). 

Part of the work of involved with lSONET has been the development of an 
ISONET !ianual which describes standards. to enable simple storage. retrie\·al 
and interpretation. A major obstacle •as the development of an lSONET 
thesaurus: agreement has not been reached leaving two separate doci..;ments being 
used. 

(b) The International Electrotechnical Commission - IEC 

Several factors fa~ilitate international standardization in electrical 
and electronic engineering. First, trade in this sector occurs to a large 
degree at the global level. and producers and consumers alike have incent i \"cs 
to use international standards. Second, interchangeability and interworking 
is required at a very detailed and specific level if components and products 
are to be compatible with each other and the existing electrical 
infrastructure. Hence the establbhment of IEC over eighty years ago . .-\s 
safety is important. consumer pressure often leads to governmert regulation, 
~nd industry has favoured standardization to help achieve consistent product 
quality and maintain open markets. 

The fact that electric~! and electronics industries were (and continue 
to be) rapidly evolving technologically caused international standardization. 
needed to ensure compatibility, at a late stage in the product life cycle. 

As a result the IEC standards are more complete and more ctfectivclv 
implemented than those of the ISO. Note that a similar analogy exists bet~een 
CEN and CENELEC. Nevertheless some differences persist in standards due to 
costs of adapting the installed (electricity) base, e.g. pl11gs come in many 
varieties and sockets from one country may not match the p!u~ in another. 

Although consisting of only 42 countries, IEC members account for 
80 per cent of the world's population and 9) per cent ot the world's 
electrical energy production. Members &re drawn from the principal bodies at 
the national level. Each member is represented at thf· Co11nci l. which d£·ct.s 
a 12 man Committee of Action which directs the t~chnical work. Several 
advisory committees assist the committee in general areas of IE<:'s work. 
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Ad\·ison· Committee on Electro111.J.&netic Con:patibility 
Ad\·ison· Committee on Electronics and Telecommunications 
. .\d\·ison· Collll!li ttee on Satetv 

~s with the ISO. technical work is delegated by the Council to technical 
committees and subcommittees. with some TCs mandates being horizontal e.g. 
TC 1 Terminology whereas others cover a family of products such as TC 2 
Rotating machinery. Again testing procedures account for a significant nun:ber 
ot standards. As sho~TI on Table 10. the number of IEC standards has been 
growing steadily. 

One area where the IEC has gone beyond the ISO is certification. Two 
schemes are operated: 

(1) IEC System for Conformity Testing to Standards of Safety Equipment 
(IECEE) 

~ational Certification bodies are enti tied to test for conformity to IEC 
Safety Standards co\·ering various products. e.g. electronic entertainment 
equipment. cables and cords. low voltage switchgear and control gear and 
electromedical equipment. R€.=iprocal recognition of test results ensures that 
tests are not rereated, and the whole IECEE system is administered by the 
Committee of Certification Botiies. and the Committee of Testing Laboratories. 

(2) IEC Quality Assessment for Ele~tronic Components (IECQ) 

Again this involves the mutual recognition of test results from 
accredited testing laboratories, and covers conformity to all IEC standards 
concerned. from basic to detailed specifications. The system is administered 
by the IECQ Inspector Co-ordination CoDll!lission and the Certification 
Managem£'nt Comrni ttee. For developing countries e.g. India, it is important 
that their testing and certification capabilities are able to assess for IEC 
standards. and that other participant countries have confidence in the 
operations. A distinction is drawn between 'detail specifications' peculiar 
to a specific component, and 'blank detail specifications' which looks at 
general technical criteria and electrical characteristics needed to assess the 
quality of a component. Components included in the scheme are integrated 
circuits. cathode ray tubes, resistors. switches etc. 

Twenty three countries are signatories (as of September 1989) including 
China. India. South Korea. Mexico and Taiwan are also members under 
surveillance from the United States. 

(c) The International Telecommunications Union - ITU 

With 112 members and a date of origin in 186~. the ITU is one of the 
oldest and most globdlly representative bodies dealing with standardizatio11. 
All areas of telecommunications are covered by four permanent. organs: 

GPneral Secretariat 
International l"requency and Registration Board ( IFRB) 
International Radio Con3ultativP Committee (CCIR) 
International Telegraph and lf·lephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) 

Standards activity falls tot.he CCIR and CCITT where mandates include 
the studying of technical operating in telecommunications and broadcasting and 
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tariff questions in telegraphy and telephone. ReccJLrunt:·ndations and rt:·pons .1r.. 
produced. which are not international standards themsel\·es. but rather pro\·ide 
a basis for international standardization in the world and rEgional 
administrati'l.·e conferences. These conference decide upon Admini strati \'t" 
Regulations. and include Radio Regulations. Tel :phone and Telegraph 
Regulations, e.g. HDTV. was discussed in May 1990 at the CClR Conference. 

The recent prominence of CCITT has to do with its role in compatibilitv 
standards for information technology utilizing telecommunications networks to 
transport \'alue-added services. Since about a decade this work has bee-n 
pursued in the framework of (OSI) open standards development and has been 
embraced by the new JTC l (together with ISO and IEC). 

Tbe work within the CCIR and CCITT will gr2atly influence the acti'l.·ities 
of other international bodies such as the IEC and ISO. Co-ordination is 
steadily increasing and more and more work is being jointly undertaken. 

4.3.2. Regional Standardization 

Regional standardization goes beyond the scope of international 
standardization bodies such as the ISO in several respects. As noted before 
it is easier for nations of close geographical proximity. which tend to have 
similar levels of economic development and similar socio/political 
philosophies. to agree on most issues pertaining to health, safety and the 
environment. Regiol"'.al economic integration requires more specific product 
standards, often in areas not developed by the ISO/IEC. Therefore regional 
standardization usually involves agreement on the harmonization of regulations 
and attempts to harmonize standards particularly those found in public 
procurement contracts as well as those needed for 'reference tv standards' 
methods. In the EC this involves the harmonization of 'essential 
requirements' of safety, etc. and the mutual recognition of products legally 
marketed in one country (see Chapter 3). 

4.3.3. The GAIT Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 
<The GAIT Standards Code) 

Following the Kennedy Round negotiations in GAIT during the 1960s. it 
became increasingly clear that technical regulations and standards and 
conformity assessment a..:tivities amounted to technical barriers to trade. and 
that an international agreement covering these barriers was required. Studies 
and negotiations continued during the 1970s and the GATT standards code vas 
adopted in 1980. The code is under review in the Uruguay round negotiations. 
The code has 39 signatories including the EEC and an additional 35 observer 
governments. Several other international organizations are observers (see 
Table 11). 

Being legally being an international agreement, the Code is somewhat 
constrained b) the typical problems associated with the implementation of 
international ag.-eements. Enforcement problems only show up after complaints, 
and such complaints inevitably refer to broad principles only, with dispute 
settlement expect~d to be bilateral. Over a period of ten years. only two 
cases have been formally dealt with by panels under the Code. In order to 
accommodate as many parties and interests as possible, the wording of such 
agreements is often not precise. 
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The code only applies to national governments and does not extend to 
local or regional governments, or non governmental bodies, including most 
NS8s_ Before looking at the success of the Code and its effects on 
international standardization. a brief description of the Code itself is 
desirable. 

(A) What the Code Involves 

The Code recognizes the right of national governments to enact 
regulations in the pursuance of health, safety, environmental and other public 
objectives (e.g. defence)_ However regulations and standards should not 
unnecessarily impede international trade and international standards should 
be used if they exist and are appropriate. Note that this obligation covers 
only those regulations set by the national authorities. A second level of 
obligation exists whereby the national government is to make 'best endeavors• 
to ensure that local/regional governments and non governmental bodies comply 
with th.: Code. However, the code is weak and vague on this crucial issue, 
si nc<= no attempt is made to ascertain exactly what reasonable measures a 
national government should take, nor is there any definition of available 
instruments at the disposal of national authorities. Hence the Code falls far 
short of obligations under the Treaty of Rome, i.e. there is no obligation to 
harmonize regulations, nor to mutually recognize these (subject to 
conditions). nor to harmonize standards. 

Parties are required to notify any technical regulations that differ 
from international standards_ A waiting period exists during which comments 
may be forwarded. National treatment ia.tst be accorded to imports with respect 
to conformity assessment, i.e. they should not be treated in any 
disadvantageous fashion. An inquiry point must be established to furnish all 
reasonable requests for information on all aspects of standardization 
activity. A dispute procedure exists where parties can air and settle 
complaints. Developing countries are given special status to allow for their 
specific economic and technical conditions. A three yearly review procedure 
exists. to make amendments to the text of the code, and to ensure that the 
code operates to the mutual economic advantage of all parties, while 
maintaining a fair balance of rights and obligations. 

The code falls far short of removing all TBTs. It is an attempt between 
governments to develop international rules for the establishment and 
operations of standardization and conformity assessment activities. 

It is not an attempt to harmonize standards <let alone re~ulations) 
in.Jernationally, although it does aim t0 promote the use of international 
standards. Signatories have t:he benefit of being able via the right to 
comment, to make an input into stan~~rdization activities of other countries. 
They also gain from !::1e right to receive information and the protection 
accorded by the dispute procedure. 

(B) Problems with the Code 

four problems will be discussed: 

(a) The main omission of the code is the lack of any obligation to 
har11<>nize technical standards. In effect the two tier level of obligation 
bypasses much if not most standardization activity, since the obligations at 
the non-governmental level are not binding. Agreement on this issue is 
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COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE ON TECHNICAL BARRIERS TO TRADE 

Chairman: Hr. E. Contestabile (Switzerland) until January 198~ 

Hrs. C. Guarda (Chil~J from January 1989 

Vice-Chairman: H~. L. Leger (Canada) until January 1989 
Hr. P. van de Locht (Netherlands) from January 1989 

Signatories 

- 1 Argenti.na 
Austria 
Belgium 
Brazil 
Canada 
Chile 
Czechoslovakia 
Denmark 
Egypt 
European Economic Coumunity 
Finland 
France 
Germany, Federal Republic of 
Greece 
Hong Kong 
Hungary 
India 
Ireland 
Italy 
Japan 

Observers 

1. Governments: 

Australia Gabon 
Bangladesh Ghana 
Bulgaria Indonesia 
China, People's Israel 

Republic of Malaysia 
Colombia Malta 
COte d'Ivoire Nicaragua 
Cuba Nigeria 
Ecuador Peru 

2. International Organizations 

Korea, Rep. of 
Luxembourg 
Mexico 
Netherlands 
Mew Zealana 
Morvay 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Portugal 
Roman ii 
Rwanda 
Singapore 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Tunisia 
United Kingdom 
United States 
Yugoslavia 

Poland 
Senegal 
Sri Lanka 
Tanzania 
Thailand 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Turkey 
Zaire 

IMF, UNCTAD, ITC(UNCTAD/GATT), ISO, IEC, FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius 
Conrnission, 1.C.E. 

1
signed (acceptance pending) 

Source: (1989) GATT "Tenth Annueal Review of the Implementation and 
Operation of the Agreement". 
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dittic:ult bec.:ius.: ot i.:hJ.t h~is bet0 n u-rmt.'d reciprocit'I.". :\ countc1.· •:ith a 
cent 1·.:il i::ed st.:indJ.rdi::.:ition struc:tun and laq;" scale go1.·ernment in1.·ol1.·ement 
is c.:ip~1bie ot implement in!; thE tull scope ot the code. However. the opposite 
is the c.:ise in the t:nited St.:Ht"'S. whose decfl1tr.:ilized pri1.·ate standardization 
bodies tall beyond the strict purview ct the Code. Hence Japan would be 
makinb more "sacrifices" than the t:niteu States if the code were strictly 
implem.~nted. :iuch of the problem is political. Central governments such as 
in the L;ni ted St.Hes are I oath to inten·ene in competencies in areas 
supposedh· the domain of pri1.·ate institutions or State legislatures. 

:\ sf:'cond issue' of contention is that regional sta;idardization (as in 
Europe) is cutTently mo1.·ing standardization from the national to the regional 
len:·l. The United States i.;ishes to see the obligations on national 
go\"ernments c-xtended to regional standardization. i.e. that regional standards 
should not create unnecessary obstacles to trade. A code of conduct for 
regional organizations has been proposed by the United States in the current 
negotiations. Furthermore they ha1.·e cal!.ed for greater transparency in the 
operations of regional bodies. 

(b) Failure on the part of foreign exporters to meet national 
regulations implies outright prohibition from national markets. Certification 
as embodied in the Code also operates at the lowest common denominator base. 
The code emboJies the principle of national treatment as far as conditions. 
methods and administrati1.·e procedures are concerned. This however only 
pr01.·ides the very minimum for the opening of markets. 'Jhat is further 
required is the mutual recognition of test results undertaken by foreign 
laboratories. in testing for national standards. a consiclerably more difficult 
problem to solve. 

:\distinction must be drawn between access (i.e. national treatment) and 
membership which allows member bodies to test for conformity assessment to the 
standards of another country. and also to have a say in the formulation of 
rules. Participatio:1 includes the right to test but not to have a say in rule 
determination. Currently testing and certification procedures represent the 
most serious TBT that enterprises face. Testing and certification will remain 
a problem as long as standards remain different. since different tests will 
need to be conducted. 

(c) Despite the existence of detailed dispute procedures in the :ode 
(Article 14) it has seldom been used. In part this is due to self compliance 
by the parties concerned. as 1"ell as bilati:>ral negotiations between 
conflicting parties. The emphasis is on conciliation rather than direct GATT 
i ff·ol vement. 

To date only one case has gone through (1""ith one other per.ding). 
Disr••tPs are referred to a Committee which identifies whether the case is 
technical or commercial in nature (or both). Retaliation on the part of the 
aggrieved party is allowed. The effectiveness of the procedure depends upon 
the willingness of go·:ernments to use it, and on whether or not the 
infringement relates to central government. i.e. it doesn't apply directly to 
non-national government bodies. The fact that little use has been made of the 
procedure inevitably leads one to question its worth. 

(d) Processes and Production Methods (PPMs) do not fall under the 
auspices of the Code. This is largely due to the fact that PPMs dominate 
standardization in agricultural products. Confusion exists within the CodP 
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itself. as :\rt. 1.1. refers to both industri:1l .:md ~1bricuttut·ai products. b:tt 
the definition of technical specification cioes not indudt' PP!is. Th•· 
triennial review in 1983 allo"'ed the use of the dispute procedure in cas.-s 
"'here parties felt that PPMs "'ere being u~·_-d to circwn\·ent obligations. 

Proposals tor the proper inclusion of PPMs in the Code an· curn:·nt 1 \" 
under discussion. Ho.-e\·er. the issues in\·ol \"ed are complex. \;i th man,· 
questions remaining unanswered such as ho.- to monitor production i.n ditferent 
countries. and how to assess the equi,·alence of alternati\·e production 
processes. 

Given the importance of agriculture to developing countries. this is a 
key area of interest for them in the current negotiations. Further11<>re, the 
inclusion of PPHs in the code would assist developing countries exports, since 
by using a recognized production method, market access would be assured, and 
this would help remove some of the technical difficulties devel<'ping countries 
face in meeting performance standards reqiJirements, i.e. technical transfer 
is facilitated by the use of a recognized production technique. 

(C) The main benefits of the Code are: 

the removal of clear TBT particularly in the structural organization of a 
standardization system (e.g. the old Japanese system). However. less success 
has been achiev ::I at the practical implementation level. e.g. conformity 
assessment. 

it pro\·ides a forum for negotiations. and has acted as a catalyst for 
bilateral negotiations on specific problems. Hence much of the negotiations 
have taken place outside the strict GATT framework. 

it provides a foundation for the use and development of international 
stand·,rds. However. this is a real gain only if international standards are 
used and if they can be developed with appropriate sp~ d and spec it ici ty. 

the operation of the GATT enquiry points improves the information available 
concerning national standardization system. 

(D) Developing countries and the GATT Code 

Provisions under two separate articles are made for developing 
countries. Article 11 encourages technical assistance to be given, 'n the 
preparation of technical regulations, the establishment of NS8s, the 
establishment of testing, metrology, certification and quality assurance 
bodies, and assistance for participation in regional and int2rnational 
certification systems. 

Article 12 is a derogation, similar to those found in other GATT Codes, 
which per•its developing countries to develop standards aimed at preserving 
indigenous technology and production methods and processes, compatible with 
their development needs. Hence. the obligation to use international standards 
is less strict. 

The question arises as to how beneficial these articles are. 
particularly Article 12. Note that the Code makes no attempt to define or 
list devclopin~ ·.ountries. It is questionable whether being allowed to 
deviate from international standards is bt·nef icial. since: 1nternat ional 
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s t.-u1da rds .:; rt' usu.;:d 1'.· t'.J.S i c 'JIH' s or t <:st mt- t hods .:-t c. necessar\" tor bu i 1 ding 
up ;i n;it ional standards S\"Stem and equ.:i.11 \" nect-ssary (though not sufficient) 
to .:-nsun- acc.c·ss to i.·orld markets. Furthermort-. it can bt- argued that 
developing countries i.:ould forego possible technology transfer embodied in 
international standards. It is beneficial if de\"t-loping countries are able 
to d.c\·elop product standards that retlect the technology and inputs a\·ailable 
(Sa\· loi.: skilled labour) and i.:hich rdlect the needs an<i preferences of local 
... onsumers. All this depends on their standards writing and enforcement 
abilitv. In tht- long run standards should be upgraded to international 
1 E:-\"t ls. 

Eighteen of the more advanced de\·eloping countries ha\·e signt-d the Code. 
The overall benefits to developing countries are: 

it encourage~ the use of international standards. This reduces 
the number of product specification \'arieties. making for easier 
access to larger markets. ~ith the groi.:ing use of international 
standards. there 1.:i.ll be an increasing need to develop produ,·..t 
standards at t~~ international level. a point developi1g 
countries have stressed for some time. In addition it will m<.1<c 
conformity assessment including tests for quality assurance 
easier. via the mutual recognition of test results. 

increased transparency in the standards system improves the 
information available both in terms of costs and quality. The 
requirement of having an inquiry point might. however, impose a 
financial burden on the least developed countries. 

developing countries would gain substantially if PPMs were 
effectively included in the Code considering the importance 
agriculture plays in their economies. This would extend also to 
industrial products. as developing countries may find production 
process standards easie-r to apply than performance orientated 
ones. 
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5. HOW QUALITY STANDARDS INFLUENCE HARU.IS 
Selected Questions 

Developing countries compete first of a!l on price. except in certain 
commodities where availability gi\·es rise to special ad\·antages. Quality is 
nevertheless a pervasive question for virtually all exports of LDCs. Raw 
materials need to be homogeneous or ccnt1in minimum percentages of 'pure' 
substance; the reliability of this quality element of the exports as well as 
the continuity of supply at that quality level are also quality aspects for 
developing countries (and developed countries) exports. and are absolutely 
vital for user companies. Indeed, one reason for \·ertical integration in such 
sectors is precisely found in the \·arious aspects of quality control. If 
vertical integration between the explcLtation of (say) mines. export£ and the 
value-added producers cannot be achieved. the industrial users will requii·e 
extensive. contractual safeguards for quality control. Inevitably. this will 
lead to a direct impact on exploitation. including the means of production. 
the distributional and transport system and permanent inspection assurances. 

In foodstuffs, feedstocks and industrial products, technical regulation 
in developed countries as well as private contractual obligations to achieve 
certain quality levels, form compelling reasons to raise quality in developing 
countries through standardization and other means. One can also observe a few 
interesting examples of quality as a competitive weapon in the supply of 
international services (e.g. air transport by South-East Asian carriers). 

Technical regulations with respect to safety. health and environmental 
protection as well as informational consumer protection. are not limited to 
complex products with hi-tech contents with a relatively important share for 
skilled labour input. They exist for many simple goods where developing 
countries are prominent exporters e.g. toys. textiles and clothing. and 
sporting goods. Esptcially where multinationals do not control the exports 
from developing countries or when indigenous producers wish to initiate 
exports. a well-thought-out polic.y of quality promotion will be i.ndispensable 
for the conquest of de·.-eloped countries markets. The following elements would 
need consideratic .. : 

adequate information on technical regulations in the target market, via 
GATT inquiry points, bilateral contacts between standards institutes or 
via commercial channels; 

adequate information about the conformity assessment requirPments in 
the target market, including the possibility of mutual recognition of 
testing and certification agencies ~n the importing and exporting 
country; 

(re·)organization of production. input procurement, process technology 
and control, fault minimization, training of personnel and possibly 
even the introduction of some kind of quality <issurc:;r:ce systems at 
managerial level, as well as throughout the company. There <ire man} 
degrees of quality assurance and it would take a special report to 
digress and assess them. With respect to technical regulations for 
typical export products of developing countries, compliance with 
specific technical safety aspects of a product will usually suffice 
(e.g. flammability regulations for textiles & clothing constrain the 
kind of materials used). It is more demanding, however, it the sector 
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n·gularh· 1.:1unches new products or nei.· torms. such as in the to\·s 
industn·. ~ot onh· does it require firm and up-to-date kno..-ledge about 
the regulations .:J.ln··ad\· at the design stage. but it also presumes a 
smooth and recognized certification procedure. for instance. Hong Kong 
as a m3jor toys exporter is currently negotiatin~ a mutual recognitiun 
agreement between the EC and Hong Kong with respect to certification in 
Hong Kong. in response to the 'new approach' directi\·e on toys and the 
CE~ standards adopted in its wake. The ad\·antages in the rapidi.:; 
changing. fashion-dri\·en toys industry to obtain market access \·ia 
certificatior at b..orne before entering the EC market are self-evident; 
at the same t~me the safety requirements. especially the CE~l standards 
pro\·iding somewhat greater specification. will have to be utilized in 
an industrv with many small suppliers and a high rate of prese:1tational 
or intrinsic product innovation at the (small) firm level. 

:\chiedng quality levels in the absence of technical regulations in OECD 
countries is on the whole a pri\·ate interest of e\·ery indi\·idual supplier in 
e\·ery de\·elopi ng country. A sustained pol icy of promoting standards is 
probably the best compromise, as this emphasizes the voluntary nature of 
joining efforts on defining state-of-the-(local)-art technology for product 
performance and processes, while nevertheless sen·ing the developmental 
purposes of the country. 

There is a fairly strong tendency in developing countries to make 
quality standards compulsory. This may not be the most appropriate way in 
many instances becausi,-: 

it may squeeze out products for which there is genuine demand; 

it may be a disproportionate measure to protect consumers, especially 
adequate labelling or certain certification marks could fulfill the 
same function; 

one may wish to promote more stringent requirements for exports t~an 
for the home market, given different prefer~nces in the light of income 
levels and tradition. However. export firms may press for export 
quality levels in the home market too, which will provide them with a 
competitive advantage over local firms with lower costs and lower 
quality goods. 

Several developing countries are convinced that the 'country' needs a 
quality label in OECD a11d other markets. With modern information, 
distribution and communication, however. there are signs that a brand name for 
a country would appear to be an inappropriate route to export promotion and 
development. Obtaining JIS, DIN (or, in the years ahead, a CE-mark) or UL 
recognition in certification, or acquiring reputable certification marks from 
major export markets is an ambitious but perhaps more effective route towards 
qualitv, without detracting from th~ product variety and demand structures at 
home·. 
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6 • REGIONAL STANDARDS FOR DEVELOP I NG COUNTR n:s 

6.1 The nature ot standardization in de\·elopin& countries 

At a verv basic level the incentives for standardi=ation activitv in 
developed and developing countries are the same. i.e. economics ot scale in 
production. information benefits to producers and consumers. improved product 
quality. technological transfer and efficiency in R &. [) .::nd product 
development. and better safety. heal th and en\·i ronmental protect ion. 

Howe\·er. given the di \·ergent 1e\·e1 s cf economic. industrial and 
technical development. and considering the "'idely di H·rgent social and 
cultural capabilities between the de\·eloped and de\·eloping wcrld. one must 
carefully consider the role of standardization. its structure. objectives. 
organization and its range of acti\·ities in de\·elopi.ng countries. Table 12 
gives a brief overview of the different characteristics of standar~ization 

activity faced by NSBs of developed and de·•eloping countries. Standardization 
represents only a part of the economic 'infrastructure' of a country. that can 
promote economic development. Careful integration with overall development 
plans is required for it to play an effecti\·e contribution in economic 
development. Key questions on economic pol icy need to be knoi..-n before 
deciding upon the exact role of standardization. 

Should industrial development focus on export-led growth or should one 
concentrate on import subs ti tut ion with the protection of domestic production? 
If trade is to be promoted. which regions should it concentrate on: 
interregional. with developed countries. etc.? In 1"hich sectors should 
economic development be concentrated? Decisions on thesl'; basic economic 
policy objectives need to be taken before any coherent standardization policy 
can be formulated. Therefore developing countries should adopt a long run 
standardization policy that is consummate with their overall long run vision 
of economic development. 

The lack of an adequate industrial base in developing countries, with 
shortages of skilled personnel implies that standards are few in number and 
sometimes non existent. An industry that can establish and promote standards 
does not exist. In contrast to developed countries it is the standards bodies 
that must develop industry, rather than industry developing the standards. 
Industrial production cannot begin, unless the knowleoge of how to manufacture 
exists. Standardization is certainly one, potentially important way of 
transferring knowledge. Standards freq~~~tly contain the detailed specific 
information and know-how required to organize production. and to ensure output 
of products with consistent quality, capable of satisfying market demands, 
while aiming at a certain level of health, safety and environmental 
protection. This is evident as standards contain information covering a 
spectrum of knowledge, from basic definitions and metrology, to materials. 
dimensions, production processes, quality control, testing and inspections. 
Manufacturers from developed countries of ten regard standards as a source of 
best practice methods, or as a means to guarantee market access, as standards 
are often stipulated in contracts or demanded by users. For manufacturers 
from a gevelopin~ country, standards are much more a source of technological 
and production information which they otherwise wouldn't easily have access 
to. 
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Standardization in dnPlopinR and lndustrializf'd 
rountrl•s - • comparison 

In vpry gPnPral t"rms, somp of th• diff PrPnc~ hetw«"n ~1andardi1ation in 
dP\'Ploping and industrializf'd counlriPs can bf' summarizPd as follows. 

f.1<'1nl"J ~•rlopln1 cnunlrln lndu•trial cnuntri" 

l.ileracy low lli(!h 
-------- -·- - - --

Form or or1aniza1ion or Ctovtrnmrn1al (""ilh f~· Often rrivale in•1i1u1ion• 
s1andards body ell~liom) 

---·-
S1a1e of advancement Relatively early \\'ell f"lal>li•hed 
of NSB• 

~------- -- --
S1aff of NSB Rather ne•· Trained - coordinalcd 

(with uccprion•) 
-------

Character of s;andards Voluntary or comrulsory, Volun1ary in "WC"lern 
dcpmdinJ on field and counlrics; comrul•ory in 
10 be decided for every "Ea•ltrn" counirics 
slandard (wi1h nci:r1ion•) 

Numbtr of indusirics in One or 1 ftw Many 
tach stclor 

EJ1islin1 lr1de Few Many 
orJanizarions 

Ways of implcmcn1in1 Nor vi:ry dcvi:lopcd M:m:v 
standards 

--------
Labtllin1 of products Ofltn miskading and lmpro•in11 

cmbcllishtd ,_ ----
EJ1is1in1 ctrtification None (or rcw) Some 
syslcms (wilhin 1r1c!c 
or1aniz11ions, etc.) 

·-- - -- -- -- ---------
Pr~sure by inlercsttd A real burden in s':>mc Surrrc.<1•cd 
parlies on NSB personnel counlrics 

• Na1ional srandards body. 

Source: (1982) ISO Development Manual Number 2 

"Operation of a Certification System" 
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1 t is these· features. the lack ot an adequate industrial b.:isc and lack 
of skilled personnel that distinguish standardi=ation activity in dev~loped 
and de\·eloping countries. Standardization in developing countries must fol lo\I: 
a 'top down' approach. where the NSB de\·elops and encourages standards 
activities in order to secure the development ot an industrial base. As such 
it is much more an integral part ot industrial pol icy and hence should t'" 
under some degree of go\·ernment control. This implies that the NSB \o.'i 11 ha\·e 
to of~er a complete range of services. from the developre~nt of standards. i.e. 
technical assistance to producers. metrology and calibration services. 
cr.nformity assessment and quality control. Furthermore it \o.'ill need to 
pro\·ide .1.nformation on technical regulations and standards in exp•)l't markets. 
International standards in particular have more relevance to the producer in 
developing countries, as he may rely on these standards to provide him with 
the infoTI11c?tion to produce goods of adequate quaiity. Often standards are not 
used at all. with unfortunate consequences for the 'exportability' of 
products. 

A star.dard to be of worth must be useable. and hence NSBs need to 
promulgate standards that not only ensure market access. but also reflect the 
technological capabilities of domestic producers. Without standards. product 
quality cannot normally be expected to be sufficient to guarantee market 
access. By quality we mean conformance to market requirements in acco-..:-dance 
with b11yers/consumers needs. tastes. preferences and economic conditions. 
Standards are one means by which this quality can be obtained. Given the 
technological constraints on developing countries standards used will need to 
be: 

simple. clear and preferably oesign 1 ather than performance 
standards. Performance standards requL·e engineers to interpret 
requirements and then to design products that are in conformity. 
Model or design requirements specify in greater detail the 
dimensions and featt es req1ired. and therefore there is less 
need for interpretation and skilled personnel. Performance 
standards also require expensive testing equipment, given t~at 

tests cannot be so easily standardi:..:ed, i.e. they have to br 
adapted to test for different products. 

it possible one standard should be used, given the <'.Osts and 
engineering difficulties deve:loping countri £ s have in adar-t in[; to 
various specifications. The standard should alro: 

be in the language of the standard u~er 
guarantee access to vital export markets 
cover conformity assessmer;t and quality controls. 

Such a policy of promoting simple detailed product specification 
standards fi~s the development mode! witnessed in some of the Newly 
Industrialized Countries. By concentrating production in labour-intensive. 
low technology industries (simple processed manutactured goods with simple 
standards), these countries exploited their comparative advantar,e. Ovc·r time, 
with increased industrial experience and foreign export f:arnings. industry was 
able to diversify, and acquiu~ new technology. Foreign direct inve:;tment 
(implying adequate standards knowledge and access to export markets) also 
assisted in promc-ting industrial development. Standardization dCI i vi t / in 
this semi-developed state needs to become less rigid in terr- r ·•rict 
product specification, to allow flexibility for innovations ir :i~'·· 
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A dispari tv mav arise in standards needs at this point_ Exi)orters may re:quire 
standards of adequate quality to ensure market access_ Producers for the 
domestic market may require less demanding standards. 

Standardization has several other benefits apart from those previously 
outlined for developing countries: 

it allows for trade between developing countries. of similar 
stages of economic development. By pr::>moting interregional trade 
it develops the industrial base allowing scale economies implying 
larger. more efficient production units_ It can improve the 
division of labour in the two regions and can save on hard 
currency imports. 

standar-ds help in the acqu1s1t1on of technology from developed 
countries required for industrial development. reducing the 
da11ger of dependence on one country for supplies_ They may 
eventually be instrumental in reducing the acquisition of 
complementary goods or replacements. 

6.2 The African Regional Or&anization for Standardization - ARSO 

Since its inception in 1977 ARSO has advanced to a state of development 
whtre it is capahlP. of offP.rin~ practically an entire range of standardization 
services, ranging from standards writing, to metrological services, 
certification and laboratory accreditation, and finally training and technical 
assistance to its members, including an information network of ISO/IEC 
standards as well as the standards of its members. Memb~rship is open to any 
member country of th.: United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, and 
currently 23 countries are members. ARSO's broad objectives are to be found 
in the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development of Africa and can be 
summarized as including: 

facilitation of intra-African trade via the removal teclmical 
barriers to trade 

assistance in the development of National Standards Bodies in 
member countries, and to co-ordinate standards development 

assistance to African countries in acquiring the appropriate 
imports and technology required for industrial development. 

To achieve these broad objectives ARSO has several key fields of 
activity, not least influenced by the limited industrial base of member 
countries, the lack of skilled personnel, and the underdeveloped (sometimes 
non-existent) state of NSBs. A principal activity of ARSO is technical 
assistance to NSBs. Th;. comes in many forms, but help is available in 
establishing and organ1z1ng an NSB, the establishment and running of 
certification quality assurance and export inspection schemes, and the 
creation of information bases on standards. Conferences and training seminars 
on issues such as metrology are organized, and technical expetts are sponsored 
to visit and assist NSBs. Regional Organizations such as ARSO can play a 
valuable role in this development and role, given the benefits that can be 
gained from shared experiences, and from the considerable cost savings 
resulting from pooled resources and co-ordinated actions. Therefore ARSO's 
primary role is to develop competent standardization bodies and 
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int ras true t ur.:s that .:u-._• c.:i pa bl._. ot pl-omo t i ng i ndus t rial .:md .:·cuttumi c 
den:lopment. 

_.\RSO's second principal task is the pre:par.:ltion ot Atn-:an Regional 
Standards (:\RS). Regional standards are bene:t ic i;.;.l t..:n- a numbt:·t- ot n:·.:1suns 
as thev: 

reduce technical barriers ~o trade, and so promote intra Atrican 
trade 

yield great cost savings (economies) in the development of 
standards 

suit the technological capabilities ot African countries. and are 
in line with the factor endowments ot member countries. Le·_ 
there is an abundance of low skilled labour and a lack ot skilled 
labour and capital 

help to regulate imports. by ren::oving technological dependence on 
one country and ensure they fit the technological capabilities of 
African States 

finally, co-ordinated action at the regional level tends to 
facilitate co-operation in the international bodies such as the 
ISO/IEC. thereby increasing their ability to influence the course 
of events in key areas_ 

By November 1989. 600 African regional standards (ARS) and Draft Africa 
Regional Standards have been developed (see Table 13) in sectors of crucial 
significance to African industrial development as set out in the Lagos Plan. 
These nine technical Committees and 20 Sub-Committees are heavily concentrated 
in: 

Basic and General Standards 
Agriculture and Food Products 
Building and Civil Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy. 

Further emphasis is placed upon transport and communication in the 
region. The development of ARSO follows three routes: 

the harmonization of national standards 
the adoption of international or other standards 
the formulation ot new standards. 

In order to ensure the effective application and usar,c ot ARSO 
standards, ARSO has signed Memoranda of understanding with other ?'"f'gional and 
sub-regional blocs. These are Economic Community of Central African Staf<·s 
(ECCAS), Economic Communi..:y of West African States (ECUWAS). and the 
Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA). In 
principle ARSO standards are to be regarded as 'community standard:.'. al though 
co-operation is at various stages between the different organizations. i\RSO 
and ECOWAS undertook a joint study in 1986 and a memorandum ot undc·rsf ;me i nr, 
was drawn up to implement the rccommendat ions. A meml)randum of 11nderst anding 
has not yet been signed with ECCAS, although accordinr; to thf' 1988 r -aft 
Annual RE!port of ARSO, it is expected that it will be concludc·d soon. 
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AFRICAN REGIONAL STANDARDS, STRUCTURE J\ND QU/\NTI'l'Y 

1\RS Ul\RS UnJ~r f}\RS T•:-t:."\l 
Field/Technical Conmittee published Procf?ssir~ Elaoorataj ,"\HS +-[)\F.S ----

::'.'lsic arrl General 

Starrlards (AR50/'l'C 1) 43 32 18 ') 3 
Agriculture arrl Food 

Products (ARSO/'l'C 2) 33 74 11)7 

Building arrl Civil 

fh3ineering (ARSO/'l'C 3) 3 90 r)J 

Mechanical Engineering 

arrl ftt!tallurgy (ARSO/'l'C 4) 4 47 57 lOO 
Otemistry and Cliemical 

Engineering (ARSO/'l'C 5) 7 43 2l 71 
Electrotechnology 

(ARSO/'l'C 6) 32 32 
Textiles (ARSO/TC 7) 24 38 62 
Transport arrl Communi-

cation..c; (J\FSO/'l'C 8) 6 14 20 
Environment~! Protection 

-'lrrl Pollution Control 

( l\R:;O/'I'C 9) 14 l ·1 
Total PO 384 % l}()f) 

Source: (1989): ARSO Draft Annual Report for the Year Ending 

December 1988. 
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.-\s rc·r.ards the PT:\ . .'.l sub committt't:: Llll St.:.imbnti::J.t ion :1nt! l)u::l it,. l:on·. 1·c1l in 
1988 prep..ired .'.l st.'.ltus repot·t on st:tnd.irdiz.:.ition .::tct i\·it i.:s in mt•mbc1· 
countries. in order to dr~il·· up .'.i plan ot J.Ct ion. ,\RSU 1.:as nq~ot :.:it in1-~ :; 
~·iemorandum ot understanding based on this report. but ditticulti.::s arost in 
the PT.:\ co-operation. due to l.:ick ot stand.:irdi=ation intr.;structiires .H th,· 
national le\·el and lack of progress in their de\·elopmc·nt. 

Finally. SADCC established to toster economic development ot its mi:·mbc·rs 
and to lessen dependence on South Africa. set up a S.-\DCC Export Group on 
Standardization and Quality Controi . .:\gain the emphasis is on the development 
of a basic standardization infrastructure in member countries . 

.:\RSO is also established in the field ot metrolop·. certitication :ind 
laboratory accreditation schemes. A major programme ot assistance (1.:ith 
funding tram UNOP) began in 1988 with the aim ot promoting mEtrologic:d 
acti\·ities. the sharing of metrological equipment and expertise. and the 
operation of courses and seminars. 1.:hich s~ould lead to unitorm practicvs. 
Proposals have been prepared bv ARSO tor the certification of products to 
African Standards and for the accreditation ot tE-st ing 1.:1boratori es. 

:\further major area of ARSO acti\·it_,_. lies in the tield of intormation. 
i.:here considerable resources ha':e been spent on computerization of ,\RSU 
documentation and intormat ion. Guides ha\·e been prepared to assist .:\RSO 
members on the organization and operation ot st.'.indardization. mPtrologY Jnd 
conformity assessment activities. finally ARSO undertak~s the important task 
of co-ordinating acti\·it\" at thi:: i.nt<-rnational le\·el . .:\RSO has I iaison st.1t11s 
i.:ith ISO. and maintains relationships ~ith assistance bodiPs such as ~SHs from 
developed countries and lnited Nations organi::ations. In the light ot the· 
problems witnessed in the other regional organizations. and considering the 
lack of development at standardization acti\·it~: at the national len:·I in 
Africa. ARSO' s achie\•eme'1ts are remarkable. 

6.3 The Arab Or~anization tor Standardization and M~trolo&y - AS~O 

Standardization activity in Arab countries is a relatively nei.: 
phenomenon. and this is reflected in the underdeveloped statL ot manv ~SBs. 
i.:ho otten tail to provide adequate metrology. cert.it.ication ;ind qualit\" 
assurance programmes. Exports arc· primarily oil rdatf·d. and thc·rt- is .1 

de tacto reliance on other internationallv c·stablishc-ri · 1nciards (in th£·sc· 
industrial sectors. e.g. :\SHI. BS!). Rq;ional standarci: •n activit\· d;itcs 
back to 1968 when ASMO was establishc•d as a special iz· ·1cv ot the· Lc-<>f,llf" 

of Arab States. ~ith the objectives of 

assisting Arab countries in establishing NSBs and mctrology facilities 

co-ordinating standards particularly in the areas of definitions, 
technical drawing, and methods of inspection 

improving tne information flow concerning rcgulat.ions, standards, tests and 
mctrology between co~ntries 

developing unified Arab standards pcrtaininp, to raw materials, products 
and equipment, and codes of practices. It also aims Lo develop and 
rcgi ster marks of confor111i ty to t hcsr standards 
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co-ordinating and assisting in training and research, and co-ordinating 
the activities of members within ISO. 

~e~bership stood at e1ght~en in 198" ~hich consists of onlv the official 
representatives of ~ember countries. Membership included. Algeria. Bahrain. 
Iraq. Jordan. Kui.:ait. Lebanon. Libya. ~orocco. Oman. Palestine. Qatar. Saudi 
Arabia. Sudan. Svria. Tunisia. United Arab Emirates. Yemen Arab Republic. 
P.O.R. ot Yc·men. 

The bulk ot AMSO's l.'ork relates to training. information and co
ordination. Hoi.:ever. by 1988 over lUUU Arab standards had been published. 
which concentrated on the unit icat ion of technical terms and quality control 
~ethods. Product specitications were developed in taod. clothing. textiles. 
building products. oil. minerals and electrical products. However. by 198/ 
6~ per cent of :\SMO standards amounted to complete adoptions of ISO, IEC. OIHL 
and Codex Alimentarius standards. 

Certification acti\·ities onlv extc.-nd to the stamping of precious metals. 
and there is also a system tor the correlation of test results among Arab 
petroleum laboratories. One important area of ASMO's work is the translation 
of ISO. lEC and other standards into Arabic. A second area i.:here AS~O has had 
a role is the developmer t of standards for the preparation of certain 
foudstutts in line \Oith Islamic traditions. 

ASHO role has in practice. ho~ever. been limited, in part due to the 
lack of organization at thP national level. and also due to the character of 
the League of .\rab States. Essentially a political organization. debates 
among members have focused only to a minor extent on issues of economic co
operation. Economic integration occurs within the framework of the Gulf Co
operation Council (GCC) ~h~ch i.:as established in 1981 and consists of six 
members. Saudi Arabia. Kuwait, Qatar Oman. Bahrain. and the United Arab 
Emirates. 

In 19811 the s~andardization and metrology organization of the GCC was 
established. Membr,rs are allocated responsibilities. depending on their 
mat('rial and human resources. although in effect the Saudi Arabian Standards 
Organization (SASO) dominates proceedings. At present there is an overlap of 
responsibilities bPtween the GCC and ASHO in standardization. By 1986, fifty 
standards had bee:n circulated by the GCC and '~'.:>U Saudi Arabian standards 
already existed. while several thousands were in draft or plann.ng stages at 
SASO. Concern has bH:n raised particularlv by the United States over thc· 
mandatory nature of. Saudi Arabian Standards. and their potential to become CCC 
standards (see Kruger, 1989). Since 1988 imports are required to have a SASO 
certificate of conformity. with the potential to create TBTs. Two further co
operation councils have bcen established within the Arab region. These are 
the Arab Co-operation Council consisting of Egypt, Iraq. Jordan and North 
Yf,mf,n, and the Ma~hreb Arab Unioi. consisting of Morocc0, Tunisia. Mauritania. 
Algeria anri Libya. and it is possiblf" thar these co-operation councils will 
folio.: the u;c•s route in ~arindardiz.'ltion. 

r> .11 Ifil PAN :\mericao Technical Standards Commissi.on - COPAN.I 

COl'A~T is in f;ict thr· old(-';! of tllf' rq~ional standards bodic·s. havinp, 
been f•stciblishc,d in l'J'if, By l'18'J memhE·rship amountc·d to JI. dividr·d betwH·n 
activr· and adl1<,n·ot mr·mb<·rs. Active members included Brazil, P11nama, 
Venezuela, Mexicc, Dominican Republic, Central America (ICAJTI), Colllllbia, 
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Ecuador, Chile, Costa Rica, Paraguay, Trinidad and Tobago, and Uruguay. 
Spain. France and Portugal are "adherent" members. Its main objecti\·e has 
been to co-ordinate all standardization acti\·ities in member countries via the· 

co-ordination of activities in international standards bodies. 
by attempting to secure harmonized pulicies and technical positions 
for negotiations 

exchange of information between members. and co-operation in training 
and certitication 

the development of Pan American standards co\•ering terminology. test 
methods and product specifications. Bv 198/ there "'ere bti2 standards 
and a certification mark exists. and issues involved in its usage and 
currently being studied. 

It is likelv that the bulk of these standards are direct transcriptions 
of ISO. IEC. OIML or Codex Alimentarius standards. or are Spanish translations 
of other internationally recognized standards. The emphasis is on the 
adoption and usage of ISO/IEC standards rather than th.a independent 
developal'?nt of regional Pan American Standards. 

COPAf:T maintains links for the co-ordination of standards acti\·ities 
with various regional organizations. These include the Latin American Free 
Trade Association (Al..ADI) the On;anization of American States (OAS). the Board 
of the Cartagena Agreement (JACJ and finally the Amazon Pact (PA). 

Within COPANT's structure, several committees have been establishE:·d to 
look at conformity assessment and quality control. Currently COPANT is 
reviewing the possibility of establishing a laboratory accreditation scheme. 
COPANT'! role has been limited by the underdeveloped state of NSBs, and the 
political instability in the region. Standards require long term planning and 
commitment to be effective in promoting long run industrial development. and 
political instability spills over into long term industrial and standards 
policy. 

6.) The Pacific Area Standards Congress - PASC 

A final regional organization of note is PASC "'hose w.embers include both 
developed and developing countries. PASC is not involved in standards 
development. It is an organization with no formal structure. with the 
objectives of providing a forum for discussion and co-operation on 
standardization activities. Currently there are eighteen members including 
the United States, Japan, Canada, Australia and also China, South Korea, 
Malaysia, Singapore and the Philippines. 

PASC has explicitly stated that it will not become involved in standards 
writing. Its main role is the promotion of ISO and IEC participation. and the 
enhancement of discussion on various topics relating to international 
standardization. Meetings are held every two years, with one country being 
nominated as a host. PASC has been successful in encouraging certain Asian 
r.ountries to take more active role i1 international standardization. 
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I. INTKRNATIONAL lSSUt:S IN STANDARDIZATION: 
Considerations for developing countries 

The emphasis in standards bodies. whether national. regional or at world 
level. is to some extent excessivelv on procedures and m~thods. This also 
applies to the execution ot the G:\TT Code on Technical Barriers. Yet, the 
overriding purpose of standardization is not to achieve consensus or to adhere 
to given procedures as such, but to make markets function better. Standards 
~,-,- i1el p the proper functioning of markets at the supply and demand sides. 
kelated economic policy objectin:s may also be sen·ed by standards and 
contormitv assessments. and by the removal ot technical barriers. such as the 
promotion ot industrial de\·elopment. the diffusion or transfe·· of technology. 
the liberalization of trade. etc. 

:\nalvsis ot the present and potential role of standards would seem to 
require such a broader. economic policy based perspective. From the present 
report. a number of is3ues may be identified for which further study is 
desirable. In general. there is a need to make more detailed cost/benefit 
analysis of technical regulations and standards. whether at national. regional 
or world level. This would involve an elaboration of the issues outlined in 
Chapter 2 o: this study and it might be expected to be of assistance to policy 
makers in their understanding of technical legislation and market led 
substitutes for purposes of the development of trade. 

It i.:ould also be important to ha\·e empirical economic studies made of 
the costs of technical barriLrs to trade in sectors of relevance to developing 
countries. In thf' few ir.stances •:here empirical analyses of technical 
harriers have been made. it has turned out to be a rather tedious time
consuming exercise which needs to be conducted at ta1rly high le\·els of 
disaf;gregation. Ther.:;fore the terms of reference for such studies need to be 
caretullv drafted. The restrl:s would provide badly needed insights into the 
nature and magnitude of the costs of these barriers. about which verv little 
is known empirically. 

Another issue ot importance fr.Jr developing countries would be the 
question ot performance versus design standards. especially in the light ot 
the hradual shift towards performance standards in OECD countries . 

.-\s international standards generally tend to have a less specific 
characte:r. there is an obvious inttrest in those standards from developed 
countries that svstematical~v build on ISO/JEC standards. Currently this is 
relativelv rarelv done in the cases of Japanese and United States standards, 
although this position is likely to change over time. Particularly 1':ith 
EC-i99) strengthening European standardization. and the strong response to 
th£·se c·w·nts in the United Statc·s. dc·veloping countries may hope to piggyback 
on thPsf' df,velopments and gain easier market acr.ess. It would therefore b<· 
of v<1lt1£ to undE·rtake a :.pecial studv of how European standardization is 
.1C:tt1.1llv intluencinr, intern<1tional st<1ndards. through boosting the rolE· of 
!SO/IEC st;mdards. a favourablf· ri11tcome for df·veloping r.ountries' accc·ss to 
EC/HT:\ markets in the light of n·gi.)rtal Europe<1n !>t'andardization. 

Thf' 'r1f'W approach' ot t~H· r:c has led, in r,f'ner<tl. to much grf'atf·r 
flf·:-:ibility in U·.:hnical speciticatinns. In adclition the l-.1; Court. of JusticE· 
riilinr;s for c.1s£>:.; w~wrc· no hc·alth. safety or N1vironmental objectiv£·s ,1rr· 
i nvol 1_·f·d rrc·scri bf' mut.11.11 rc·cop,ni t ion among EC MPmbc·r States. This imp! i£,s 
that third cotmtriE·S can frE:f·ly r.hoos<· thP national regt1l<1tory regime of thf'ir 



liking tor entn· into the Cornmunit\· 1. -!_ in the· tuturE'. tor most cas.:-s. EF.-,\ 
tool, As ahainst these main li_beral tem·-ts of the EC rE'[.imc- ...-ith t«spen to 
technical barriers. the re...-ri te ot the EEC Treat\· ( c.:il 1 ed ti.e Si nr,! c- Eut·op ... 1n 
Act) specifically calls tor a high le\·el ct (health. satet,·. etc.' protection. 
Furthermore. and quite apart from EC-llJ'J2. there is a SE'cular tc-nd.:-nc\· ill 
Europe and el:;elr.'here to be more demanding in h.::-alth and satet\· rnatte--rs (see 
chapter 4 ot this study). 

T~··s. besides its favourable effects tor developi~g countries. as set 
out in Chapter'• of this study. there is a danger that EC-1992 is inducinb 1 

trend tuwards higher quality standards as well as more stringent tEchnical 
regulations. which might prove difficult to meet tor developing countries 
exporters. E\·en if the European standard is not the highest possible-. it mav 
still be a demanding one tor developing ccuntrires. Apart from anecdotal 
evidence. no analysis is available to confirm or confute this. To do so. an 
empirical study would be needed that systemat icall:· explored the e:-:pEcted 
impact ot EC-1992 on the strictness of technical requirements and on higher 
quality standards. If empirical tn·nds ot greater stringencv and highc-r 
limits are indeed confirmed. further work should concentrate on \o:hcther. 
dependent on the sectors. dE\·elopinE countries ha\·t:c indeed difficulties ill 
meeting these demands. 

As can be seen, therefore. a number ot issues in standards need further 
examination as far as lht! dt!Veloping countries are concerned. Then• r.n- at 
the same time certain policy areas where initial conclusions can hP drawn. for 
action on the part of developing countries and the intt:crnational communitv. 

With re5pect to ISO and IEC. more attt:cntion should be paid to the 
utility of intt:crnational standards for developing countries. For instance it 
may well be that an excessive dilution of standards occurs at the ISO level, 
caused partly by voting patterns of developing countrie5 which is against 
their own interests, as it further reduces the attraction ot ISO standards in 
the target export markets of developing countries. It might therefore be 
advisable to shift emphasis away from standards writing in deveioping 
countries to the actual use of international standards. The existing 
structure of standards does to some extent offer certain opportunities to 
dev~loping countries. The fact that in many pr0duct sectors. no ISO standards 
are prepared oy developed countries provides opportunities for developing 
countries to promote the formulation of international standards which would 
help them to produce at consistent and recognized quality le\·els. thE>reby 
enhancing South/South trade and possibly other segments in the global market. 

The utility of international standards as a means of technology 
upgrading in developing countries appears extremely limited at the mofficnt. 
except in connexion with export industries. International standards are of 
course transposed into into national or regional standards in the developing 
world, but interest in buyin& lSO/IEC standa~ds directly is very low in almost 
every country of the world. Apparently, their function lies more in general 
training purposes or as background information for a few testing insti•utes. 
Hence there is virtually r.o direct impact on industrial devc·lopment for 
developing countries. 

Technical co-operation can help redress somP of these fundamc,ntal 
weakm:sses with respect to ISO and to a lesser extent a:c stand<1rds. In 
general, the potential contribution of international standards to industrial 
development needs careful assessment if ISO/IEC standards are to play ;i widf'r 
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substantive role _ However. aid to developing countries tor the purposes ot 
stand.'.lrdi::aticn should respond to the needs ot the country and its capacity 
ettectivelv to absorb the aid. Assistance that is limited to the supply of 
copies ot ISO.'IEC or other ir.~ernationalh· recognized standards can bring few 
ber:d its it these standards are stored ini:orrectly. if they are not updated. 
or it indi\·idual manutacturers in de\·eloping countries firid access and 
interpretation ditficult. 

With respect to GATT. there is a good case for developing countries 
joining the GAIT Code as soon as possible. taking account of their resources_ 
In the case ot the least developed cour.tries there are arguments for external 
finance for the required enquiry points. Up to now. only about 20 de\·eloping 
countries signed the Code. The effectiveness of the GAIT Code can be greatly 
improved. although. as was pointed out in Chapter 4. the inherent limitations 
of global agreements st.ould not be lost sight of_ The potential benefits for 
de·:eloping countries appear considerable. given the special and differentiated 
treatment which is accorded to developing countries. 

In improvements to the GAIT Lode itself. special attention should be 
paid to Process and Production Methods (PPMs). as they have particularly 
powerful implications for developing countries. 

Better use of international standards and signing of the GAIT Code. 
could be part of an overall strategy within individual developing countries. 
to promote more systematic standardization and product quality as a means of 
industrial development. One step towards this would be comparison of country 
e:~qeriences in selected OECD and developing countries. This could be combined 
with a wider view of industrial development. to formi..;late an analytical 
perspective and practical application of such standards strategies fot· 
individual countries' cases_ Plans for institutional and terhnical measures 
could be drawn up in the context of strategic industrial strategy formations 
with special attention paid to the role of foreign direct investment into the 
country. and exports from the country. 

Regional standardizat:ion activities in developing countries can in 
principle save scarce rE:sources in the writing of appropriate standards. 
However. the various regional organizations are still relatively weak. or else 
have not moved beyond serving as training services and organizing conferences, 
with the possible exception of ARSO. There is also a tendency of overlapping 
bodies, and proliferation of organizational levels. These aspects may be a 
manifestation of the general difficulties of economic integration processes 
among developing countries. Therefore it is desirable, before advocating the 
potential benefits of regional standards, to spell out clearly the rather 
demanding conditions under which regional standards bodies can substitute for 
national standards writing. Such potential benefits include: 

saving of scarce technical, human, and financial resources 
co-ordination nf positions in ISO 
cheaper and broader information bases 
greater availability of experts 

Desirable pre-conditions for promoting regional bodies would ideally 
include the prior establishment of well functioning national standards bodies 
and effective linkages with regional trading blocs or other forms of economic 
co-operation. 
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:\s has been nott:d in this stud\·. co-opt:LHion bc·t•:e;o-n dt··,·dup~d ,utd 
de\·eloping countries rt:presents ::in important opportunit\" tor ttw t:~:tcndc·d us~ 
ot standards to impro\·e the contribution ot industn· to o\·E-rall economic 
de\•elopment. There is a need tor an .::.nah·t ical o\·c·n·in: ot what is the 
present level and concentration in such co-operation. This suggests that J 

survev ot the bilateral co-operation agreements. and intormal arrangements 
bet;,;•~en the principal standards bodies in OECD countries and indi\·idual 
developing countries wou _d be desirable. Al though this co -operation is m•Kh 
to be recommended, it may also ha\'e the untortunate consequences ot compc·t ing 
bodies. promulgating their own standards. This could be concei\·ed as a co\·ert 
attempt to capture de\eloping countries• markets. Such an anal vs is might 
lead. for instance. to recommendations on co-ordination in ISO' s De\·elopment 
Comn:ittee (DEVCO). 

On the part ot de~eloping countries more systematic efforts should be 
made to inform their industries and exporters about the technical standards. 
regulation and conformity assessment in developed countries or other export 
markets. Al though this may be a rather ob\·ious point. it may ....-e1 ~ bt: 
neglected in practice, even though it is absolutely essential tor an export 
development strategy. The question ot allocating responsibility tor the task. 
whether it should be done by the ~SB or the body responsibLe for export 
promotion, will depend on their relative strengths and their closent:ss to the 
manufacturing sector. 

On the information question in general, there is a tendenr;· t'Jwards a 
proliferation of data hanks to facilitate access to and comparison ot 
standards. Examples would include ISONET at w0rld levt:l, and !CONE and 
INFOPRO at EC/EFTA level, as well as numerous national data b3ses ....-hich 
contain international data. The PERINORM database. available on CD-ROM. and 
containing information on DIN. BSI and AFNOR standards is another rt:levant 
torm of information dittusion. Graduallv this leads to easier access and 
better knowledge about standards. At the same time. however, there are 
reasons not to welcome this proliferation too uncritir.ally. One needs to 
question the ability of such data bases to satisfv the net:ds ot the users. 
without further consideration of the ways in which they are used and the net:d 
tor assistance in associatt:d areas. 

Finally, with respect to quality control, its role in export dt:velopment 
for dt:veloping countries needs to be assessed. This would assist pol iC\· 
makers in determining the appropriate mechanisms tor encouraging its use. 
Traditionally, the conce:nttat ion is still on q1ial i tv control as a managem(,nt 
issue at the tirm level, to the neglect ot the national policy aspects. 
Standardization of quality co~troJ systems has manifested itst:lt in the lSfJ 

9000 series. The role and economic significance of these standards in 
promoting quality in developing countri<·s net:d to bt: carefully e:--amim·d. 
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GLOSSARY 

AECMA 

AFAQ 

AFNOR 

AHAM 

AlnA 

AL'\DI 

ANSI 

ARSO 

ASME 

ASMO 

ASTM 

BOCA 

BS 

BSI 

CCIR 

CC ITT 

CE-mark 

CEE 

CEN 

CENELEC 

CEPT 

CO PANT 

COPOLCO 

CPSC 
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Aerospace Standards Committee (EC) 

French Quality Assurance Association 

French National Standards Institute 

= American Home Appliance Manufacturers 

American Insurance Association 

Latin American Free Trade Association 

American National Standards Institute 

African Regional Standa~dization Organization 

American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

Arab Organization for Standards and Met.-ology 

American Society for Testing and Materials 

Building Officials and Code Administrators 
International (United States) 

British Standard 

British Standards Institute 

Broadcasting Standards Committee of ITU 

ITU Committee for telecom and IT standards 

Mark affixed on products complying with EC technical 
regulation 

International Commission for Conformity Cert it icat ion 
and Electrical Equipment 

- (EC/El-'TA) Committee for European Standardization 
(non-electrical) 

- (EC/lffTA) Committee tor European electro-technical 
Standardization 

~ Committee ot European Po~tal and Telecom 
Administrations 

- Pan American Technical Standards Committet: 

~ ISO Consumer Policy Committee 

Consumer Product Safety Commission (United States) 



CTBA 

DGPI 

DGWK 

DIN 

DITR 

DKE 

DOD 

DQS 

EC 

ECCAS 

EC I SS 

ECOWAS 

HTA 

EIA 

ENV 

EOTC 

ETSI 

EWOS 

Ff'A 

FM 

GAIT 

G-mark 

GCC 

GSA 

HD 

HDTV 

HZ 
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~ood and Furniture Testing A!;encY l France· l 

German Societv tor Product Information 

German Societv tor Cei"titication and !'larks 

German Standards Institute 

German Information Center tor Technical Spec it icat ions 

Electro-technical Standards Committee (t;ermanv) 

Dep~rtment of Defence (United States) 

German Sccietv for Certification ot Qualitv Assurance 
Systems 

European Ccmmunity 

Economic Community of Central African States 

EC steel Standards Committee 

Economic Community of West African States 

European Free Trade Association 

Electronics Industry Association (~nited States) 

European Standard 

European Draft Standard 

= European Organization tor Testing and Certification 

= European Telecom Standards Institute 

= European Workshop for: Open Standards 

- 1-·ood and Drug Adciinistration (United Statesi 

~ Factory Mutual Engineering Standards (United States) 

- General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

~ Good Design mark (Japanese) 

- Gult Co-operation Council 

•· General Service Administration (United States) 

- Harmonization Document (of CEN/CENELEC) 

- High Definition TV 

- Herz 

l 

• 



lCO~E 

IEC 

IECEE 

IECQ 

IEEE 

IFRB 

ISO 

ISONET 

ISON 

ITU 

JAC 

JAS mark 

JIS (mark) 

JISC 

JSA 

JSS 

JTC 

LNE 

~ITI 

'.\F 

~!ST 

NOR EX 

NSB 

O:\S 

01:-'L 

os I 
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- Dat~ base ot Europ~an and National (EC) Standards 

Int~rnational ~lectrotechnical Committee 

IEC svstem tor Contormitv Testing to Standards of 
Safety Equipment 

IEC Quality Assessment Svstem for Electronic 
Components 

Institute ot Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
(United States) 

International Frequencv and Registration Board 
(of ITU) 

International Standards Organization 

!nformation Net~ork for ISO Standards 

Integrated Systems Digital Net~ork 

International Telecommunications Union 

Board of the Cartagena Agreement 

Japanese Agricultural Standards mark 

Ja~anese Industrial Standard (mark) 

Japanese Industrial Standards Committee 

Japanese Standards Associa~ion 

Japanese Standards Svstem 

- Joint Technical Committee no. l (of ISO. IEC and ITU) 

National Testing Laboratorv (France) 

- !iinis::.rv of International Trade and lndustrv (Japan) 

i:t·ench Standard 

- Nat icmal Institute of. Sto.ndards and Technology 
(l:nited States) 

- Technical Standards Service tor Exporters (France) 

National Standards Bodies 

- Orr,anization ot American Stares 

International Organization for Ler,al Metrologv 

- Uprn Systrms lnrerconnrcted 



PASC 

PPM 

RACE 

SA.DCC 

SASO 

SCL'SA 

S-mark 

SQUALPI 

TAG 

TBT 

TC 

T-mark 

UEATC 
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Pacitic Area Standards Con~ress 

Processes and Production Methods 

Research in Ad'\·anced Telecommunicaticns tcr l::uropE-

Southern African Dfl·elopment Co-ordination Cammi t tee 

~ Saudi Arabian Standards Organization 

Standards Council ot the VSA (proposed) 

Safety Mark. for products compl\"ing i..-ith JapanE-sE- la1r: 

Quality DirectoratE:- of the Fren-:h Mini.stry ot lndustn· 

Techrical Ad'\·ison· t_;roup (in I SO) 

Technical Barrier to Trade 

Technical Committee 

Mark indicating compliance 1r:ith Japanese la1r: on 
electrical apparatus (power; quality) 

Building Products Union of t;e i::c 




